
In no specific order of priority, students will benefit from:

Start Duration Agenda Item Type Presenter

3:00 PM 3:01 PM Call to Order & Land Acknowledgement adm Chair Naeem

3:01 PM 3:03 PM Adoption of Agenda D Chair Naeem

3:04 PM 3:04 PM Adoption of Consent Agenda: D Chair Naeem
Monitoring Reports: GP#2b1, BMDs, E#1 

3:05 PM 3:06 PM Adoption of Minutes: March 3rd & 23rd; Aug 31st; April 4th D Chair Naeem

3:07 PM 3:08 PM Regrets adm Chair Naeem

3:09 PM 3:10 PM Conflicts of Interest adm Chair Naeem

3:10 PM 3:50 PM Budget for the Year 2018-19 D Chris  Turner

3:50 PM 3:51 PM Comments from the Chair of the Board & CGO fi Chair naeem

3:51 PM 3:52 PM Comments from the  President & CEO fi President Brar  

3:52 PM 3:53 PM Comments from the Executive Director & COO fi ED Champagne

3:53 PM 4:20 PM Finance Committee Report D Director Small

4:20 PM 4:40 PM Ownership Linkage Committee Report D Director Hakim

4:40 PM 4:55 PM Student Affairs Administrative Agreement  D Chair Naeem

4:55 PM 5:10 PM Quarterly Financial Updates D Chair Naeem

5:10 PM 5:20 PM Items Pulled from the Consent Agenda D Chair Naeem

5:20 PM 6:20 PM Incamera: Final Term Feedback Compilation; EL#1 fi/D Chair Naeem

6:20 PM 6:25 PM New Business & Announcements fd Chair Naeem

6:25 PM 6:25 PM Adjournment D Chair Naeem

Total 3hr25min

LEGEND:

fi, For Information

fd, For Discussion

D, Decision required

adm, Administrative task

if, If Required

Products and services that cater to the financial needs of students

The Organization exists to represent, advocate for, and suppor the primary stakeholders, the students of Wilfrid Laurier University, and to provide them 

with a holistic university experience and an enhanced student life. The costs of these benefits will be justified by the results.

An affordable, accessible, and high quality academic experience    

A safe, sustainable, and empowering environment

 Diverse and inclusive social interaction

Wilfrid Laurier University Students' Union

Meeting of the Board of Directors

Location: Students' Union Boardroom, Waterloo
Date: April 27th, 2018, 3:00 PM

The Strategic Ends of the Students' Union
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Land Acknowledgement:

We acknowledge the traditional territory of the Neutral, Anishnawbe, and Haudenosaunee People.

REMINDERS:



 Wilfrid Laurier University Students’ Union 

Board of Directors Meeting  

 March 3rd, 2018 

 SCJ Building 

 Brantford, Ontario 

 
 

Present: Michael Del Bono, Kevin Bonnell, Idris Omar Hassan, Talha Naeem, Ricky Liu, 

Kanwar Brar, Ilana Roitman, Phil Champagne, Moumita Paul, Klaudia Wojtanowski, 

Zemar Hakim, Tarique Plummer, Joseph Small 

Regrets: Emily Rezkalla 

Guests:  

 

 

1. Call to Order 

Chair Naeem 

So, we call this meeting to order at 6:01 pm on March 3rd, 2018 on the Brantford campus 

in the SCJ Building. We acknowledge that we are on the traditional territory of the 

Neutral, Anishnaabe, and Haudenosaunee peoples.  

 

2. Adoption of Agenda 

Motion 1 (Hassan/Del Bono): Motion to adopt the agenda package as presented 

Vote: 8-0-0 

Result: Motion Pass 

 

Director Small 

I noted, Chair Naeem that that the agenda schedule today there are section 

allocated for comments from the Chair, President, Executive Director, but couldn’t see 

any written reports in the presented agenda package. Are there any reasons why these 

weren’t provided?   

Chair Naeem 

From my knowledge, these three items are fixed items on the agenda package. They 

are supposed to be there even if those persons don’t have a comment or anything 

along those lines, they will mention that when the item comes in, but now I just had a 

conversation with President Brar and he mentioned that these can be excluded as well, 

something that I will look into for our next agenda as well. 

President Brar 

I couldn’t send them in writing and there will be no updates from the Executive Director  

Director Small 

Okay, thank you   

 

3. Adoption of Consent Agenda 

Motion 2 (Del Bono/Wojtanowski): Motion to adopt the consent agenda as presented 

while pulling off GP#2j, GP#2a, GP#2c 

Vote: 5-0-4 

Result: Motion Pass 

 
Director Wojtanowski 

I would like to pull the Chair and CGO’s monitoring report  



Chair Naeem 

GP#2j is now pulled, would you like to pull any other items from the consent agenda? 

Director Wojtanowski 

As well as GP#2a and GP#2c 

 

4. Adoption of Minutes: August 12th and December 17th, 2017 

Motion 3 (Small/Hakim): Motion to table the discussion of the meeting minutes for 

August 12th and December 17th for the March 16th General Meeting.  

Vote: 7-1-0 

Result: Motion Pass 

 

Director Wojtanowski 

I would like to pull the August meeting minutes  

Chair Naeem 

The August 12th meeting minutes, okay 

Director Wojtanowski 

As well as the December 

President Brar 

To clarify these are not part of the consent agenda, we are talking about these now? 

Chair Naeem 

Yes 

President Brar 

So, we can just hop right into them  

Chair Naeem 

The floor is not open for discussion on the August 12 and December 17th  

Vice Chair Del Bono 

Point of clarification, can we get a vote number for the adoption of the meeting 

minutes? 

Director Wojtanowski 

It is up for discussion now 

Vice Chair Del Bono 

Okay 

Chair Naeem 

The floor is now open for discussion, is there anyone who has any comments? 

Director Hakim 

Just a point of information, how does Harrison receive the audio? Is it in an SD chip or 

does he watch the livestream?  

Chair Naeem 

I think it is regularly through the SD, but I am not 100 percent sure how Harrison receive 

that file because the file is supposed to be with him from months ago. So, I don’t have 

an answer to that  

Vice Chair Del Bono 

I would be able to give a particularly accurate answer, I believe that Secretary Harrison 

has received the files from the conferencing systems themselves by email from the 

Chair and CGO, and so I would imagine those would be somewhere in Director 

Plummer’s records. 

Director Wojtanowski 



Over the course of those two meeting minutes “inaudible comment” came up 49 times. 

So, inaudible comment has now replaced accurate comments from individuals from 

both the table and the gallery which are the stakeholders. Now, 32 times in the August 

12 meeting and the December 19th meeting 17 times. Now, especially after the 

December 9th Board Meeting Secretary Harrison was not present and hasn’t been 

present at multiple Board meetings since then. I think that if we go ahead and approve 

these meeting minutes without sending them back and looking for better clarification 

on those inaudible comments I think that we are not upholding policies Gp#2a5, as well 

as GP#2c7 which directly talk about us being accountable to the policies and giving 

our stakeholders accurate and current information. Personally, I would not approve 

these minutes today because of the lack of clarity and integrity that would stand 

behind them because when it comes to and audit or something we are putting 

ourselves in a vulnerable position if we cannot actually look at what these minutes say 

or mean, and also my second point would be to ask for a reason why Secretary 

Harrison isn’t at these meetings as they are extremely crucial for the Secretary to be at, 

as far as I aware inaudible comment is not this common for when a secretary is actually 

present within the Board room at the time of doing them. Those are my two comments, 

if I could get an answer as to why Secretary Harrison is not here I think that myself as well 

as the Board would appreciate that.  

Director Small 

Point of privilege Chair Naeem? I am hardly qualified to speak on behalf Secretary 

Taylor’s behalf, but I think that in the interest of full disclosure I was made aware that 

Secretary Taylor has disclosed the reasons for his absences to former Chair, now 

Director Plummer. I think that his reason was personal which he didn’t feel comfortable 

disclosing at the Board table, I think that in one of the meeting minutes you will note 

that I gave him an option to present the cases why he… I gave him an opportunity 

during other business on one of these meetings to explain himself and see if he felt like 

contributing a reason why he might not be absent in the near future, but he was not 

comfortable expressing that, and so I think he has made it very clear to the Board 

where he stands. If you want full disclosure, you may want to speak to Director 

Plummer.   

Director Wojtanowski 

I totally understand someone not being able to be here for personal reasons; however, 

because of how consistent it is now adversely affecting us and now the organization. 

So, regardless of that unfortunately as a Board we need to take the steps to make sure 

that we are holding ourselves accountable because I can understand whatever reason 

it may be whether disability or whatever, that means that person whether it is Secretary 

Taylor or not is fulfilling their role to the fullest of their capability and to the expectation 

that we have set. If their capabilities do not match the expectations that we have set 

unfortunately that is not acceptable and that is something that we need to keep in 

mind because we are accountable not just to them but also to every single 

undergraduate student here at Laurier.  

Chair Naeem 

Just a point of information, over there in any of the audio recordings I have performed 

many audio recordings, if it is a distorted audio file there is a 90 percent chance that 

we will not be able… we can go back to the Secretary, but if the file is corrupted then 

that information… there is some procedures that can be taken, but I am not sure that 

even following those efforts we will be able to retain or recover the loss of audio files or 



not. So, that is something that we need to put into consideration, but I will definitely look 

into his personal reasons. I have been trying to get in touch with the Secretary, but we 

have had email communications and they have mentioned that they are trying their 

best for now to have those meeting minutes ready. The 5-hour long meeting was a very 

a great amount of work for them to do audio recording. I believe that if is lost, then we 

may have to look into some other options for recovering those files.  

Vice Chair Del Bono 

Director Roitman, did you have something to say? 

Director Roitman 

Yes, but my question was answered 

Vice Chair Del Bono 

What perhaps could be a couple of simple solutions, maybe not solutions that would 

solve this issue 100 percent, but as of now I don’t think it would hurt to… I know that 

previous secretaries have done this, if they hear an inaudible comment it is kind of 

punctual to reach out to Directors personally and ask them about referring to a specific 

part in the minutes if the Director can clarify anything. But, you know, given that 

Secretary Taylor is gone for personal reasons I totally understand how the workload can 

be getting to him and so I would also recommend that both myself and everyone here 

at this table review their own sections of so that we can all contribute to resolving this as 

fast as possible. 

Director Hassan 

I agree with Vice Chair Del Bono on this matter, I think that we need to go back to 

Director Wojtanowski and ask her what specific sections of it where you are having a 

hard time understanding or where you think anyone else may look at it and might have 

some hard times processing, so that maybe we can focus on that portion of it and not 

waste a whole lot of time in this particular area. 

Chari Naeem 

Director Wojtanowski’s comments were not based on her own comments, you can 

clarify as well, but her concern was there was so many inaudible comments and they 

affect the transparency of the Board. That was her bigger point, if I wrong, please. 

Director Wojtanowski 

No, that is completely accurate and in reference to that and to briefly summarize the 

point that I made I think that every single inaudible comment counts because you 

never know what is important especially if it is not there. My point stands that the 

Secretary should be at the meetings because 17 times inaudible comment isn’t 

supposed to happen. I know that in one of the first few Board meetings I had an 

inaudible comment, but Chair Plummer reached out to me and we clarified what was 

said at that point; however, this goes back to the timeliness of this as well. These are 

meeting minutes from December 17th which is three months ago, so again going back 

and saying to go fix those minutes now would be difficult because you are recalling 

something that you said three months ago at 7:57 on Tuesday. So, while we can go 

back a try I think that we need to be really cautious of how that is written down and 

presented, so that the people reading minutes know that this is some account three 

months after the fact of what we think might possibly been said. I think that is something 

that we do need to be aware of the fact that this is a path that we as a Board are 

choosing to go down, regardless they shouldn’t be approved today. I think that is 

something that we should go back and do 

Chair Naeem 



Just another comment on that end just to let this Board know that what traditionally 

been done is approving the minutes every other meeting, now we had a secretary who 

resigned without any clarification or justification for why she is doing that… 

Vice Chair Del Bono 

Just a point of comment Chair Naeem, there were particular reasons why the previous 

secretary had resigned and it is confidential  

President Brar 

I would withdraw your comment because you cannot make a claim like that against 

her because there were reasons for that. 

Chair Naeem 

My conversation with Director Plummer was that we didn’t know the reasons give, so… 

It is on the Board to decide at this moment to approve these minutes or do we want to 

review those inaudible comments?  

Director Wojtanowski 

You said that they were emailed to Secretary Taylor or was it Vice Chair Del Bono?  

Vice Chair Del Bono 

I believe that way this practice is that is that the conferencing system is emailed to the 

Secretary via the Chair and CGO, but I don’t know that 100 percent.  

Director Wojtanowski 

I am not a technician, but when things go over email they can sometimes get distorted 

further as it is compressed, so it could be that a lot of these things could be clarified 

actually on the SD card and Secretary Taylor could com e to the office to look at these 

specific sections, so that the SD card stays where it needs to be. That is just a suggestion 

Director Hakim 

Yeah, two years ago I believe they used to give the SD card to the Secretary physically.  

Chair Naeem 

The practice is pretty much similar at this time as well, whether we are handing the SD 

card or emailing – it is recorded in an SD card usually.  

Director Bonnell 

I was wondering if he had access to the livestream so that he could compare the audio 

files to the livestream, a way to double check if… or is that maybe too tedious.  

Director Hassan 

I am a bit confused a I might want to ask a few questions? It seems like most of the 

questions that we are asking can only be answer by one person, but I don’t even see 

him on the table. Director Plummer. Do we know when the Secretary is coming back? 

When? Who is supposed to do his job before that? Are we just depending on audio? 

Can someone give us info on that portion of it?  

Director Small 

Point of privilege Chair Naeem, I think for the sake of time I recognize that the Board is 

doing a lot of speculation and a lot of the facts of this situation that we require to make 

an informed decision rely on two people, neither of whom are here at the moment. I 

would like to put forward an amendment, the amendment being that we table the 

approval of the meeting minutes of the August 12th and December 17th meeting 

minutes until the March 16th General meeting.    

 

5. Regrets 

Chair Naeem 



Director Plummer will be joining us, as well as CRO Abigail will be joining us later on in 

this evening as well. She is there, my apologies. I have received and email from Director 

Rezkalla saying that she was in Toronto in one of her competitions, it was something that 

she couldn’t miss. She was not able to figure out a time, based on the timeline that she 

had. 

 

6. Conflicts of Interest 

No conflicts 

 

7. Items Pulled from the Consent Agenda 

Motion 4 (Hassan/Bonnell): Motion to approve Gp#2j 

Vote: 5-0-3 

Result: Motion Pass 

 
Chair Naeem 

We have GP#2j to pull, any question will be taken now.  

Director Wojtanowski 

As it comes to GP#2j, as the Board we are responsible for the oversight of all the 

general meetings and it comes to certain things being non-compliant with the unit. If 

you could turn to GP#2j.1  

Director Small 

Which page? 

Director Wojtanowski 

Page16. As it comes to us and the Board during all of our General meetings… sorry, 5… I 

am sorry about that.  

Director Small 

Pardon me Director Wojtanowski, could you please clarify that? 

Director Wojtanowski 

Basically, when it comes to GP#2j it is the responsible oversight of all the general 

meetings and approving all of the subsequent policies. We will go over the evidence. 

All subsection of the policy is reported as compliant, but they are not.  

Director Hassan 

Which page number? 

Director Hakim 

Page 20, under Evidence 

Vice Chair Del Bono 

I think we should give Director Wojtanowski a chance to look and then come back 

Director Wojtanowski 

It’s okay 

 

8. Comments from the Chair and CGO 

President Brar 

At this particular point I do not have any written comments because it was mostly the 

follow up on the, what I explained before, a lot of things that are happening on my end 



for consideration to give the Board a written report. So, I did not feel like submitting 

anything this time. If there are any questions, please ask me  

Director Small 

I have a question Chair Naeem, but before I do I would like to clarify. Director 

Wojtanowski, was GP#2j the only section of the consent agenda that you wished to 

have reviewed and addressed?  

Chair Plummer 

The whole Gp#2j was pulled 

Director Small 

Okay, I just want to clarify that there weren’t any more items. I also wanted to know 

what is the current status of the outgoing inspection issues which President Brar brought 

up during new business at the February 16th meeting? Have remedial measures been 

implemented since?  

Chair Naeem 

Yes, and that was rather a confusion. The schedule is based on 4 years and each year 

has specific Direct Inspection Committees. Those Director Inspection Committees were 

not scheduled for this year, and they are already struck in previous years: in year one to 

three. We are in year 4 of the Direct Inspection cycle. That is where we stand right now 

and there will be discussed under the Finance Committees updates, there was a report 

addressed those three items and they will be discussed at the committee report at the 

year-end I believe.  

Director Small 

I am well aware of that, thank you 

President Brar 

All those policies still have to be monitored year after year, as they are, it is just that 

those Finance Committees which is under one of those GPs is for any policy changes 

that will be reviewed under those four years and that separates the monitoring of it. 

Since those three have been monitored twice a year, my first report has been 

submitted three times a year. My first report in October, the next one later and then 

another towards the end of the year. The committee has a preview of those ELs, they 

would give a final report which I will take based on a Monitoring Schedule which is 

approved. 

Director Small 

Thank you for the clarification 

Chair Naeem 

Any further questions? 

9. Comments from the President and CEO 



Chair Naeem 

I want to clarify, at one of the meetings I did say that I would be given written update 

once a month just because some of the meetings are scheduled back to back, and 

based on how early I have to submit the updates not much changes from. In regard to 

making meetings timely and efficient in the policy it made more sense to give updates 

as they come up. In regard to St. Patrick’s Day fast approaching I have provided I have 

given updates for the previous meetings. In regard to planning it we should have seen 

communication go up through the University office and the Students’ Union because 

this is the first year that we have written a joint letter together to the student body. 

Normally it has gone out through different ways, just to show a solidified front and our 

primary message has been that Waterloo Regional Police has taken a different 

approach St. Patrick’s Day as they have communicated to us that there will be 

increased police presence and fines for violations that take place and they will be 

taken a firmer approach, and as a student organization it is our duty to let students 

know what that approach is so that they are aware of that proactively ahead of time in 

advance so they are not burden. With the help of the marketing department we are 

also making a video to go over that in a creative way, poster will be going up around 

campus, a message has gone to Brantford students as well, and then also staff a 

faculty from the University through CPAM. In addition, there is alternative space, there 

will likely be programming taking place at Wilf’s, we have the Turret as a designated 

study space because we do know that there are midterms happening and people 

have stuff to work on and based on that people can go to the Turret and we will have 

communication plan for that with posters and everything else. Finally, there will be a 

non-alcoholic event hosted by the Seminary at the Veritas Café on the day of it if 

people want to go there, so that we make sure that we are accommodating all needs. 

Another update pertains to the Student Wellness Centre, the Dean of Students Office is 

soliciting feedback on the Student Wellness Centre on both campuses, they have 

identified that to ensure that the highest level of service and standard of delivery. They 

are listening to students to gain feedback on the service. So, they there will be a 

general feedback session taking place at the end of March which any student can go 

to voice their opinions, there is also an online tool and you can also directly submit your 

feedback via email if you want to remain anonymous and that can be found on the 

Dean of Students website. The Dean of Students in Waterloo has been very generous 

given that she wants to host a general session with student leaders, so if this body is 

interested in doing that then we can help facilitate that. I would ask that you give your 

availability in the up-coming weeks and based on that we can schedule something for 

the Board of Directors, Student Executives and also our organization if we do want to 

proceed that way. If not, we have the other mechanisms available through online and 

the general session which will be taking place and open to anyone in March anyways. 

Finally, as you are all aware, the Turret renovations are beginning May 1st, we are 

working the with the alumni office to do a final Turret party. With the new space we will 

have, the new space that we are proposing set up is that it will be both a social venue 

where students can go to engage and relax, but also a study space. So, we are moving 

away from the bar night type of thing but events will still take place for clubs, for 



anyone else, caterings and everything else. The way the Turret exists right now we want 

to do one final alumni party for the 40 years we have been functional as that space, so 

that people can come back and engage in that space, as of now we are finalizing the 

details and it is planned for April 28th. We are reaching out to different alumni as far 

back as the 80s, the goal will to have a trivia night and engage with all those 

generations that will come in and spending the night. It is a really cool night and as 

details come finalized that will take place through student Executives and for Board 

members as well because we really value what that space has done for former 

students and how alumni can come back and engage. That is it I can take any 

questions? 

Director Small 

Just last week President Brar I understand that significant flooding was reported in the 

Brantford area, I understand that the University put out a statement on Twitter to 

confirm that no damage was done to Laurier property in Brantford, but were Students’ 

Union operations affected at all by this?  

President Brar  

No, not at all. We are in a very high area on campus that was not impacted. The 

University ensured communication and we have been receptive on all communications 

and communicating that to students. We are also working with our Students’ Union 

Foodbank to help anyone off campus who was impacted in the area who can use our 

resources, we are providing them food and services that they need in case that they 

were impacted, we are doing our due diligence to make sure that happens. 

Director Small 

Was there substantial demand for the Foodbank? 

President Brar 

It was more of a proactive choice that we communicated, and students are aware 

that is an option they can take if they were impacted and they were low on food.  

Director Small 

Okay, thank you 

Director Hassan 

Just to follow up with the questions by Director Small, I know the Dean’s Office were 

working with students who were impacted with the flood, were there any students that 

have come forward that were affected by the flood?  

President Brar 

The primary contact from the Dean of Students’ office is Adam and Beth working from 

CPAM who reach out to students, they deal with students directly and if students reach 



out to them that information is confidential because it could be a troubling thing. All the 

resources were set up so that they can be helped out.  

Chair Naeem 

Any further questions? 

10. New Business and Announcements 

Chair Naeem 

Is there any new business or announcements? 

Director Small 

If you don’t mind Chair Naeem I have about three items I would like to put forward to 

the Board, feel free to space them out how you will. First thing I wanted to bring up, 

after I heard President Brar conversations in last meeting’s new business and 

announcements I took the liberty of reviewing the last agenda package from July 8th, 

2017, when I found the Board’s tentative presentation schedule. I am concerned with 

the current status of this meeting schedule because I noticed that no time was 

provided during the general meeting on the 26th of January for the VPs updates, not a 

single guest speaker with an indeterminate presentation date is coming to speak to the 

Board. On the whole this is really disappointing and I would like the Board to reflect on 

this because by subverting the presentation schedule I am worried that we subvert 

GP#2h, 1b which is explicitly listed on the presentations schedule. If this is the case then 

it seems that the Board will willingly deny key members of the Laurier community the 

chance to contribute to our end to our ends and; therefore, neglect our responsibility. 

So, long winded discussion aside I have two questions, one for Ian Muller who is guess is 

not here today and  

President Brar 

I can take his question because he reports to… 

Director Small 

My first concern is can you confirm whether the Board risk adverting GP#2h,1b 

schedule? 

President Brar 

Yes, give me one second. Where is the GP found? 

Director Small 

I found it  

President Brar  

It specifically says governance, education and related to ends determination and this 

GP is monitored by Chair and CGO. This is where the Board would hold the Chair and 

CGO accountable to that provided new evidence, and I don’t know where that falls in 

the Monitoring schedule, but the Board can request a monitoring of any of the 

schedules at any time, so at any time if you feel this has been violated I would ask that 

you make a motion for the Chair and CGO re-evaluate and monitor this policy with 

new evidence and the board makes that decision whether it is compliant or not 

compliant.  

Director Small 

Very well, would that have to be done at this moment? 

President Brar  

That is up to you and the Board to decide 



Director Small 

If you don’t mind I don’t feel satisfactory research into the policy itself really make that 

claim at this moment to put that motion forward to the Board at this moment. I am 

going to sit on that for a bit. The only other question I had on that front is Directed 

towards Chair Naeem: could you confirm whether or not plans are still in motion for 

individuals who were listed at the bottom of the tentative presentation schedule to 

delivery presentation to the Board? 

Chair Naeem 

Well that was something that was part of a small discussion that I had, basically I never 

had a chance to sit with ex-Chair Plummer so far and pretty much these gaps are 

existent because I never had any transition in that regard. He came back from 

vacation and since he came back we never had a conversation on where he left 

things off in that particular regard, and there are two other things that I need to catch 

up with. My plan is to comment on all of those in future meetings and reschedule to 

make sure that the Board is kept up to date with whatever presentations were schedule 

in our July meeting. I will try my best to do that  

Vice Chair Del Bono 

Just to throw a little “tid-bit” in there, I never heard any word from former Chair Plummer 

about the tentative speaking schedule in terms of any stakeholders who would like to 

come in, of course I heard that the schedule would be proposed, but I never heard 

back from him if any specific stakeholders were coming or not, and so maybe Chair 

Plummer did reach out to these individuals and they opted not to or whatever reason 

there may be, it is a tentative schedule but I also agree that these stakeholders need 

more communication on that front. 

Chair Naeem  

I really tried my best to have an external presenter come to this Board meeting, but last 

minute they said that they are not able to make it on a Friday 6pm meeting, so that is 

something that I wanted to mention as well.  

Director Wojtanowski 

In general, I think that there are certain things that the Board wants to see Chair Naeem 

follow through on that has been lacking just because of the past that we have had with 

Chair Plummer because the meting minutes have not been accurate current or timely, 

which is part of our GPs. Further, the monitoring of the Board’s processes; we cannot 

monitor ourselves if we do not have accurate meeting minutes and so that just goes 

further with the comment that Director Small made about making sure that we have 

the right GPs and the right things monitored at the right time, and that is the 

responsibility of the Chair. I apologize because I do realize that you are in this position. It 

was Chair Plummer’s responsibility at the time to take care of all these things; however, 

that was not done and as the Board I think that we need to direct you Chair Naeem to 

come back next meeting with the next steps and how we are going to resolve these 

issues. Further than next steps, an actual action plan where the actions are already 

being taken on your part to rectify the situation. So, with regards to meeting minutes, to 

the Monitoring Report, and the meeting schedule. Again, I would like to say that I do 

realize this falls on your shoulders due to lack beforehand, but I think that we can all 

agree that this is really important going forward because we are not compliant with our 

own policies and it is really hard to hold the Chair and CEO accountable to the policies 

if we cannot follow the policies ourselves.  

Chair Naeem 



Yes, and I would request all the Board members at this moment and even President 

Bar… 

Director Plummer 

I would like to make a comment  

Chair Naeem 

I will add you to the speakers list. If you have any information of past discrepancies or 

things that I have overlooked so far, I have my email there. I try my best to check my 

email several times per day as… I will encourage you guys to give me direction, holding 

me accountable and giving me an appropriate chance to letting me aware of 

anything that is pending, anything that needs to be caught up. Currently it is about a 

whole bunch of things that are coming up and the responsibility of Chair and CGO that 

I have to deal with and it has been a lot, but I am very dedicate towards making every 

right move. I was pointed out by President Brar at the last meeting about those three 

reports and I went back and did my research, I asked for questions and clarifications 

and then I reported back to him, so he will bring up to me my hope is that I will catch 

up on everything that is overlooked on my behalf, the Board has the right to hold me 

accountable and also help me direct it. So, if you see me overlook anything then let me 

know and that will give me a chance to do my best in terms of performing as per 

demanded by the Board for the policy as per the standard.  

Director Plummer 

The first thing that I would like to say is that Chair Naeem has been doing a great job so 

far in taking over the role of Chair and CGO, he has had not a lot to work with, but he 

has worked with it well. Something that I will admit is that I have not been available as 

much as I would like to give Chair Naeem the transition that would be most appropriate 

to him because of me being the new president elect. In addition, I have been in 

Jamaica for the past two weeks or so because I have not been home in over two years. 

My apologies for going to see my family. Something else that I should add to that point 

is that my responsibility to ensure that we have timely and accurate meeting minutes; 

however, was clearly communicated to the Board we had a Secretary who resigned, 

we had a black log of minutes, we have to understand that our Secretary Harrison is a 

student and he has responsibilities as well and what we preach on the Laurier campus is 

that academics are first. Clear as that. And I did say to the Board that he is working 

away at this and that he will provide this to us as soon as he is able to and the Board at 

that time they understood that, so I understand that it was my responsibility, I 

understand that people are human beings, I understand that they are students, and I 

made that clear to the Board. So, thank you so much Director Wojtanowski for 

mentioning that for bringing up things that were already mentioned. That is all I would 

like to say, thank you. 

Chair Naeem 

Are there any responses to Chair Plummer? He is not in that position at this point, or 

anything that would rectify his past term that will be something that is pretty much 

redundant at this particular moment as we are trying to move forward, but you still 

have full autonomy to rebut anything. My hope is that we keep it productive and my 

hope is that we keep it together. I hold myself accountable, you folks hold me 

accountable, I would say let’s move together, I’ m going to get everything done. I 

would say that my other jobs, my volunteer work and all my other commitments are 

now secondary to the Board, and I will try my upmost best so that we can do it. It is not 

a difficult task, we have done a lot together. I also want to say that to hold me 



accountable next meeting if I do not follow up and I promise you that I will get these 

items resolved. I said that I am committed to the Board training going out of the way to 

do the research that are needed to be done, but at this moment I want a Board that is 

unified. We have been through a very tough phase, it’s a challenge and learning 

process and my comments when I was running trying to get myself elected was that I 

want to give this Board a well-deserved closing for all the hard work that you have 

done plus the jackets which are still pending.     

Vice Chair Del Bono 

Just to make a couple quick comments, I intend to hold Chair and CGO Naeem 

accountable as well. I want everyone at the table and everyone watching to 

understand that as well and with that I am going to make sure that I am the most 

available as possible during this next week, two weeks, to our next meeting, if you need 

anything, any kind of assistance with ratifying this situation I have a 24/7 communication 

policy, and myself and Chair Naeem are going to make sure that this is no longer an 

issue in the future. Thank you. And also, if there is any response to Director Plummer’s 

comments I would advise the Board to save those comments until the in-camera 

meeting  

Chair Naeem 

We can certainly have that discussion at that time  

Director Wojtanowski 

I just want to make one comment during one of the last November, December 

meetings when Secretary Harrison was still here we as a Board actually voted on the 

fact that we would have the August meeting minutes by the first meeting in January to 

have those approved. So, that is just a point of information for everybody  

Chair Naeem 

Are there any other announcements? 

President Brar 

I have a direct comment to Director Small’s comments and in regard to the VPs coming 

in: in the Summer, me sitting down with former Chair Plummer we discussed that the VPs 

would come once a semester, that was done in the summer, that was done in the fall, 

and for the winter semester they will be coming to the April 17th meeting – as they 

always have given that is the operations budget and we have done that this time. So, 

that is standard and that will happen. 

Director Small 

Perfect, thank you. That ties it up in a near little bow  

Chair Naeem 

I just want to request one more thing: when we get these meeting minutes at a later 

date I have some notes, my notes may be incomplete, so any of the recommendation 

that were made to me if I can have an email follow up today, tonight, or tomorrow, or 

maybe by Monday, I want something solid as well that can ratify exactly what you 

have put forward. In other cases, will try to get with all the Directors who have had 

comments regarding some of the recommendations for me. Thank you so much. Any 

other business and announcements?  

Director Hakim 

On a lighter note, SRAC is going to do a Snapchat takeover next week, so if you have 

signed a lease or about to sign a lease then do that. 

Director Small 



A couple other items if you don’t mind? I would like to pose question to members of the 

Board Training Committee at the table: are they able at this time to provide an update 

on the planned format for the Board training mentor-mentee allegations that have 

been promised since the February 16th meeting?  

Chair Naeem 

So, there has been a follow-up, now the work of the Board Transition Committee is 

complete as they provide the final report, now it is up to me to follow-up on that. We 

have decided to use a cloud-software for the Board training based on the fact that the 

scheduling will be very difficult, it is a measure that we are going to use to help 

everybody participate even if they are not able to make it because all the sessions will 

be live recorded and presented. The presenters will be from a diverse pool in terms of 

their background and knowledge and things along those lines. It will be hard to get 

them together as we have had demands from the incoming Board as well, as they 

want more active roles as well and our concern is to train them, so a mix of that really 

needs to happen and we are really looking forward to having our first session really 

quickly and I will update the Board on that matter early next week. My hope is that by 

then there will be an allocation of mentees to the current Directors  

Director Small 

Thank you for that clarification Chair Naeem, and the on a final note: I would like to 

encourage everyone on the Board right here and now to reach out to Director Hakim 

with input as the Ownership Linkage Committee would like to host some more outreach 

events every soon before the year ends. It is currently in the process of developing 

ideas and trying engagement with the Board. I strongly request that the Board provide 

their schedules to Director Hakim and allow him to find a time and date that works for 

us to arrange a Board event. I am keen to see us, I have been harping on us for the 

whole year, but I would like to see us have at least one mock Board meeting in the 

public setting before the year is up. That is one idea I suppose and in the meantime, I 

really strongly urge everyone on the Board to write their schedules in the nest coming 

months and outreach ideas to Director Hakim at your nearest convenience  

Director Small 

Thank you so much for all the comments, at this moment the only thing left on our 

agenda is the in-camera session. I recommend that we take like a 5 minutes break 

before we go into the in-camera session, so we will get back after the 5-minute break. Is 

there any objection to having a 5-minute break? Seeing that there are none it passes 

unanimously. 
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1. Call to Order 

Chair Naeem 

So, we call this meeting to order at 6:01 pm on March 3rd, 2018 on the Waterloo campus 

in the Board room of the FNCC. We acknowledge that we are on the traditional 

territory of the Neutral, Anishnaabe, and Haudenosaunee peoples.  

 

2. Adoption of Agenda 

Motion 1 (Plummer/Del Bono): Motion to adopt the agenda package as presented 

Vote: 8-0-0 

Result: Motion Pass 

 

3. Adoption of Consent Agenda 

Motion 2 (Plummer/Bonnell): Motion to approve the consent agenda as presented 

Vote: 8-0-0 

Result: Motion Pass 

 
Chair Naeem  

Any items to be pulled from the consent agenda?  

Director Hassan 

I would like to pull all the ELs please  

Chair Naeem 

Any further items to pull from the consent agenda? 

Director Rezkalla 

I don’t see a purpose in having it interpreted; however, for example with GP#2d1 the 

policies that have been updated for the elections Chair; however, it should be 

updated until the last Monitoring Report and as well from our training in September; it 

was a very comprehensive training, she said the interpretations all policies should be 

done by the Chair and Vice Chair and that was not done. So, let’s make sure the Chair 

interprets some of those policies. 

Chair Naeem 

Just to clarify: GP#2d1is delegated to the CRO  

Director Rezkalla 

It is? 

Chair Naeem 

Yes, it is delegated to CRO and GP#2e is delegated to the Vice Chair. So, those are the 

people who are responsible for each year to those particular GPs. 



Director Rezkalla 

No problem, as long as it gets done  

 

4. Regrets 

Chair Naeem 

President Brar has sent his regrets on behalf of himself and Ian. He is not in town for 

person reasons. The Executive Director is not able to make it to this meeting as he is with 

the Director of Policy Research and normally the Director of Finance who represents 

them in their absence; however, they were not able to make it to this meeting, so their 

regrets were sent. Any other regrets? 

Director Plummer 

I find it very hard to believe that we have operations procedures to approve, but we 

have no representative from the Operational Team.  

Chair Naeem 

This could be discussed in items pulled because we can have a discussion about that 

about approving or if there are any questions about that. Any other regrets?  

Director Plummer 

Director Hakim would love to make his regrets, like he mentioned in December he has a 

banquet to attend – a family banquet – so he could not be here at this time.  

Chair Naeem 

Thank you so much for reminding me about that regret as well  

Director Rezkalla 

There is also Director Wojtanowski 

Chair Naeem 

I have not received an email from her, but if you know you can send this on her behalf 

as well 

Director Rezkalla 

If she didn’t then I will ask her to resent it  

Chair Naeem 

My apologies, I have not received anything in my email 

 

5. Conflicts of Interest 

Chair Naeem 

Are there any conflicts of interest to declare? 

Director Rezkalla 

I have a question, we did not approve the meeting minutes? And that was before the 

regrets and conflicts of interest. 

Chair Naeem 

Point of information Director Plummer, meeting minutes are approved with the consent 

agenda approval or they are approved separately?  

Director Plummer 

In this case separately because they were not included in the consent agenda. 

Chair Naeem 

We will go back to that and do that, my apologies  

 



6. Adoption of Meeting Minutes: Aug 12, 2017; Dec 7 & 19, 2017; Jan 12 &26, 2017; 

Feb 2, 2018 

Motion 3 (Plummer/Bonnell): Motion to approve the meeting minutes 

Vote: 6-2-1 

Result: Motion Pass 

 

Director Plummer 

If we look at these minutes we see the minutes from August 12, December 7, December 

9, January 12, January 26, Feb 2. These minutes are primarily from when I was Chair and 

CGO, so something I would like to speak to is we had a Board Secretary and she 

resigned and she left a backlog of minutes: August 12, August 31 and also September 

12 for us to do. Board Secretary Harrison was hired in a very short time span and he had 

a lot of responsibility, a lot of work to get done; transitioning and training was very very 

short during that time period. As for complications with his academic life while still 

maintaining his duty as Board Secretary was a challenge, and so there were periods 

when he said: “my academic is taking a hit, can I submit these minutes at our next 

meeting”? To which I agree to because Laurier’s culture is academics first, now there 

were meeting minutes that took a longer time than expected to us and we are still 

fortunate that we still have them and Harrison expressed his apologues to the current 

Board in delaying getting these timely minutes and the importance of noting the 

limitations of documentations to us. He will give you a reference when the appropriate 

time comes about. So, in addition to Harrison apology, I would also like to apologize for 

not bringing him to the Board table so late, but thankfully we do have him here today 

and if you have any questions we will be more than happy to answer them. Is Harrison 

on the line? 

Vice Chair Del Bono 

Point of information? We are having trouble with the conferencing system right now. I 

am going to redial  

Chair Naeem 

Is there any further discussion on the matter? 

Director Rezkalla 

My concern is not with the timeliness of the minutes, my concern for the accuracy of 

the meeting minutes, they are both incorrect as well as untimely meeting minutes. I 

noticed that the comments that the meeting that I was not at, I passed a lot of my 

concerns and comments to Director Wojtanowski and it basically stated that there 

were inaudible comments several times during the meeting minutes and I looked at the 

new meeting minutes and it looked like all the inaudible comments were just deleted, 

so I just want to know what the thought process was behind that, and there was also 

one answer in the meeting minutes that was incorrect based on the video and what 

was an answer to one of my questions. I want to know that the process was in tabling 

this discussion or that there is an explanation behind that? 

Director Plummer 

Harrison, myself and Chair Naeem we were the ones that sat down with Harrison when 

he said that there are certain comments that are not here at all. Now, sometimes when 

there are inaudible comments what is meant by that is a word, two words, at the most 

half a sentence being lost. Now, the question is at that point in time based on the best 

judgment of the individual writing the minutes this would have not changed the entire 



interpretation, the entire expression of opinion of the point. If the person writing these 

minutes wouldn’t have and the Chair, the individual involved, believes that it wouldn’t 

have then it was a situation that was the best they could do when the audio clips that 

you do have reveal what was said, when the video clips that you have cannot reveal 

what was said and those two words would not change the overall meaning of what 

was said. What do you do when you cannot have determined those one of two words? 

Chair Naeem  

Director Rezkalla? 

Director Rezkalla 

I understand where you are coming from, but I think the overall theme of what I am 

trying to point out is that I will provide a little more detail into what I was specifying too. 

There are actually complete comments that have been omitted from the minutes, from 

the people in the gallery which is our stakeholders and if anything needs to be shown I 

can show it to you guys. I dedicated two days to looking to that, as well as the fact that 

the inaudible comments – it is about the individual and how their voice is being heard 

and we are supposed to making sure that is upheld and that If that is not being fully 

articulated in the minutes, then what is the point? 

Chair Naeem 

These are really good points, but just for time what we will do is if you have any issues 

with the meeting minutes we will take those in the section with the items pulled from the 

consent agenda and we will give them a space to have a discussion on that.  

Director Plummer 

One thing that I would do at the Board table that pertains to Robert’s Rules is to see the 

decisions that were made at the Board table, that decision will directly impact the 

organization as a whole and the points you made are very much valid, our stakeholders 

need to have a voice. But, these decisions are the most crucial at the Board table. The 

meeting minutes for an organization essentially has the different votes and that is where 

it is, we ended up having more than that, so where exactly are you concerned? 

Director Rezkalla 

Just a quick comment? 

Chair Naeem 

Yes 

Director Rezkalla 

I understand that Robert’s Rules are important, but the Constitution and the Policy 

Manual are the highest rule and that upholds the voice of the students, so I think it 

trumps Robert’s Rules. I can be honest with you, full comments have been omitted from 

the agenda and I do have comparisons that needs to be sought, so I don’t think it 

would be appropriate to allow that oversight   

Director Hassan 

We have had remarks from two different Directors so far, but at the same time what is 

said is the most appropriate way to proceed with our agenda today package. So, I will 

give individual Directors a chance if you can point out which meeting minutes you 

have concerns with and we can discuss them with the items pulled from the consent 

agenda and we will have further discussion at that particular time.  

Chair Plummer 

I believe you have to put it in the items from the consent agenda because it was not in 

the consent agenda. Director Rezkalla has given her issues she has with it, so do you 

want to do them right now? In the case where you believe that should be sent back, 



then we can go forward because there were already sent back? So, I believe Director 

Rezkalla can reference the meeting minute dates she has a problem with  

Director Rezkalla 

Yes, of course 

Director Plummer  

And then after giving us time to discuss those  

Director Rezkalla 

I guess if that is how it works, it is my understanding that it is approved each date 

individually, not by comments?  

Director Plummer 

He has it as one line, so we have to approve it as one, they are not mentioned 

separately  

Director Rezkalla 

There is one question that was in February 2nd meeting, it was when the elections were 

happening for the Chair and there was a question that said – it was a yes or no 

question whether you conversed with the following Board members to basically get 

their insights, their understanding and new ventures previously, and we wanted to know 

if this was in your capacity as CRO. Sorry not CRO, Chair of elections portfolio or did you 

sought those initiatives after as a Board member, because per your contract obligation 

you have to answer all questions regarding elections and in the actual meeting you 

said that you don’t want to answer that or you did not feel comfortable answering that, 

but in the minutes, it said that you responded.  

Chair Naeem 

Just to clarify that there was a question that was a yes or no questions? I said that I am 

not happy to answer this question in a yes or no manner, that is what I said. I pretty 

much recall that exact, I said that I am not willing to answer this question in a yes or no 

manner. Okay, but it says you said yes. 

Chair Naeem 

Okay 

Director Rezkalla 

I can send you the comparisons  

Chair Naeem 

I would like to have that  

Director Rezkalla 

If I could bring your attention to this one because that will show what I am really trying 

to say. So, there was a comment by someone in the gallery within the same minutes, 

February 2nd and it was by a member of the gallery and basically it was completely 

taken out and I looked at several of them. I didn’t want to bring them out, I just brought 

a couple for your oversight that way I can bring the rest later, but I just see that there 

are so many issues with these minutes that it is so hard to oversee, even though 

technicalities it makes it really hard. So, if you want I can send those to you instead of 

me just rotating the laptop. It is hard to show something that is not there. 

Director Hassan 

There are quite a number of times that we have talked about those minutes, so I would 

personally appreciate if you could say this page number, this comment and we can 

literally go through it like that and we can quickly approve with condition all those items 

to be taken care of. Is the Secretary on the phone by the way? 

Chair Naeem 



We are trying to get the Secretary on the phone right now. 

Vice Chair Del Bono 

Just a point of information, Director Small would like to use his phone, that might be the 

most useful.  

Chair Naeem 

We are trying that option, meanwhile  

Director Rezkalla 

I would like to answer Director Hassan’s question 

Director Hassan 

We have had enough time to look over and I personally went through those minutes 

and understood the main concepts of what they are about. To my understanding that 

is the main point of what the minutes are about, but your valid points where a question 

was directed towards the Chair, if he said yes or no and he said something else then 

that needs to be taken care of. With condition of those taken care of we can approve 

those minutes and therefore forward. So, that is was I think. If you can tell us what page 

number and what comments so that we can double check and move forward. 

Director Rezkalla 

The one that I was talking about Chair Naeem’s answer was on page 139, on the right 

hand-side and… 

Director Small 

Director Paul are you with us? Director Paul? 

Director Paul 

Yes, I am here 

Director Small 

You are on speaker 

Director Rezkalla 

In regard to finding the exact page, I would suggest looking at the previous agenda 

because it is not in the actual minutes for this meeting and so yeah. SO, I think it is a little 

hard to expect a Board member that is volunteering to find the time to find all these 

individual mistakes when it is paid for. We should not have to handle these issues, table 

this discussion. It is a little bit out of our expectations, but if you would like me to do that 

and I can bring this to the Board at the following discussion meeting because I don’t 

want to drag this out I just want this to resolve just like everyone else. 

Chair Naeem 

One single comment… the discussion so far, I about the accuracy of the meeting 

minutes. Director Plummer has mentioned a very valid point and that is Director 

Rezkalla is that the Board need to collectively decide what is the measure of 

accuracy? What is the requirements as per our policies, what is the measure of 

accuracy that we are going to proceed with? And just a point of information for 

Director Plummer, if there is something that pointed out specifically can we amend that 

and then approve the rest?  

Director Plummer 

That could totally come with the condition of being amended later on, the meeting 

minutes are very important to reflect what happened at the Board table, auditors that 

we have come in a look at the meeting minutes and based on my time being the Chair 

these are the decisions that we make. Do we carry on the current conversation that we 

have, now we are lucky to have these conversations; Director Rezkalla has pointed out 

a few things that are missing and we would love to hear about. Now, these minutes 



have gone back so often that I feel it would be in the best interest of the Board that 

Director Rezkalla help the Board Secretary on those particular meeting minutes, so that 

we can have those corrections there. Based on the conversation that we have had, 

February 2nd was written far ago and so my suggestion is let’s not approve February 2nd, 

let’s have Director Rezkalla work with the Board Secretary and we can approve them 

with the condition that these will be corrected and Chair Naeem will present brief 

updates to the Board. 

Director Rezkalla 

I will be honest with you, that is a lot of time for one Director to correct every single 

mistake and I think that the Board needs to decide in the best interest of the students, 

not what is best for the Board and policies are being adhered to in terms of 

explanations for the time and manner and how we are trying to hold ourselves 

accountable, but I think it is really important to take our time with these things because 

so many mistakes are going to surpass us and just because we don’t want to drag it out 

I think these are new issues that have arisen and I think I would feel a little more 

comfortable if I put a motion forward to send both the August 12th and the February 2nd 

because those two had the most amount of mistakes and inaudible comments and as 

well as the mistake that was made for the answer. 

Director Plummer 

Just a point of information, motion is already on the table to approve the minutes. If the 

Board decides at this point in time to approve them all then we can look at other 

possibilities. 

Director Hassan 

I just want to make sure that I am following the direction of our conversation, so far you 

have only pointed out one-page number; 139, and you mentioned multiple times that 

there are multiple mistakes in the minutes. Unless you are able to say this page, number 

has this, this page number has this mistake, also this mistake, also this page number has 

this mistake and we are able to actually go through it and see those mistakes because 

the only thing I have seen so far is the Chair has asked this question, yes or no, and 

instead of saying yes or no he said yes. So, it is a simple matter that can easily be 

amended. If you are able to point out all the page numbers and all the mistakes that 

you have actually discovered, then maybe we can consider the option the possibility of 

thinking about another option.  

Vice Chair Del Bono 

Just a point of information, I believe we have Secretary Harrison on the line.  

Secretary Taylor 

Yes, I am here can you guys here me? 

Vice Chair Del Bono 

Just a quick point of information depending on how much time we want allocate to this 

discussion now that we have Harrison on the line and able to speak, I am sure that he 

would have no problem answering any questions that you guys may have. 

Secretary Taylor 

I have no problem answering any questions. Another point, it is hard to hear so if you 

could just be clear and quite that would be awesome. 

Director Rezkalla 

All I have to say to answer that question is that I have done my due diligence looking 

through the minutes and it is up to the Board to believe me. I cannot, I will look into it in 



more detail if you choose to believe me that I went through all the minutes, but I 

decided to save the Board the time of not pointing out every single mistake. 

Chair Naeem 

Are there any questions for Secretary Harrison who is on the line with us? 

Director Small 

Secretary Taylor I appreciate your discretion in explaining the reasons for some of these 

inaudible comments and continued issues and points of contention. Moving forward, 

do you think that you are still on track to prepare the remaining meeting minutes that 

are still pending? 

Secretary Taylor 

That is a very good question. I believe yes, I am. I would like to apologize to the Board 

for severely underestimate the time it would take to complete the meeting minutes 

back in August, and that has put off the ones are that are currently ongoing, and that is 

a real problem because if there are inaudible comments then it is difficult to reach out 

to those Directors whom I don’t comprehend and sort of confirm with them what was 

actually said. The reason that the meeting minutes from August have been delayed is 

because that will make it better for everyone. So, I believe that I will be on track, it is just 

the August meeting minutes that will be behind. 

Vice Chair Del Bono 

I just have a question for Secretary Harrison: I just want to prefacing it by saying that I 

cannot speak for everyone at the table but I completely understand some of the issues 

that you are going through, I don’t put a huge amount of blame on you, it is definitely 

something that can be overwhelming and so my question is: is there anything that we 

can do, is there anything that I can do as Vice Chair, that Chair Naeem can do to assist 

you I making this a little less stressful? 

Secretary Taylor 

I really appreciate that Vice Chair Del Bono, there are two things, one would be: if I 

could get the audio recording from the microphone in the room that would helpful. At 

the moment I am having to work of Facebook and that that be difficult at times, the 

other thing would be a list of people who attend meetings. As Director Hakim pointed 

out there were 2 speakers during one of the previous meetings who were not properly 

identified and that was because they did not identify themselves when the livestream 

was going on and they did not identify themselves in the agenda as well, so I was not 

able to identify them. So, if those two accommodations could be made that would 

help me a lot.  

Vice Chair Del Bono 

Myself and Chair Naeem will work on this as soon as we can. 

Director Rezkalla 

It is just regarding what Secretary Harrison said, shouldn’t the secretary already get the 

voice recordings? The memory chips? Isn’t that what there are supposed to be getting? 

Chair Naeem 

So, for the last two meetings I have forwarded the audio recordings to Secretary 

Harrison, so those recordings should be with him and also what I am planning to do for 

the upcoming Board meeting is basically brining in an external recorder with high 

quality recording. I just need to talk to the Operations Team because that is pretty 

much expensive equipment that the Students’ Union does not own, but I need to have 

a conversation with the operations team to see that they think if we can bring a second 

option which is a high-quality recording which would have 48-bit sound. I would just like 



to tell the Board that Secretary Harrison. Myself and Chair Plummer, it was given to me a 

task to get the meeting minutes to the Board and we spend as much effort as we can. 

Again, what I understood as the sole purpose of the minutes from the Constitution, from 

our policies is that the meeting should be conveyed and the decisions are very very 

important in terms of when the motion is being passed, who approved, how it got 

approved and the discussion around those things. That is very important for corporate 

records and then we don’t have complete accuracy. 95 %, 90%, 99% it is basically on 

the Board to approve it so that is why we are here. We have had conversation, and this 

should go in our corporate record how we can improve and constantly looking forward 

to improvement, even though I don’t want to make a lot of changes to the system. But, 

I will try my best and one of those actions will be bringing the recorded which should 

give the sound some new breadth, so that it what I am looking forward for.  

Director Plummer 

Just before you take the vote I would like to thank Vice Chair Del Bono for actually 

asking Harrison if we could do anything to make his life easier because we are a team 

and we understand that this is a long process and it has taken a great deal of our 

meeting but also our time, and so that gesture made a great deal to him that shows 

that we are willing to help each other to move forward.  

Chair Naeem 

At this moment we have had a comprehensive discussion on the matter and all the 

voices have been heard. 

Director Rezkalla 

Because it was a post does that mean your comment is not changed? 

Chair Naeem 

It will be changed. Thank you so much for pointing it out, especially Director Rezkalla for 

bringing up a very valid point committed to making even more better.  

 

7. Conflicts of Interest 

No conflicts 

 

8. Presentation: International Students’ Concerns 

Motion 4 (Elvira Sathurni/Plummer): Motion for the Board of Directors to take a stance 

against an increase against international student fees this year 

Vote: No vote 

Result: No vote 

 

Motion 5 (Rezkalla/Bonnell): Motion to support International Students Association stance 

that the 5 percent increase in internationals student tuition is unjustified, on the 

condition that the reasoning for the increase is provided. 

Vote: 7-0-1 

Result: Motion Pass 

 

Chair Naeem  



Now we have the International Students’ Concerns and we have Elvira Sathurni, Vice 

President of Affairs at the International Students’ Association who has a presentation for 

us. Whenever you guys are ready we are ready for you 

Elvira Sathurni 

Good evening everyone, thank you for this opportunity. My name is Elvira and I am the 

President of the International Students’ Association.  

Aidan Young 

I am Aidan Young and I am the VP of Affairs at the International Students’ Association  

Elvira Sathurni 

Today we would like to talk to you about the negative impact of international student 

tuition. A little bit on the background is that for the past two years they have decided to 

increase international student fees 5 percent each year. Now, the first 5 percent has 

already been increased and the second 5 percent is going to be increased this year. 

We would like to bring concerns that international students have brought to us   

Aidan Young 

I would like to start by saying that this increase in international student fees has actually 

decreased the relative attractiveness of Laurier to International Students compared to 

other Universities. This will lead to a decrease in enrollment of International students and 

because of this Laurier will have a decreasing share of the international pie so-to-speak 

which right now is 8 billion dollars in tuition alone.  

Elvira Sathurni 

It also reduces the divert of international students at Laurier which also negates student 

satisfaction and prospects of students that come in the future. Lastly it shows that there 

is a huge disparity between the national and international student fees which will be 

perceived as an unfair institutional policy.  

Aidan Young 

Overall we would just like to say that to say that this increase in fees will actually have a 

negative impact Laurier as a whole: it will decrease revenues and destroy the diversity 

of our rich community.  

Elvira Sathurni 

Hence we like the Board to put forward a stance against the increase in International 

Student fees, so that the Executive team and myself can take steps forward to ensure 

that this will not happen 

Aidan Young 

Do you have any questions about this? 



Chair Naeem 

Yes, Director Liu? 

Director Liu 

Thank you for your presentation! You guys talked about the decrease in enrollment, the 

decreased diversity, as well as the whole pie of the international stage. What is that 

projected increase to be? Is there a number? 

Aidan Young 

I do not know the number right now, but if we get your stance against this increase we 

will go into more detail looking for this number. I am an economics student, just by the 

law of demand we know that this increase in price will decrease demand for students.  

Elvira Sathurni 

Just to add on to what Aidan was saying, we don’t have the actual numbers but if you 

see the fees in the next two to three years with the aim of bringing in more international 

students and families in general. If the tuition fees are increased this will deter them from 

coming to Laurier and will be pushed to other universities, which is something that we 

would like to prevent.  

Director Roitman 

I just want to ask what group you are representing and you guys mentioned the pie. I 

would like to know what is Laurier’s tuition relative to other universities. 

Elvira Sathurni 

Right now, based on the rankings. We are both international students. What we usually 

do is that we Google universities and we look at their rankings, prices and programs. 

Now, looking at the ranking that Laurier and the same level of rankings for other 

Universities, if Laurier increases its fees then students are not going to come because 

same universities have less lesser fees. Now, some of the higher ranked universities when 

they have an increase in fees that is fine because they have a more prominent ranking. 

For Laurier that would be a challenge.  

Director Roitman  

That is fair. You mentioned that you were looking for the Boards support and you were 

looking for next steps? 

Elvira Sathurni 

We would like to go onto the Board of Governors and go more in-depth with these 

points 

Director Plummer  



I just want some clarification about your presentation, to my understanding you 

basically want clarification for the Board of Governors of addressing these international 

students’ fees and reducing them by 10 percent in the next 2-3 years. Considering what 

international students pay that would be a significant amount. And so international 

students are putting forth a conversation to say this is not fair and we would like the 

Boards to make a stance to say this is not fair, and then not say anything at all, and 

then based on you taking next steps? 

Elvira Sathurni 

Correct 

Director Plummer 

Just to be clear you want advocacy, not for us to reverse anything because we do not 

have that power 

Elvira Sathurni 

Yes. Just to add on to what you what you were saying: when these fees were increased 

they were just increased. We did not have an opportunity to give our opinions on 

policies on what exact the process was; we just go that there was an increase. 

Director Bonnell 

Again, thank you. You mentioned that there was already a 5 percent? Are there 

analytics on that increase and if that increase deters any students from coming?  

Elvira Sathurni 

We do not have the stats on that yet. We would get more when we speak with… 

Director Bonnell 

Can I ask a follow up? 

Chair Naeem 

Yes 

Director Bonnell 

In terms of next steps, if the Board does not give your approval what is next steps for 

you? 

Elvira Sathurni 

If the Board does not give their support, then we would try to get more international 

students to give their feedback and we would come back with more feedback. 

Director Rezkalla 



Yes, thank you so much for your presentation. I like the fact that you are providing 

student perspectives and personalizing it, and I have a question for the Chair. On the 

agenda it says for information not for decision. I was not prepared to make a stance on 

this. Is there a motion on the table to take a stance on this? 

Chair Naeem 

There is not a motion that is presented to me. As long as there is a second, then it will fall 

into the same category. 

Director Rezkalla 

Okay, no problem. So, essentially what you are asking is for us to have a stance on 

retracting the University in terms of increasing international students’ tuition? 

Elvira Sathurni 

We just want you to take an official stance and write a letter, just so we can say that 

you are supporting international students. For example, the fact that we are both 

talking at this meeting I think is a good first step because now we as international 

students are going to be able to talk to our families and that is going to spread. Just like, 

they took her opinions in. To feel like the Board supports us moving forward is actually a 

good thing for the Board and for the University and international students. 

Director Rezkalla 

I just wanted to know the specifics, what are your expectations. I know you want us to 

support you, and of course the Board supports you and is aware and advocating for it 

because I do want to help you and I know the Board wants to know the specifics ask 

you want us to… because you are mentioning tuition fees, do you want us to have a 

stance that no, tuition fees should not be increased? 

Elvira Sathurni 

Yes. No increase to tuition  

Director Hassan 

International students not only bring the diversity to the Universities, but financially they 

also support the university. Let’s face domestic students, we often talk about tuitions 

how expensive books can be and international students often pay three times more 

than that. As an institution it looks like we are getting towards including international 

students to be part of not only as an international student to get an education and 

then leave, but also to be part of our society, our academic settings where 

international students can participate on the Board of Directors to run for positions. Just 

recently we have been getting towards that, which is fantastic and we are successful 

overall. I am very happy to see international students coming out for the overall student 

as well as the international student, so I absolutely do support this and I hope that other 

Directors at the Board table support this as well. Now, my question to you is who else is 



supporting you through the processes? Any other specific organization that is locally 

connected to students and the success of this? What else can we do as the Directors of 

the Board? 

Elvira Sathurni 

Right now we are part of the International Students’ Association. This club has been 

going for the last couple of years, I am now the Chair so it is relatively new. We have 

built with international students marketing and campaigning over here for them, and in 

addition we do not have an organization that I directly connected to us right now, but 

we are open to having organizations to work with us. 

Vice Chair Del Bono 

 

Same with everyone else, thank you so much guys, seriously. I feel this is a topic that is 

not talked about enough, especially in the upper echelons of the organization of the 

student body. So, thank you. My questions are, I guess it is more of a solution trying to 

lay the groundwork for what we are dealing with right now. My question is why do you 

think the tuition fees are rising? Because I think that is a particularly interesting topic. 

From my understanding, I have become pretty passionate about this topic on my own 

time, and what I found was that it goes back to the provincial Government of Ontario 

deregulated tuition fees, I believe that was back in 1996 or 1998; correct me if I’m 

wrong? But essentially what that proposed is that universities full freedom to direct any 

kind of tuition fee that they would like for both international and domestic students; 

however, that was not necessarily the issue. What may have been the issue was that 

over the course of the last 18-20 years since this period has started, I believe back in the 

1990s the average university was funded by the government about 60 percent through 

grants and what not. Nowadays we are looking at 40 percent government funded. 

Now, we are seeing the deregulation of fees, but we are also seeing the government 

giving less and less money. These are public universities with 40 percent of it only being 

funded by the government; is it really public? Do you find that same correlation? Why 

do you think these tuition fees are rising? We know that the operational budget of the 

University is increasing, we know that the government is providing less and less money to 

the University, so operational budget increased, the deregulation of tuition fees and the 

government giving less and less money as time goes on, who is going to be footing that 

bill? Well students right? Especially by internationals students, it might even be 

increasing by 5 percent next year. Right? And they aren’t even getting any 

forewarning. What do you think about that correlation? 

Elvira Sathurni 

So, we are going off of international students pay three times more than Canadian 

students. Now, going off of your statement about support from the government, the 

Canadian student pays a bit of fees and the government will pay an equal amount of 

that. That is it, whereas an international student we pays what the student pays, we pay 



what the government pays and we also pay additional. So, that is the three times that 

we are talking. Now, the first two steps: the student pays, the government pays, that is 

to educate us. The last part that you talked about was the de-regulated increase. We 

personally do not see why there is the need for the fees to be increased. If this is the 

cost that international students pay, then why are student expects to pay a lot more 

money when we are already paying a lot more? What is the point? Is it going to support 

internationals students? We don’t really see any difference, but the money and the fees 

have increased.  

Vice Chair Del Bono 

That is a good question 

Chair Naeem 

Next we have Director Plummer, then Director Small and Director Rezkalla on the 

speakers list  

Director Plummer 

Based on my understanding on talking to International students there is a fair bit of 

research going on that goes into the tuition for international students. It can only go up 

between a certain percent per year. For international students that is not the case. In 

fact, most universities today want to increase that 15-20 percent because nobody can 

stop them and it is perfectly acceptable. So, you are asking how many schools in 

society use international student fees as cost covering mechanisms. While I am not 

saying this is the case at Laurier, fess is increasing and to put forward a regulation 

mechanism in place to prevent these students from being exploited we have to come 

forward and say: university you have to apply your standards in a fashion we certain 

standards. We see no basis for doing this, we feel like we are being abused, we feel like 

you need to go back to the drawing Board figure out why you are doing this, and 

discuss so that the individuals who are being affected the most can enjoy what we 

currently have. So, based on my understanding you are not asking because we are not 

from here, we are not subsidized by the government. The concern is that you are asking 

for a concern, even more just because you and me need some sort of budget to 

provide. Is that understanding? 

Elvira Sathurni 

Yes 

Director Plummer 

Perfect. Just as a note as the former Chair: The Board is allowed to make a stance on 

this if the Board wants to. Based on my understanding if the Students’ Union is saying we 

do not want this, the University has to listen at that point in time. But for a long time 

these students have not had the right to speak because if the University says this they 

must go that way. Now, that is not the case, the majority of actions that come to fruition 



students must speak. The question is: do we have the courage, the back bone to take a 

stance  

Chair Naeem 

Thank you Director Plummer, we have Director Small on the speakers list 

Director Small 

Thank you for coming guys, I just want to recap. I really appreciate what you guys are 

doing, if nothing else I am proud that you guys are trying to make international students 

have a little more money in their pocket and at the end of the day that is something 

that I am up to. Before I get into my speech I should preface this by saying that this is in 

no way a reflection of University Policy or current decision reflections by the University 

Board, but I feel you should be aware of just yesterday the University finance committee 

approved the 2018-2019 Operating Budget which includes the changes which are 

available I think in an open camera part of the meeting available book that I could 

provide to you if you would like, afterwards. This meeting book and the 

recommendations from the Finance Committee will be put to the Universities Board of 

Governors for the final approval and implementation, I believe that tentative day is 

April 19th 2018, so if you guys would like to take this process or petition to its next 

protocol division, I highly recommend that we bring these concerns to the University’s 

Board of Governors because they are the people who actually have the decision 

making to potentially address your concerns. To that end I feel I must preface that this is 

does not reflect University policy. As far as provincial funding goes, as far as the 

University’s rational is concerned, based on publically available information I would say 

that any individual who is interested could obtain, the University’s decisions as far as 

increasing funding go a correlated with a decline in anticipated enrollment measures. 

My understanding is that as the process is going through a remodeling its existing post-

secondary institution funding framework, because there is a new funding corridor 

mechanism progress which are grants that the province announced to post-secondary 

intuitions. Now, my understanding is that because Laurier enrollment rates across the 

Board have been certainly increasing for the past few years they fall within the funding 

corridor with which they need to obtain certain provincial grants and funding, the need 

to cut back on enrollment rates, so I think that elementary knowledge of economics 

would suggest that because the University is taking in fewer students they could be 

compensating by raising tuition fees. Again, that is not reflective of the University’s 

policies, I just want to mention that. Again, I think this is fairly well derived from my view 

of access to public information with which we discuss these meetings. As far as the 

rational goes I hope that might help you find a rational. By no means do I stand behind 

it. I guess it is worth noting, you are probably ware that internationals student tuition falls 

outside the framework of the provincial model, so caps and regulation on tuition rates 

for domestic students are not the same for those international students. So, basically to 

out a long story short, if you would like to take this to its next logical conclusion I would 

suggest that you contact myself or a number of other individuals who are connected 

with the University’s governing Board, we can give you the resources with which you 



can develop what you already have to educate yourself on the existing provincial 

framework, to ask about that rational and then I would highly suggest that you bring this 

issue to the attention of the Board of Governors because as far as the Students’ Union is 

concerned with adopting a stance, I am certainly not one to talk about the Board, that 

is Chair Naeem’s job, but I think that calling the University’s tuition and fees charging 

practices into question seems a little risky giving the state of our current financial 

relationship with them, as a campus and University partner. So, long story short I am not 

sure about the outcome of this will be. I appreciate you guys coming to bring this to the 

attention of the Board, but I strongly suggest that if nothing else you bring this to the 

attention of the next highest power who have the ability to implement change so that 

you can move forward.  

Director Plummer  

Just a point of information. When thinking about our relationship and questioning and 

saying that we are critical, he is saying that we are lobbyists.  

Vice Chair Del Bono 

I would just like to quickly say that what Director Small said is that as members of the 

Students’ Union we are here to look after the corporate health of the organization and 

it is kind of relevant. I would like to second Director Small and say that the next real big 

step for this kind of advocacy if you are interested would be to go straight to the Board 

of Governors or perhaps contacting Director/Governor Small sometime after the 

meeting. 

Director Small 

A quick point of interest: by no means should my own personal judgements substitute 

for the judgment of this Board. Mine is just and outline and I would like to help you in 

any way I can. 

Chair Naeem 

Just a point: just for time we have a motion that was placed on the Board table. I have 

pending requests from Director Rezkalla, Director Hassan, a person from the gallery, and 

then Vice Chair Del Bono who already had his chance. So, for these comments we will 

see if there is a second on the table and then we will have a comprehensive discussion. 

Would you like to go before after the second of the motion? 

Director Plummer 

This discussion could be had within the discussion portion of the motion  

Chair Naeem  

Would you like to repeat your motion to the Board table? We will proceed according to 

the speakers list, beginning with Director Rezkalla, and then Director Hassan and then 

Vice Chair Del Bono. Please go ahead 



Director Rezkalla 

As you were listening to Director Small, I just quickly tried to see what the rational was for 

the increase in 5 percent, it is not really available. It just kind of outlines by the way this 

will fall upon students, which is interesting and not transparent. Point of information for 

Directors if we do move to uphold that position, if it takes that matter to the Board of 

Governors and we ask the University why. I don’t know if it is justifiable or if there are any 

statistics behind it or what have you. But I don’t see the University willy-nilly putting 5 

percent on international students, the could be I don’t know, but the whole point is that 

don’t know and I can’t decline something that I don’t know. If we do uphold this 

position, then I do advocate that we ask for more information and the oppose it for 

whatever reason for its increase. If that makes sense? 

Chair Naeem 

Yeah  

Director Rezkalla 

If it is not justified, then yeah  

Chair Naeem 

That is a good point, duly noted. Now, Director Hassan 

Director Hassan 

I just want to double check something very quickly, who is supposed to propose the 

motion? Is it a Director or is it the presenters? Do they have the ability to propose the 

motion? 

Chair Naeem 

So, someome form the gallery can propose a motion and as long as there is second 

then we have a discussion around that. Thank you. Would you like to speak? 

Director Hassan 

Yes. I want to go back to the point where the Students’ Union, the Board of Directors for 

that matter, going against the increase because I am looking at two different options. 

There is your option that is the proposal to go against the increase and the other option 

is supporting you, in terms of we support our students and international students are a 

part of students and; therefore, I don’t know, I am just thinking a little bit out loud.  

Chair Naeem 

There could be a proposed amendment and if there are any contingencies regarding 

that, the Students’ Union has the of advocating for all students, including international 

students. 

Director Plummer 



Just a point of information: when I got on the Board, if I just found out that was just 

taken out of our policies then that would be allowed. 

Director Hassan 

I complete mention that  

Chair Naeem 

Is there any amendment to the motion? Would you like to propose an amendment? 

Director Rezkalla 

Yes, with your discretion. We can amend the motion that the Students’ Union supports 

the position of International Students in a transparent… I have to say this another way, 

but fully supports international students in a manner that will successfully find a solution 

as to why the increase is 5 percen. If you would like to re-articulate? 

Director Plummer 

I get what Director Rezkalla is saying, that we will support the tuition of students on the 

condition that you present the rational their proposed increases, and then we have our 

discussion and the accept or not. We just want to hear what they are saying increases 

the fees. We think this stance is reasonable; however, we are going to support you. Is 

that okay? 

Chair Naeem 

Just a point of information over here: just laying out the ISA presentation last year I just 

want to provide the Board some context over here: That this reregulation the increase 

in international students’ tuition and allocation of it is already presented in the OUSA 

presentation last year as unjustified, but the point is that this is a longer conversation 

over here that we are having. The Students’ Union has a voice that is not this is the 

email that was sent to me initially. So, given all the information in the background 

context of that 

Director Hassan 

If that is okay, I would like to take the amendment back because I would like to support 

the first motion that was put on the table that is the Students’ Union go against the 

motion that the University increase its tuition by 5 percent. Let’s keep the first motion 

that was presented to us  

Director Plummer  

The motion was not seconded 

Director Rezkalla 

The motion was not seconded yet 

Chair Naeem 



The way the motion stands right now  

Director Plummer 

Is there a second for this motion? 

Vice Chair Del Bono 

Just to get a clarification on your motion because it is a long one, do you support the 

stance of the presenters contigent on the presents to the Board of Governors to seek 

more information on the increase of tuition? 

Director Plummer 

Yes, so the Board’s stance is on the condition that that they return with more 

information and we have a discussion  

Chair Naeem 

So, we have Director Hassan as the next person on the speakers list 

Director Hassan 

I just want to check, when is the Board of Governors next meeting? 

Director Small  

It is April 19th  

Director Plummer 

You do not need to speak to them, just to their Board secretary about the recent word 

from the Board of Governors  

Director Hassan 

Just a clarification, perfect 

Director Small 

We welcome the company, seriously please  

Chair Naeem 

I believe we have had a comprehensive discussion. Let’s give our presenters a round of 

applause 

Director Plummer 

Just before you leave the Board table, if it is not already obvious please have a 

conversation with Director Small who is a member of the Board of Governors who will 

be your point of contact so that we can get that information from them. Get their 

presentation, we come back to our next meeting and you show us the reason and then 



we will have our conversation and decision about that. Hopefully the next Board 

meeting isn’t too late that we can’t put that forward  

Aidan Young 

Thank you  

Elvira Sathurni 

Thank you  

Chair Naeem 

It is good to see that Directors are taking a stance for advocacy  

9. Presentation: The Hi-Ride 

Chair Naeem 

We have a lot of presentations; the next people are the Hi-Ride presentation will be 

presented by Akshat Soni. Please proceed. I will support them with their technicalities 

Director Plummer 

What Chair Naeem is doing because we won’t have it up in front of us, her is going to 

upload the PowerPoint so that we all have it on our computers and you can do your 

presentation from your computer in case you need the slides.  

Akshat Soni  

We also have a link of www.hiride.ca if you want to check it out 

Chair Naeem 

Would you mind forwarding it to other people because I have not received it? Thank 

you so much everyone, we now have Hi-Ride by presenters Akshat Soni and the second 

presenter… they will introduce themselves. 

Akshat Soni  

Hi everybody, my name is Akshat Soni I am a third year business student at Wilfrid Laurier 

University. 

Sania 

Hi everybody, my name is Sania and I am also a third year student at Laurier and I am 

also in the BBA program with Akshat.  

Akshat Soni  

Today we are going to present to you guys a business savvy thing that would be helpful 

to Laurier students who travel long-distances.  

Sania 

http://www.hiride.ca/


I always go to class and I am involved in tons of extra-curricular, but I like to go home to 

visit my family and friends. How exactly do I do that? There are three solutions: I could 

use the GoBus, but the lines are insane, I have to wait 20 minutes just to get on a bus? 

And it’s a multi-step process. For me to go from Waterloo to Scarborough I have to take 

three full-buses and one TCC bus. This is really expensive and time-consuming; it takes 4 

hours just to get home, when it could only take me an hour and a half and it cost 

around 30 bucks to get home one way. I could ask my parents to pick me up, but my 

parents kind of lazy like that; it is a time consuming process because it is three hours out 

of their schedule and that is really time-consuming. I know my own schedule and I don’t 

want to depend on my parents as well, like “hey mom, can you drop me off at that 

party?” Or I could gas money and that is really expensive. It is a really big financial 

constraint on my parents to come and get me every weekend or multiple times per 

week for my co-op interviews. So, I could also do ride-sharing or car-pooling options. 

Currently there is the Facebook ride-sharing group, it is a really lengthy process: first I 

have to go on the Facebook group post there looking for a ride to Scarborough and 

then I have to scavenge through the Facebook groups looking for a driver and then 

once I find that match for the right time and date, if the guy ends up getting 

overbooked or cancelled because it goes fast, it is a complicated process overall. 

Then, there are ride-sharing applications on the market right now, but there are 

expensive fees. The average ride-sharing application charges an 8-20% service fee. So, 

if my ride was $50 then my ride would charge me at least an extra $5 more and it is only 

offered as a three-month service. It doesn’t solve the actual problem because it is slow 

and inconvenient process for long-distance car poolers. Therefore, students need a 

safe, reliable, efficient way to travel long-distances.  

Akshat Soni  

We are introducing Hi-Ride, a long distance car-pooling app actually designed for 

students by students. What is so different about Hi-Ride from other car-pooling or ride-

sharing apps on the market? Somethings that are different and unique about us is that 

we are all communities, diver accountability, and also that streamlined service that 

they go for. Just for go further into our safety features. There is no app on the market 

that actually targets parents because they support their students who are in post-

secondary school. For example, Sania attempted to go home and she lied to her dad 

because at the end of the day she is going home with a stranger and you don’t know 

where they are going to drop you off. With this service say you are going from Waterloo 

to Scarborough, once you get into the car you will get a unique 10-digit number and if 

you go to Hi-Ride.ca/tracking your mom or dad can actually track your ride until you 

get there and they can also see who is in the car with you and their profiles, so that 

gives a further peace of mind for yourself for updating your parents. We also have 

advanced features because some students go back a forth for case competitions, one 

for the biggest examples is you see 15,000 students on Ezra Street every year, and you 

wonder how do these students go from point A to point B. If you guys saw the Go Bus 

line it was huge, so why not take Hi-Ride service which actually has a events page. On 

St. Patrick’s day you want a ride from Waterloo to Queens then you check for ride times 



on the events page. Moving on, this is one of the developers for the app. You are a 

driver, you are looking to go to 75 University Ave West to Scarborough and you want to 

go this date at 7pm, you can easily put that in and then how many seats you are 

offering, the price that you want to set and the payment that you want to get, and 

these are the preferences that you can get after. Food, music, pets, so this app lets you 

customize and personalize rides for your rides and your needs  

Sania 

Additionally, we are going to be adding a gender preference feature, so we did our 

research and we talked to students and realized that there are female students who 

are only comfortable riding with a female student, so you have that option of riding 

with a female only or a male only student. 

Akshat Soni  

Additionally, 99 percent of students even parents don’t want their kids riding with 

strange guys from here to Brampton, so we want to add that safety feature of that 

gender feature. If she is comfortable driving with females, then she should be allowed 

to do that.  Let’s look at the market evaluation. There are 40,000 students in these 

Waterloo areas, about this amount of students go to the University of Waterloo, Wilfrid 

Laurier and Conestoga and of those 50,000, 30,000 actually travel back and forth to visit 

family. Secondly, 90 percent of student live off-res, first years and of that 1.6 seats are 

left empty through these Facebook live sharing groups because a lot of times students 

don’t want to go home with a strange guy. There are 30 percent last minute cancels. 

One of the biggest things with the Facebook live groups is that there is no 

accountability, I can call and cancel last minute and there is no fine to pay- nothing. 

Through this service there is some accountability because if you cancel last minutes 

then there is a 15 percent service fee that you have to pay for cancelling last minute. 

And 50 percent of students say they do not take a ride-sharing service because safety is 

the biggest concern for themselves and their parents. Moving on to Laurier 

competition. Laurier actually has a twenty thousand plus students enrolled at the 

Waterloo and Brantford campus and more than half of the students actually go back 

and forth to see their family, and Brantford is known for their commuting. A lot of 

students need this service with the low transportation because we know in Waterloo if 

you want to travel 20 minutes it takes an hour. Moving on, we want to explain more 

about the Waterloo-Brantford connection  

Sania 

We know that the Brantford campus is a community campus and we know that the 

majority of students commute back and forth. We also noticed that that in our research 

the pain of travelling back and forth with commuting, we noticed there is less student 

engagement in extra-curricular activities, there is less engagement in classes, which 

leads to lacking that full university experience. Currently number one in student 

satisfaction we want to help create that student satisfaction with those students as well. 

We even looked at the relationship between commuting one way and walking and the 



longer the commute the less involvement in school, and part of being at Laurier and at 

post-secondary school is the involvement in school including the Students’ Union and 

any other clubs associated with that. Looking under the pains we noticed that long-

distance people who live in residence there is always multi-step route which is 

inconvenient, whether it is train, or whether it is bus, or picking them up. There is also the 

course load, there are students who commute back and forth on a daily basis and 

stack their course load to 6-8 classes per day which is a lot of time, including labs, 

studying on campus, and there are long hours on campus; therefore, overall student life 

revolves around commuting and leaving enough time for other ventures, opportunities 

and other social things like a part-time job or events that get you that part-time job and 

student support that they need. This is a significant monthly expense. Just in Toronto the 

average TTC monthly pass is 200 dollars a month. 

Akshat Soni  

I would like to explain more about what we are doing and we would actually like to 

build this app at Laurier first because we see that there is a big need for the students 

going back and forth and we are looking for that student involvement. A lot of students 

came up to us at Laurier and said hey do you want to help out this application, will I get 

my volunteer hours so that I… I guess we are looking for the co-curricular records to get 

those volunteer hours going. Specifically, commerce students because they need 

experience to pursue that full-time job and we want to help provide that with the 

development of our app because we need their feedback in order to make our app 

better.  

Sania 

Furthermore, we just went to Laurier launch pad who is a local business incubator and 

we are currently and the Communitech, we are pushing to Dragons Dens the 

producers actually, which hopefully we can move on to the new season next step to 

get onto the actual show. We also want marketing and promotions assistance as well to 

help promote our app, create the cohesive partnership and lastly this might be a long 

shot but,  

Akshat Soni  

we are looking to get this onto student’s tuition we want to see how students use this 

service on our app for all Laurier and Waterloo students because we see that there is 

market in Waterloo and even Brantford for commuting students. Maybe in the future, 

Laurier students can actually opt-out of this on their tuition, but right now we are looking 

for that student involvement feedback feature to add that to the Laurier tuition and 

students can-opt out if they don’t want that service.  

Sania 

This is our tentative timeline, we are done the testing phase and it has released on the 

IOS and Android markets and we are making changes during the summer time to build 

the app further and make it better and we are doing strategic marketing sometime this 



summer as well and next November we are doing our main launch of the beta. In 

conclusion, welcome to the new generation of ride-sharing. We ca actually show you 

the loading page of our new app as well. 

Akshat Soni  

This is our basic loading page which gives people a basic idea of how it looks, what the 

app is about, what is the safety feature and the screenshots and everything so people 

can get a better of idea of what it is about. We also ask people for their email for 

feedback if they are interested in downloading the app. There is around 300 

subscriptions a week, so we saw the involvement of Laurier students. We actually did 

“boothing” for first years and they came to Laurier 2 weeks ago and a lot of parents 

loved the safety feature because when I am going home my mom is like where are 

you? Now, she is tracking me down, she knows I am home. Adding that extra customer 

segment, parents, we will benefit students so students will use the service.  

Sania 

Looking at the Facebook page you can see our launch and post launch, we have 

around 500 users already liking the page even before our main launch and we already 

established a brand because we don’t want to be like every other ride share app, so 

we build our presence and establish that relationship with students.  

Akshat Soni  

Thank you guys so much for giving us a shot and we will be happy to help answer any 

questions. 

Chair Naeem 

Questions? Director Bonnell, Director Small, Director Plummer 

Director Bonnell 

First, thank you for presenting, have you thought about applying for the Student Life 

Levy?  

Akshat Soni  

We actually were talking to them, so we are getting further into it and we wanted to 

present it to you guys to have a better idea and what we are doing. 

Director Plummer 

A point to note on that. The Student Life Levy not-profit, and this will generate a profit  

Director Rezkalla 

Also, it is not experiential learning  

Director Small 



Actually, I am actually thinking about relocating my spot if anyone else would like to go 

before 

Director Rezkalla 

Just a question for a point of information: would the best route for this be a referendum 

question which would be next year, unless they elect enough conversation? 

Director Plummer 

That was the attitude I took if I can repeat my questions: great presentation, from what I 

understand from it is that these are student who have worked on a project that looks at 

the transportation issues within the Laurier-Waterloo area. Now, they are adding key 

features that differentiate it on the market, so those are the security features, so you 

parents can know where you are, so you friends can know where you are. Overall, 

these are the thing that make this app unique. They are also looking to bridge the gap 

between Waterloo and Brantford. They also want to start and Laurier because they are 

starting up, but their long-term goal is to be on our tuition to referendum, and so my 

question was going to be long long until you reach that point? A year or two, three, four 

to gather data to show us that this app has enough sage drivers and then for us to say 

we are willing to take this risk. If they want it to be a referendum questions they could 

even do it this year if they wanted 

Director Rezkalla 

And they would have to collect how much percent? And give a quarter of the percent 

to students? 

Chair Naeem 

Just a point of information: that referendum has already passed the referendum 

questions and we must check with the University. Now coming up to referendum 

questions, if you are ever planning on takin it to the referendum questions I would ask 

that you do your due diligence, have your legal consultations with the Students’ Union 

and all your other partners. You would have to know what the regulations are and do 

you even qualify in the regulatory phase in terms of safety. There is a whole list of 

guidelines that the University has in terms of safety and protection and all those will 

important.  

Director Plummer 

I don’t want us to be focused too much on the long-term goal because they are not 

asking us to put this referendum questions forward, that is not the aim of the 

presentation based on what I am seeing. This presentation is more about the app and 

its potential Waterloo-Brantford connection overall and safety, so let’s not get too 

sidetracked on the long-term goal. Let’s focus on it later if they come back to this Board 

table, saying “hey can you help us with this question?” 

Director Hassan 



This is a great program or project for that matter, but I am just curious I just missed the 

introduction of the presentation, so this is only for students?  

Akshat Soni  

Right now students are our niche market because we want to based it off of students 

who go to other post-secondary institutions all around Canada. That is our goal. In the 

future anyone can use the applications but we are going to be focused on students. 

Sania 

It is that the only app on the market that is for student by students? It is designed to 

target different markets, but we want to target the student market because we see big 

potential in it.  

Director Liu 

One quick thing, they asked about market promotion from us: are we aloud to promote 

a company that is profit oriented? 

Chair Naeem 

I missed that 

Director Liu 

They stated that they wanted advertisement and promotion from us in their PowerPoint 

Chair Naeem 

Promotion from us? 

Director Liu 

Yeah 

Chair Naeem 

Just a point of information for all the Directors to have a marketing team that represents 

the Students’ Union, that will go through President Brar and his marketing team. 

Director Liu 

Just to clarify for your guys. My second question is that whole business term: what is your 

demand for suppliers? For example, Uber and Lift are competing. Uber has suppliers, 

that is why they are doing so well, whereas lift has no suppliers at all which is why they 

are failing in the Canadian market. I was wondering because you stated that you had 

a lot of demand, that is correct but how is your suppliers? 

Akshat Soni  

Cool, you said our competitors are Uber and Lift. I guess if something takes a service 

from here to Toronto it is going to cost you $150 from Uber or lift because it is super 



expensive because they charge a 25 percent subscription fee. Firstly, looking at pricing 

it is going to cost $10 from here to Brampton. It is the cheapness because we are 

actually a car pooling service. If I am a driver, a student driver, for example if I am 

going home to my family; if I can pick up 4 people along the way, 4 other students and 

make $40 off of them then I make my gas money plus something else. With Uber you 

call them and then they make the ride, whereas with us the ride is already made, we 

are just carpooling students. 

Sania 

Because you are going there regardless of whether you pick up people or not. During 

our research we found that there are a lot of factors for student drivers with financial 

constraints, whether it is student insurance, gas money, parking at Laurier for example, 

that is a very expensive items and we want to help alleviate that pain for student who 

are car owners by maybe paying off their gas money for the trip; one thing to save 

them money. 

Akshat Soni  

One thing to answer your question, just numbers specifically we did so much research, I 

actually talked to 200-300 students at Laurier and Waterloo and you only need one 

driver for every 4 riders, right? Because there are 4 seats in the car, we saw that 

problem. Because I guess if there are 30,000 students who want to go home out of the 

3000-5000 students who actually own a car, those numbers are I guess out of those 200-

300 people about 50 have a car.  

Chair Naeem 

You get a follow up on hat, but just in the interest of time I am going to cap the 

speakers list. So far on the speakers list I have Director Rezkalla, Vice Chair Del Bono, 

Director Small, a member from the gallery, Board member Chris and Board member 

Kovacs and Director Hassan. So, anybody else would like to be added to the speakers 

list? Director Plummer. Since there are no more the speakers list is now capped. I will not 

allow you to make a follow-up. 

Director Liu 

You guys make a good point, but how do you convince those drivers that otherwise 

because they don’t have that flexibility, they don’t have anything to capitalize with. 

How would that drive them to your app to make a stable amount of money.  

Elvira Sathurni 

First of all, we are a ride-sharing program, first of all part of the Laurier ride-sharing group 

where we are admins and I guess that gives us a little more power towards that 

because of the credibility that we actually add to have a safer application other than 

these ride groups. These drivers don’t want to get stood up and we are not adding 

anything else, we are just telling the applicants who are safe drivers and riders. Me as a 



driver would want to know that my dad watching over my back while I am driving he is 

tracking me down in the car. 

Sania 

Keep in mind, likewise, riders have to spend 6-8 hours to find that ride. Likewise, for 

drivers, they have to spend that time when they start car-pooling. So, there are similar 

pains associated with the car-owner.  

Chair Naeem 

Thank you, up next we have Director Rezkalla. Just a point to note, we can relay this 

message to the Board and that will be a great idea for more ideas. Director Rezkalla, 

please go ahead 

Director Rezkalla 

My question is in regard to your limitations in case that question follows-up in regard and 

you mentioned seed funding which is what you were asking for, and in terms of the 

Board I don’t see it as ideal to have an equity stake in a company that is so early. Like 

you said you interviews 300 students, that is less than 5 percent of the population and 

we are going to make everyone pay? Would it be ideal to make everyone pay into a 

stake of a company without being approved by students and hence the referendum 

that we recommended for unfortunately the following year. That is what my direction 

would be, I think the other Directors would agree as well. I know this is up for discussion, 

but that is my direction. 

Elvira Sathurni 

I mean yeah, to follow-up on your point: we did interview 300 people, our Facebook 

following is 100 people. Yes, we have not reached the 19,000-student population yet, 

we just want to see if there is demand in the market. When we talk to someone at 

Laurier or even the Brantford campus it is a difficult problem to go back home or even 

travel long-distances. This is an ongoing process and hopefully that is what were are 

doing now with our soft launch to test that boat and see what changes we can make. 

Sania 

We are also hoping to add an opt-out feature or an optional fee at Laurier. Say, I opted 

out on my insurance this year because I was under my parents, so we are hoping to 

create something like that with this service. 

Elvira Sathurni 

And that is all long-term 

Sania 

Long term 

Elvira Sathurni 



We want to see the feasibility, as you said, and the application and how they are using 

it and then evaluating our application and then talk about those optional fees.  

Director Rezkalla 

Point of clarification 

Chair Naeem 

Please keep your comments brief as we are running out of time. Please have your 

follow-up 

Director Rezkalla 

Essentially, you are asking for us to provide funding through marketing and promotion, 

just to see if there is the feedback from students on how it would be used? 

Elvira Sathurni 

We are not even asking you for funding I guess… 

Director Rezkalla 

The funding would come from the marketing and promotion 

Elvira Sathurni 

Yeah 

Director Rezkalla 

Paying for the visuals, right? 

Elvira Sathurni 

So, we are just asking for support because right now it is free, we are not making any 

profit off this app until September because we want to see how the market is doing; 

how people are downloading this app for free. 

Director Small 

I would like an initial demonstration first, so are you looking for support from the Laurier 

University or Laurier Students’ Union? I am still trying to wrap my head around that 

Elvira Sathurni 

We actually talked to the President of Laurier, Debra I think, and she loved the idea. She 

said to send her an email when we launch because she would love to check it out. If 

you have both parties on Board that is great for us. Right now we have Laurier Launch 

Pad on board, we have that business side- Laura Allen. Now, we are looking for the 

other side which is the Laurier Students’ Union and also the University itself.  

Director Small 



With that in mind I am concerned about the proposed addition to Laurier’s tuition, 

right? Especially because we just had a presentation about tuition, right? I would like 

you to know how much to anticipate the supplementation will be to the tuition rate?  

Director Plummer 

Do you think that is the appropriate conversation to be having at this time? 

Chair Naeem 

That is not a conversation for this time at all, and anything regarding the referendum 

questions, elections or any support is pretty much irrelevant at this moment because the 

Board cannot approve that at this moment.  

Director Small 

As far as the fee is concerned? 

Director Plummer 

No 

Director Small 

Okay  

Chair Naeem 

The next person on the speakers list is Chris 

Chris 

I have a question about your insurance: who exactly would be paying into that? Would 

that be the Students’ Union or the students in general? 

Elvira Sathurni 

For right now we are blanketing ourselves as car-pooling. In car-pooling if I am the 

driver then I am insured there. So, we are not marketing ourselves as a ride-sharing app. 

With car-pooling there is no insurance that we need. WE checked with, I guess, the 

legal side of this. In the future we are looking for special grants and I think it is around 

20,000 dollars to get special insurance, and once we are obtaining those grants then 

we will be able to put the insurance on those grants, and in the future we will do a 

black box; so if I am a driver then I can see how my driving is going and as a company 

we can get feedback or each driver. If they are speeding then we will know which 

driver is good and which driver is not, and we can read out the bad drivers.  

Chair Naeem 

Thank you so much for your comments, up next we have Adam Kovacs, and please try 

to keep your comments under 30 seconds long in the interest of time.  

Adam Kovacs 



I apologize if you already went over this, but I want to know exactly what is your 

planned Waterloo-Brantford partnership is and if it is successful when are you going to 

implement that onto other campuses?  

Sania 

For sure, we obviously don’t know the student population because it is new, so we want 

to put our research there and understand the students’ needs more: is it the commute 

to campus, is it the Waterloo campus for example; we first want to understand the 

needs there. Also we want to have that multi-campus partnership and integrate the 

technology there depending on the interest of students.  

Elvira Sathurni 

Also to add onto that, Milton does not have a University community school because 

that is there only University in the Milton area, so for now we can make assumptions 

about that campus. So, I guess for now there is the Waterloo-Brantford connection: we 

want to actually provide long-distance travel application to Waterloo and the 

commuting applications because this application can do both things and actually 

provide those things to each campus.  

Director Hassan 

I actually have two questions; the first question has already been answered which was 

about the insurance. Now, other than this project and you as a student to get 

facilitators/drivers who to help students to kind of help other students and the funding 

goes back and forth to those students and drivers, are you guys getting anything else 

out of that? Are you guys benefiting anything else? Or is this more of a facilitation thing? 

So, students driving for students. So, this project is just to facilitate the lack of 

presentation to home and those places. 

Chair Naeem 

Thank you. The last comment is from Director Plummer 

Director Plummer  

I just want to thank you for coming to the Board table and giving your presentation. It is 

great to hear your idea overall and hopefully you can come back after you have more 

stuff overall and we will see where this goes. We encourage all of you watching to 

swing by and have a conversation. We appreciate it. Thank you so much! 

10. Comments from the Chair of the Board and CGO 

Chair Naeem 

If there are any questions I am happy to answer them 

Director Rezkalla 

Directors are aloud to stop by and check out the Board training tomorrow? 

Chair Naeem 



Definitely! Keep in mind that there is a lunch going as well including an Any other 

questions? I just want to clarify, there is a concern regarding my performance of the 

CGO compensation. The role is divided into three portions, if anyone has any concerns. 

We might expect something in the next agenda package to have something along 

those lines.  

Director Plummer 

So, Chair Naeem I think it would the most appropriate for me to prepare that because 

Chair Naeem has been with the Board since they raised that point because we didn’t 

know how you would do, and we have been overseeing a lot of hours in touch with this 

position. Considering the fact that the memorandum of the Chair is cut up into 2 or 

three pieces, considering the fact that they have all left, but maybe being 

compensated for two hours of work. Considering the fact that the Board has the 

interest of training and holds this attention and I brought this to the attention of the 

management team and said okay, is there a possibility that we can take a look at this? 

Just because of the time I fear that it would take to look into this, so that leaves it up to 

Chair Naeem to bring it forward and know what happened. Perhaps at our April 4th 

Board meeting that conversation will be brought to the forefront for discussion. 

Chair Naeem 

Just to clarify, if there is a conversation on that regarding the Board approval it will 

happen on the April 4th meeting. It if happens after then I will update accordingly. 

 

11. Comments from the President and CEO  

Chair Naeem 

If there were any comments for President and CEO, have them emailed to me and if 

that is the case and you still can’t email questions I can follow-up with him. So, right now 

since President Brar is not here it is not accepted from you in person. There is a lot that is 

in written form, but I can pretty much get an answer.  

Director Small 

Chair Naeem, if we email you about those questions and updates will you bring those 

to our attention during the April 4th meeting?  

Chair Naeem 

In the email? 

Director Small 

During the meeting April 4th. If we email you before that and you get answer to them, 

will you also relay them during that meeting? 

Chair Naeem 

So, the whole point is that there is a question fro President Brar if it is emailed to me then 

I can get it back to you, I will have a conversation with him and would like to answer 

these questions before April 4th meeting. And you can specify whether you want this 

answered at the Board meeting or in the email. In case you have a preference in that 

regard 

Director Small 

Thank you  

 

12. Items Pulled from the Consent Agenda 



Motion 6 (Plummer/Rezkalla): Motion to delay the approval of EL#2c and EL#2j until 

April 4th when the President and CEO is present for discussion 

Vote: 8-0-0 

Result: Motion Pass 

 

Chair Naeem 

Referring to one specific category which is EL#2c and EL#2j, these were the items that 

were pulled from the consent agenda, and will open up the speakers list. Vice Chair Del 

Bono would you like to be added, do you have a comment now? 

Vice Chair Del Bono 

No thanks 

Chair Naeem 

The floor is now open for the comments regarding the items pulled from the agenda 

Director Plummer 

Chair Naeem, based on my time being Chair and CGO I feel like it would be 

appropriate to have a conversation around the ELs and approve them when our 

President and CEO is here, so in the even that we do have any questions we could it 

right there and then because I don’t feel there is a need to have a conversation right 

now and use a lot of time unless there are no questions about the ELs. If there is at least 

one or two, then I think it would be best to leave them then we can later table this 

conversation until the April 4th board meeting. That would be in the best interest of the 

organization. If there are no objections to that then I will put a motion forward Chair 

Naeem to delay the approval of these minutes to April 4th when the President and CEO 

is here. 

Chair Naeem 

Is there any objection to tabling the discussion on the ELs? Is there a second? 

Director Rezkalla 

I just want to say that I know Director Hassan pulled the ELs, would he like to speak? 

Chair Naeem 

Director Hassan, is there discussion on the matter? 

Director Hassan 

Well, I actually pulled those items from the agenda because we do not have the 

President on the table and we don’t have anybody who can represent the President to 

answer the questions that we have. I think that is very important and I think, as some of 

the Directors mentioned, the entire operations staff to not show up is very much a 

coincidence and I am somehow disappointed as Director of the Board to not have 

present anyone who represents the higher organization to actually be at the Board 

table. I think it is the responsibility of the President to ensure that if he or she is not 

available to have at least the Vice President of Finance or an individual who can 

represent him to answer questions like this. So, I don’t see this is an effective way to send 

an Executive Limitation items that are very important and that requires the attention of 

the Board and not show up and not to have an individual who can represent and 

answer his questions. So, that is why pulled from the agenda and that is why I agree 

with Director Plummer to table those items so that we can have a discussion when the 

President and CEO on the table.  

Chair Naeem 

Just now I would like to take anyone who would like to speak on the speakers list. 

Anyone else? Since there are non the speakers list is now capped. Director Rezkalla 



Director Rezkalla 

I think that we need to be careful when we say things are a coincidence because 

there are personal matters that is up to the Operations Team if something is going on; 

Something serious could have come up, anything can come up. I just want to say that 

that the Operations Team did their due diligence in sending this in advance, almost 

more than a week in advance and in a timely manner, so I do agree to table the 

discussion the next meeting.  

Chair Naeem 

Thank you. Now moving onto the vote on this matter…This discussion is now tabled 

 

13. New Business and Announcements  

Chair Naeem 

Are there new business and announcements? 

Director Small 

The residences are hiring; Don applications are open until April 6th. Make sure to make 

the deadline for hiring submissions  

Director Rezkalla 

The Students’ Union is hiring volunteers right now; I am not entirely sure when 

volunteering closes. Sunday at 3 p, so I recognize those individuals who did not get a 

chance to apply for Students’ Union volunteer positions. Laurier is number 1 on a very 

large scale of schools for volunteerism, so keep it up. 

Chair Naeem 

For our April 27th meeting it is best that we have all the Directors at the Board table to 

show up in person for that meeting. If there are any concerns regarding that please let 

me know in advance. Right now this is something which was approved before the 

semester started. That is the thing that I had to mention, and the other thing was that I 

would like to have at least one, one-on-one with each Director as per the Gp#2d even 

though it is a very tough season I will schedule at least one month, one-on-one to get 

some feedback, to hear from your points, concerns about meeting minutes, the Board 

Secretary and I will be here and presenters will not be here. So, I would like to hear more 

of those concerns. And please reach out to get you word for word, and please reach 

out to your. I received some points that is not received yet, in this case I have been 

notified twice, so I will be resending those emails because I asked you to do that and a 

decision will have to be held. Also we have meeting evaluations will be had, so we will 

be going in camera as we did last semester and then we have our final reviews as well. 

So, those are the few things 

Director Plummer 

As it relates to the April 27th Board meeting, strictly what the Board has done because 

the day is primarily dedicate to the presentation of the budget and considering 

traditional for this year our meetings have been at 6 pm, there is no need to continue 

with that for this particular Board meeting. Our school, our classes, and so there is a gap 

in that period. Now, I will advise going forward to have our Board meeting at maybe 1 

pm on that Friday, so that we don’t have to be here until 6 pm on our last day, so that 

we can go home. I don’t imagine that this decision will cause harm to anyone, it will 

probably add more benefit to your schedule overall.  

Chair Naeem 



Point of information, I would like to have the Operations Team have their say in this as 

well because they will be a key role. I am not sure they are fine with that. If you have 

information that the operations team is fine with that then that will validate it more. We 

can follow up with an email as well which can be sent by Director Plummer  

Director Plummer 

Well Chair Naeem, it is perfectly up to the Board when they want to have the Board 

meeting at 1, 2 or 3, or 4, or 5. If the Board says it wants to meet at this time then the 

Board will meet there at this time and then the Chief Operating Officer will also be there 

at that time, but I do understand where you are coming from out of courtesy if you 

want to go over there and ask them if they are okay with this, then we can proceed 

with an email vote. Respectively Chair Naeem 

Director Hassan 

I just want to point out that this is Friday or the Saturday? 

Director Plummer 

It is Friday. So, if it is Friday at 1 pm then it we have an event that goes until 2 pm.  

Director Plummer 

That is fine. We are very flexible 

Chair Naeem 

I am taking a note and… 

Director Plummer 

Another point to consider is acting extension of almost all of the current Executive Team 

and so they would not be bogged down by too many meetings, it is just a matter of 

housecleaning items per se.  

Chair Naeem 

Perfect. If Director Plummer can send that email off I can wait for it then Vice Chair Del 

Bono will be happy to schedule a time. I have done my… okay…  

Vice Chair Del Bono 

I have no idea what you just asked me 

Chair Naeem 

The 27th Board meeting time, ask them  

Director Rezkalla 

Email 

Vice Chair Del Bono 

Okay, I got this 

Chair Naeem 

Because we want that fits for everyone, specifically for that meeting. If we have 

concerns not get a quorum, not getting everyone at the table, I would love to have 

everyone at the table. Now, there is no more new business and announcements 

 

14. Adjournment  

Motion 7 (Bonnell/Liu): Motion to adjourn the meeting 

Vote: 7-1-0 

Result: Motion Pass 
 

Director Hassan 



I just have a quick follow-up that at our last Board meeting that if we decided to have 

an in-camera session as a follow-up of what we talked about, because I haven’t seen a 

conversation in the agenda package 

Vice Chair Del Bono 

I feel like this may not be the best time to do that because I think we would have to 

incorporate the people who were involved with the in-camera meeting and we are 

literally at the end of the meeting today. 

Director Hassan 

No, no just out of curiosity was it, will there be a follow-up...? 

Chair Naeem 

Yes, there will be a follow-up because there has to be a follow-up to the Board and we 

will definitely have a follow-up in our upcoming meeting.  

 

 

 

 

  



 Wilfrid Laurier University Students’ Union 

Board of Directors Meeting  
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Present: Tarique Plummer, Zemar Hakim, Kevin Bonnell, Talha Naeem, Joseph Small, 

Kanwar Brar, Phil Champagne, Klaudia Wojtanowski, Moumita Paul, Michael Del Bono, 

Ilana Roitman, Idris Omar Hassan 

Regrets: Ricky Liu 

Guests: Mr. DeSumma 

 

1. Call to Order 

Chair Plummer 

One more time. Director Paul, are you here? 

Director Paul 

Yes, I am here 

Chair Plummer 

Lovely, Director Roitman are you on the line? Director Roitman? Let’s begin: we call this 

meeting to order at 8:23pm on August 31st, 2017 in the Paul Martin Centre. We 

acknowledge that we are on the traditional territory of the Neutral, Anishnaabe, and 

Haudenosaunee peoples. Now, just for the sake of the audio clip and for the 

attendance, Director Paul are you on the line? 

Director Paul 

Yes, I am on the line 

Chair Plummer 

Perfect, we have Director Paul on the conferencing system. At the Board table we 

have Director Small, Vice Chair Del Bono, Director Bonnell, Director Hakim, Director 

Naeem, Director Naeem and Director Wojtanowski and myself Chair Plummer. 

Director Roitman 

I am on the call now! 

Chair Plummer 

And we have Director Roitman as well. Absolutely lovely. Now, just a point to note the 

correct EL#2c has been distributed has been distributed at the table.    

 

2. Adoption of Agenda 

Motion 1 (Del Bono/Bonnell): Motion to adopt the agenda package as amended 

Vote: 8-1-0 

Result: Motion Pass 

 

3. Adoption of Consent Agenda: Direct Inspection Reports: GP#2k, EL#2c 

Motion 2 (Del Bono/Hassan): Motion to adopt the consent agenda as amended 

Vote: 7-0-2 

Result: Motion Pass 

 

4. Regrets 

Chair Plummer 



On the topic of regrets, the only regret that I have received is from Director Liu. 

Unfortunately, he had work commitments that were made before the emergency 

Board meeting time and he already stated that he would not be available.   

 

5. Conflicts of Interest 

Chair Plummer 

Apart from myself, are there any other conflicts to declare? Perfect 

 

6. Items Pulled from the Consent Agenda 

No items pulled 

 

7. Comments from the Chair and CGO 

Motion 3 (Hassan/Del Bono): Motion to adopt GP#2d as presented in the agenda 

package 

Vote: No vote 

Result: No vote 

 

Chair Plummer 

I have quite a few comments for everybody at the Board table today. The current 

comment is that we currently have a vacant senate seat and a Board of Governors 

seat and the date of elections for those will be at our September 12th Board meeting  

ED Champagne 

I could be mistaken but I think the Board of Governors is a one-year term. And the 

Senate… 

President Brar 

The Board vacancy is for one year  

Chair Plummer 

More information will be followed shortly as soon as we deal with the elections portfolio. 

In my estimation we will have everything up early next week you will get the 

documentation. 

President Brar 

We will be reaching out to the student body during Orientation Week for nominations  

Chair Plummer 

Absolutely, lovely. So, the second update that I have for the Board is that the Board 

Secretary has submitted he resignation, she gave her two-week’s notice which expires 

on September 4th. So, we are putting up asking for applications for a new Board 

Secretary. We currently have an individual fulfill the current commitments of our Board 

Secretary, so no need to worry about that. We will present those at the next meeting to 

be approved. The next update that I have is that the Board will have booths at both at 

the Waterloo campus and Brantford campus as well, and if I am not mistaken we will be 

at the Brantford campus on Thursday on the 7th. So, we will be at the get involved fair at 

Brantford on the Friday. So, we are coordinating a Board meeting with the Board 

Directors about their availabilities later on, so that we can control where and when and 

determine feasibility. We will make a very strong effort to be on both campuses, we will 

try our best to make that happen.  



Director Hassan 

Just going back to your previous comments about the Secretary resigning, did she say 

why? 

Chair Plummer 

She cited personal reasons and academic workload, and so she did what was best for 

her to evaluate the workload for the year and see if she could follow-up with the 

commitment, and so we wish her all the best in whatever she decides to proceed and 

we are just happy she decided to invest herself in the Boar as well. Another point to 

note: during today’s meeting I will make a point of discussion procedural problems, just 

to provide the Board information to make sure that everything goes in a particular 

direction because at the last Board meeting that we had there were Rules of Robert 

that were not followed. As the Chair of the conversation that is a major thing that will 

not happen again. Now, another point to note is that at the August 12th Board meeting 

that we had, the last motion that we passed was at the adjournment was to have an 

election between Vice Chair Del Bono and Director Naeem. And that section will take 

place with a special Chair, and we will decide who that is later on. Just a point to note. 

Another thing that I must acknowledge is that the Board has a motion for the meeting 

to be no later than the 27th of August, and we should note that the Board meeting right 

now is August 31st. According to Robert’s Rules, the substantive action in the absence of 

the Board will be. We must have quorum. We could have had a discussion and then a 

meeting. Now, I would like to use this opportunity to inform people and provide an 

educational lesson on what is possible. So let me detail this problem in the context of 

Robert’s Rules, at the Board table when you end a Board meeting with items 

outstanding, now according to Robert’s Rules page 130-132, even if there is still business 

the Board it doesn’t matter if there are finished business or not the Board can do as they 

see fit. I just want that cleared up. The second one, I remember there was a motion that 

said I move the previous question. Now, whenever a Director says they move the 

previous question that basically indicated to any meeting and so when that happens 

this requires a two-third vote. So, to inform the Board of the procedure of Robert’s Rules 

that must be taken, now unfortunately they were not taken last time. Another point to 

note, the majority of the conversation regarding the Chair’s Presidential election was 

also awkward because according to Robert’s Rules we need 392 conversations that 

focus on ideas and individuals or tips. So, for this conversation to focus on individuals, 

ideas or motives; that would be the goal of the Board room and eventually that person 

will be asked to assist the team for the conversation. Another point to note is that a 

point of order was made several times by Directors, and according to Robert’s Rules, 

again page 247 to 255 it states that when the Board is a motion with no second it 

requires no vote. The individual can essentially be asked to state their point of order and 

then it is up to the Chair of the conversation at that point to evaluate and deem the 

point of order as taken or not well taken. Again, my primary purpose for doing this to 

use it as a learning experience so we will be familiar with the current procedures for the 

Board, as in the policy manual we have to abide by Robert’s Rules. Another point is that 

it leader to the last point I have about Robert’s Rules is Director Liu objected to a 

particular question, now the procedure when the person says in consideration of a 

question essentially means that the procedure was not followed by the Board. Part of 

Robert’s Rules says the precedence made with any motion, this requires a second, it is 

not amendable requiring a two-thirds vote. Whenever that motion is made. Very simple, 

very straightforward. Again, for the rest of the conversation with Robert’s Rules I will be 



more than happy to advise, but proceeding the Board will take a much stricter 

approach when abiding by policies. Are there any questions for myself?  

Vice Chair Del Bono 

I noticed that there was no written copy of your comments. Was there any reason why 

it was not included? 

Chair Plummer 

Initially the Chair included comments, but if the Board requested I would be more than 

happy to accommodate; to have a reference for further meetings. Are there any 

further questions of myself? 

Mr. DeSumma 

I just want to clarify something that Adam was an individual matter. But specifically you 

cannot bring something forward without giving notice because if the notice has 

consequences for the future of the organization then it is important to have discussion 

points on it. It is not the person, but if their notifications have specific consequences to 

what the discussion is then that is fully acceptable to discuss it.  

Chair Plummer 

I totally agree with what you said, it is just that being directed by Robert’s Rules when 

referring to attacking Director’s motives, again I am quoting, when a question is 

pending and the nature of the proposed question you cannot question or attack the 

motives of another member. Again, under no circumstances can you attack or 

question the motives of another member. Thank you so much for your questions Mr. 

DeSumma, I will be taking no more questions at this point in time. Now, something else 

from Robert’s Rules? Are there any objections to having Director Small Chair the 

conversation for GP#2d Election Portfolio and Compensation? See that there are no 

objections, that had carried. Something else before we continue, Robert’s Rules this is 

all unanimous consent that means when an individual puts forward if there are no 

objections then the motion carries. Director Small I will be handing the Chair to you for 

GP#2d Election Portfolio and Compensation.  

 

8. Discussion: GP#2d Election Portfolio and Compensation. 

Motion 4 (Wojtanowski/Del Bono): Motion to change dates and title to Chief Returning 

Officer in Gp#2d 

Vote: 6-1-0 

Result: Motion Pass 

 

Motion 5 (Small/Hassan): Motion to change GP#2d presented to account for 

terminology and date and title: 

1. Make an amendment from August 11th to have it say August 29th as that is 

when we received the agenda package; 

2. The second portion is GP#2d3 it says that the Monitoring Schedule is 

approved at the May 13th. That sentence is incomplete; I would like to include 

2017 Board meeting;  

3. GP#2d4i in the Operational Definition it says that the CGO ensures that the 

CGO elect is sufficiently prepared to take office on May 1st, that should be 

amended to 2018; 



Vote: 7-0-1 

Result: Motion Pass 

 

Motion 6 (Hassan/Bonnell): Motion to adopt the amended GP#2d 

Vote: 7-1-0 

Result: Motion Pass 

 

Motion 7 (Hassan/Bonnell): Motion to limit input from members of the gallery, excluding 

ED Champagne, President Brar and Ian Muller from discussion in the Election Portfolio 

Delegation 

Vote: 4-3-1 

Result: Motion Pass 

 

Motion 8 (Hassan/Bonnell): Motion to delegate the CGO authorities and Elections 

Portfolio to Director Naeem  

Vote: 5-1-1 

Result: Motion Pass 

 

Motion 9 (Naeem/Hakim): Motion to destroy the results of the vote, ballots and 

electronic messages  

Vote: 6-0-1 

Result: Motion Pass 

 

Motion 10 (Bonnell/Hassan): Motion to deduct 8.3 percent from what remains of the 

CGO salary for Election Portfolio services  

Vote: 3-4-2 

Result: Motion Fail 

 

Motion 11 (Del Bono/Wojtanowski): Motion to table the discussion on the issue of 

compensation for CGO and Elections Portfolio compensation  

Vote: 6-1-1 

Result: Motion Pass 

 

Motion 12 (Hassan/Bonnell): Motion for Directors to cast their decision on the 

appropriate amount on which to reimburse Director Naeem for Election Portfolio 

services before September 7th at noon 

Vote: 7-0-1 

Result: Motion Pass 

 

Motion 13 (Del Bono/Hakim): Motion for return delegation of the chairing position to 

CGO Plummer  

Vote: 8-0-0 

Result: Motion Pass 

 

Director Small 

Thank you. I would just like to reiterate what Chair Plummer said, while I appreciate the 

motion of the Board for my involvement in the discussion at this point I intend to serve as 

the Chair of the meeting and act as a neutral party to allow yourselves to fully engage 



in discussion. With that said before I into the GP#2d discussion I would just like to lay 

some ground rules on the conversation. 

Chair Plummer 

Director Small, would it be possible to allow the floor to ED Champagne to make some 

comments before you begin? 

Director Small 

Yes, go ahead 

ED Champagne 

We have all obviously given this a lot of thought, how we got here, etc., etc. One of the 

things that we really tried to focus on in the August 12th meeting was trying to get the 

elections portfolio assigned, so that the Board could proceed to hire the CRO, hiring the 

DRO, etc., etc. One of the things that we tried to address during the August 12th 

meeting, but we didn’t necessarily get to successfully was the harm that has come to 

get us to this point. That is why we are in this room altogether, so I found consultation 

with Dawn McDermott she is essentially a conflict resolution officer. One of the things I 

want her to do with this Board is I hope a successful conclusion to any harm that has 

been done, to put personal things aside and move on. We go to the point we are at. 

Dawn McDermott has been very generous with her time, she has offered her time 

September 7th, September 8th, open herself up for discussion with each and every one 

of you on the Board to get to the bottom of exactly what happened. Correction for the 

record, she is a Senior Officer of Dispute Resolution for the University, and so the idea is 

that each one of you will hopefully reach out to her. Like I said, she is available next 

Thursday and Friday, so you can give your account of what happened so that 

hopefully we can address the harm that has been done on a multitude of sides and 

come to a successful conclusion, put that whole situation behind us and move forward 

as a united Board moving forward. 

Director Small 

Thank you ED Champagne. Are there any questions for ED Champagne? 

Director Hassan 

I just have a couple of questions here, before you reach out to this individual did you 

discuss this with the Chair of the Board?  

ED Champagne 

So, we discussed it after the fact. My major concern was what I observed was a 

fractured or fragile Board, hence why we were sitting in that room for 6 hours on August 

12th and it became very clear to me since that time that there is a lot of personal issues 

at play here. I do not know what they are, frankly I don’t care what they are. My goal is 

to get this Board back united as a Board and doing the work that the Board is supposed 

to be doing. It still continues to feel like things are a little on the personal side of things, 

so my consultation with Dawn was strictly around how do we get this to move forward 

because historically one of the things our organization has not been recognizing that 

and making it better, so that we can more forward as a united Board of Directors.  

Director Hassan 

Can I respond? 

Director Small 

You may. 

Director Hassan 

I understand that you are doing your best as an individual who has been with the 

organization for quite a number of years and I also want to understand when such 



things take place, when meetings take 5-6 hours. But, you being an Executive Director 

which means that anything that you do it has to be directed to the individual at the 

Board. And at this particular time that is the Chair of the Board. I know you are a very 

informed individual, it is just that if I need assistance from you then there is Chair of 

Command that I have to follow, I have to contact the Chair of the Board; whoever that 

is and say these are some of the things that we may need, I might need, and if you are 

the person who has that information then… this is just to make sure that we are 

following the proper procedures and chain of command. So, when you are reaching 

out to an individual about the organization I think it is important before you reach out 

that you contact the individuals responsible and we make the corrections, say hey 

what do you guys think about solving this situation because we have these resources 

that require this kind of attention; therefore, this is what we have to provide. If I don’t 

want to see this person then I don’t have to speak, that is where I am coming from. 

ED Champagne 

First and foremost, it is voluntary: you don’t have to speak to Dawn. Second, you are 

absolutely right in terms of procedure. One of the things that I am very conscious of and 

trying to abide by that procedure as best as possible. Where this particular situation 

becomes problematic yes you are right a 6-hour Board meeting does happen, but we 

got to a point where we did not know how to proceed. Things were starting to get 

personal and so what I see is a group of young people who are trying to service this 

organization getting to a point where we got stuck. If you remember that meeting, we 

definitely got stuck and we are taking steps to try and un stick ourselves. Because of the 

timeliness of all of this I have just tried to solve this, but you are absolutely right, but at 

the end of the day all this stuff needs to be gone. It is voluntary, if you don’t have time 

and it doesn’t interest you then that is fine, you don’t have to participate. I would 

strongly recommend that you do because she is an asset to the University, but if you 

don’t want to or don’t have time then that is fine. 

Director Small 

At this time, I thank ED Champagne for comments for the Board, but I want to get onto 

the topic at hand. But before I do I would like to set some ground rules. ED Champagne 

has made some really good points and I think if we reflect on the August 12th meeting 

we reflect on decisions that were made. I think that all of us wanted this meeting to go 

expediently along, but my patience is not infinite, so if I said some things bother people I 

will repel those. On another note, I will at this point encourage members of the Board 

and members of the gallery respectfully I urge everyone to refrain from personal 

communication with outside parties at this time. Please do not use interpersonal 

communication technology. At this time, I will be taking questions with a raise of the 

hand of GP#2d. Moving forward 

Director Wojtanowski 

I have a couple of points, because of last meeting some of the dates should be 

updated to current standings as the policies we use currently. As presenting these 

arguments for policy amendment they should also be updated date wise, so as it 

applies to GP#2ds where from May 1st to August 25th, 2016 the Board has not any 

interpretations by the Chair and CGO because it is being presented for approval 

currently on August 31st and we did reject the interpretation on August 12th. I would like 

to know why that was not amended, and another one is this was an example of a few 

where the dating should be changed. I can mention the evidence if you would like?  

Director Small 



I will take note of that point, are there any responses to Director Wojtanowski? And if 

you would like you may continue with you second comment, I believe you had another 

one to bring up? 

Director Wojtanowski 

Yes, I had a few. I would just like that comment to be overarching of all the dates that 

have been provided. This document, and I am sure the Chair will be able to follow 

along with those, as well in GP#2d3f where in the evidence it is stating the Chief 

Returning Office. It is the Chief Returning Officer as far as I am aware, the Assistant Chief 

Returning Officer. Am I correct in stating that?  

Director Small 

You would pose that question to CGO Plummer because he is the one who provided 

that interpretation.   

Chair Plummer 

Recently early in the year there were changes to the CRO from ACRO, so both can be 

used interchangeably because we know what we are referring t, but preferably it could 

be CRO for hiring purposes.  

Director Wojtanowski 

Just to be completely transparent to the organization I would like that to be amended 

to CRO. If we are going to really following this policy, it should be accurate and 

reflective of what is happening. 

Director Small 

Noted. You are proposing that we amend this section of the monitoring report?  

Director Wojtanowski 

Yes, so I do propose that we change this section to say Chief Returning Officer. I would 

also like to amend those other dates that I mentioned 

Director Small 

Very well, the motion has been put on the table. Is there a second?  

Director Hakim 

There is no ACRO, it is just the CRO 

Director Small 

That is correct 

Director Hakim 

It is also written in GP32d3f. The monitoring of Gp#2di has been delegated to the Chief 

Returning Officer  

Chair Plummer 

So, point of information, the motion passes so the amendment will be adjusted as seen 

before and those that have not been adjusted remain the same. A note will be made 

in the agenda package to be updated that the CRO cannot have the ability to 

change the CRO because the change is relatively recent. Back to you Director Small 

Director Small 

Very well, did you have a point of information CGO Plummer. That is it Director Small, 

thank you so much. Any further discussion on that matter? I believe Director 

Wojtanowski you have the floor 

Director Wojtanowski 

The amendments that I did propose, in that evidence it says that the Chair and CGO 

has submitted the Monitoring Report and that has thus far been approved and not 

rejected and because by adjusting the date that I have specified that would identify 



that the evidence is incorrect because there has been a rejection of the monitoring 

report 

Chair Plummer 

Point of information Director Small? 

Director Small 

I am obliged to take it 

Chair Plummer 

From August 11th until that point there has been no rejection of the Chairs interpretation, 

one can regard it as being a loophole, one can regard it as a grey area, but that has 

been done. Again, policy Monitoring Report has been passed and will continue to be 

passed according to Robert’s Rules 

Director Small 

Director Wojtanowski would you like to respond? 

Director Wojtanowsi 

Yes, at the last Board meeting was the Chair’s interpretation of Gp#2d not rejected? It 

was rejected? 

Chair Plummer 

Point of information Director Small? Up until August 11th I was presenting the last 

Monitoring Report, so that was added to the new one, the revised version. 

Director Small 

I urge members to review the transcript of the August 12th meeting, to review the 

minutes to find that information that… 

Chair Plummer 

Director Small you have already carried the motion for that particular Monitoring Report 

and to lean on it when there can be no further change would just be an untimely 

approach to time  

Director Small 

We have approved a motion for the sake of terminology clarification. Yes, I don’t 

believe we have passed a motion to confirm adoption of GP#2d, so at this time I would 

take a comment from Director Wojtanowski 

Director Wojtanowski 

Just to clarify why I proposed to adjust that and because we are looking to approve this 

piece of the Monitoring Report today, we are looking to approve GP#2d; that means 

that it should be updated up until this point when we were approving it. Correct? So, 

therefore the dates must be done accordingly to our time now not to when it was 

originally presented as that Monitoring Report was rejected the first time. So, now it must 

be made in order to correct it to the appropriate date which would be from May 1st to 

August 29th: The Board has rejected the interpretation of the Chair and CGO, so 

therefore that section would not be compliant. Although the statement is that it is 

compliant 

Director Small 

Noted. To respond to that simultaneous amendment of the time as soon as we are 

adopting or approving our approval of that GP presents an issue in and of itself. 

Perhaps CGO Plummer can correct me if I am wrong, but I believe that if the motion is 

already in the past to amend that section of the monitoring report needs to be done 

the it should come before the Board amended in order to have it approved upon for 

the sake of transparency and expediency? 

Chair Plummer 



Just as adopted the motion to amend the agenda package with whatever issues it 

may be it can be reviews at this point in time to reflect the changes, so if you put it 

forward to be approved or it is approved with the new amendment then that will be 

the current situation that we get based on my interpretation. 

Director Small 

I will come back to that motion. I believe President Brar has the speakers list next? 

President Brar 

I have nothing 

Director Small 

I will pass a new motion to amend the original motion to approve GP#2d presented 

with the appropriate amendments prescribed by Director Wojtanowski. 

Director Wojtanowski 

Back to the discussion of the dates. It has been amendment to amend the dates in the 

Monitoring Report, correct? 

Director Small 

Correct 

Director Wojtanowski 

Perfect. By making those amendments that would make some of the statements that 

are made in the evidence portion invalid, that is the point that I am trying to bring up. 

And one of those points which would be GP#2d3a, it says that the Chair and CGO has 

Chaired every meeting and their entirety to date. Because the amendment was 

approved when I proposed it to adjust all the dates to a timely manner as a response to 

this current meeting that would make that statement invalid as the Vice Chair Del Bono 

did Chair the last meeting on August 12th.  

Chair Plummer 

Point of information Director Small?  

Director Small 

I am obliged to take it  

Chair Plummer 

Every meeting that the Chair has done so that have been delegated to other then the 

Chair have also been acknowledged in the Monitoring Report, that says that the Vice 

Chair to did Chair a portion of the meeting. So, that is not in any direct conflict or 

contradiction and that was also in the previous Monitoring Report as well.  

Director Small 

Noted 

Chair Plummer 

So, chairing one meeting Director Small does not nullify that the fact that the Chair has 

chaired all the meetings. 

Director Small 

Stands to reason. That said I will put the amended motion before the table once more 

in order to correct the GP#2d presented to account for terminology and date 

corrections    

Director Wojtanowski 

I just want to clarify what the adjustments of the dates are, if it is possible could the 

Board go through and look at those specifics dates in the policy? To inquire into what 

dates we are actually amending so that they are not at further discretion? 

Director Small 



We may. I believe you were the one who passed the original. So I suggest that you 

correct those dates and elaborate on your point 

Director Wojtanowski 

Perfect, not a problem. Just give me a moment. So, GP#2d3 the evidence portion I 

would like to make an amendment from August 11th to have it say August 29th as that is 

when we received the agenda package I believe. If I am not mistaken?  

Director Small  

Noted 

Director Wojtanowski 

And by doing so that would mean that the following statements are incorrect. The 

second portion is GP#2d3 it says that the Monitoring Schedule is approved at the May 

13th. That sentence is incomplete, I would like to include 2017 Board meeting  

Director Small 

Noted. Any further amendments to Director Wojtanowski? 

Director Wojtanowski 

Yes. In GP#2d4i in the Operational Definition it says that the CGO ensures that the CGO 

elect is sufficiently prepared to take office on May 1st, that should be amended to 2018 

because it says that the next CGO will be elected into officer. 

Director Small 

Have you noted that date? 

Director Wojtanowski 

Yes, so it is May 1st, 2018  

Director Small  

Noted 

Director Wojtanowski 

As it regards to dates specifically that is the amendment that I would like to make, but I 

would like to make the point that by making those amendments we will also have to 

follow with further amendments to the statements that are made proceeding those 

dates. 

Director Small 

Might you elaborate on the Director Wojtanowski? 

Director Wojtanowski 

Yes, by adjusting some of those dates to the dates that I have proposed with I hope my 

fellow Board members agree with, by making those adjustments some of those 

statements following those statements will be invalid  

Chair Plummer 

Point of information Director Small? 

Director Small 

I am obliged to take it 

Chair Plummer 

The adjustments of the dates do not prove no compliance at all, the dates that are 

being provided from what I remember are the 11th is still relatively accurate. The 

adjustment of dates or something like that are just to amend; again, it was non-

compliant then it had to be sent back to the drawing Board, but these dates essentially 

do not constitute non-compliance.  

Director Small 



That is fair, but in the interest of clarity we are amending this motion to reflect the 

updated dates for August 29th as the agenda package was submitted would not 

require us to table this discussion  

Director Naeem 

So, we are proceeding with the fact that as is presented in the GP#2d that what the 

CGO put forward for now is for May 1st to August 11th, 2017, and proceeding that 

mentions on the record that this section is compliant? We are changing the date, so 

that would which automatically reflect the change, but that would not make the CGO 

non-compliant. That is what we are voting for, right? 

Director Small 

It seems you are leaning on something; would you like to elaborate? 

Director Naeem 

So, because there was a point mentioned before that when CGO just explained that 

changing of the date will not make the Chair non-compliant, in that section? Is that 

what we are proceeding with? 

Director Small 

Very well, what I meant was to establish perhaps how this amended date change does 

not make the Chair non-compliant. Perhaps you would like to elaborate on that? 

Director Wojtanowski  

I will defer my comment to President Brar 

President Brar 

Yeah, I will give you a comparative example. For example, in regard to the Executive 

Limitation policy one of the things is that the President and CEO cannot purchase 

anything over 10,000 dollars and I present evidence saying from May 1st to August 11th I 

did not purchase anything over 10,000 dollars, correct? Which would mean that I am in 

compliance. But, on August 12th I did purchase something, for example, that was 20,000 

dollars and didn’t come for Board approval and then the Board meets on August 31st 

which is today between August 11th and August 31st I did do something illegal without 

Board approval would make me non-compliant because the Board did not approve 

that. If that makes sense? 

Director Small 

With that in mind, I will put it to the Board’s discretion.  

Director Wojtanowski 

I would like to bring up GP#2d3f? This policy refers to the CGO delegating his authority, 

but remaining accountable for its use. So, in this statement it mentions that having been 

delegated to the Vice Chair chairing one portion of a meeting at least one time per 

semester and that other Directors are eligible to have the same opportunity if the need 

so arises and is thus not able to exclude. So, at this point I would just like to bring to 

question to the Board that also in the future anyone can sit in on CGO training and in 

that case, if the Chair; we are setting precedent here, the CGO will delegate in the 

future to other members of the Board in order to Chair these meetings. What is the 

significance and what is the influence and impact of having a Vice Chair? Very well I 

will put the question CGO Plummer if he is willing to take it? 

Chair Plummer 

Yes, for future reference in the even that individual would like to sit in on the Chair 

transition I will allow it and I will facilitate that particular action. Now, this situation can 

be used as a valid case in point: other Directors should have the ability to Chair when 

there are very unusual situations such as when you have the Chair and the Vice Chari in 



a conflict of interest situation, then that needs to arise. The point that was made during 

the Monitoring Report, which was valid, when that arises the Directors can chair. Now, 

Directors can be trained on how to Chair and sit in on the transition and then can be 

trained later on because they have their training. What can be done is having the 

transition for the Directors in the last majority of the CGO transition, so it mirrors each 

other. Then Directors can be relatively competent if it arises to take that position. 

Director Small 

Noted 

Chair Plummer 

Just according to Robert’s Rules on page 130, that the minutes at the last minute can 

be made part of a motion. Just a point to note 

Director Small 

Very well. I would like to put this motion to the Board, but before I do I would like 

Director Wojtanowski to speak as she is the one who put the motion forward to restate 

in concisely for the Board’s clarity. 

Director Wojtanowski 

The amendments? 

Director Small 

Yes, you proposed amendments 

Director Wojtanowski 

As I have not written down the exact dates I can’t just point to it, but to amend what I 

was saying, to restate what I was saying: we will be changing 4 different dates I am 

pretty sure that are presented in GP#2d3 in order for them to be moved to the date in 

the manner that is current or Board meetings and by doing so there will have to be 

adjustments to creating the Chair and CGO making them non-compliant we have to 

make adjustments. I would also at this point like to mention that there are other errors in 

this Monitoring Report that by not presenting these amendments will continue to be 

incorrect. 

Director Small 

I would ask you to restate your motion Director Wojtanowski, but I will remind you that 

the Monitoring Report GP#2d for review was approved earlier by the Board, so I will ask 

you to restate your motion but I will ask you to concisely condense it? 

Director Wojtanowski 

The current statement that you would like is changing the dates of 4 different dates that 

are presented at this Monitoring Package and therefore, that is it. 

Director Small 

To reflect August 29th, I believe was your original intent?  

Director Wojtanowski 

It was August 29th, May 1st, 2018, and would you like me to go through them again? 

Director Small 

Yes, please do 

Director Wojtanowski 

If you just give me a moment? In GP#2d3 we will be amending from August 11th to 

August 29th and; therefore, that section would be non-compliant. Then we will continue 

to GP#2d3e where in the evidence we will be changing it to the 13th for 2017 Board 

meeting, as the year is not mentioned. In GP#2d4i we will also be amending from May 

1st, 2017 to May 1st, 2018. 

Director Small 



Very well, those are your proposed changes? 

Director Wojtanowski 

I would also like to, if I may, add a change to… 

Chair Plummer 

Point of information? 

Director Small 

I am obliged to take it 

Chair Plummer 

According to Robert’s Rules page 135 of the newly revised book you are only allowed 

1st and 2nd degree amendments, no amendments will be allowed beyond that.  

Director Small 

Noted. Additionally, to this point Director Wojtanowski I would like to remind you that 

you are proposing date amendments to sections of this GP while also taking on an 

additional clause to the end? 

Director Wojtanowski 

I am just letting the Board be aware of what making that amendment would be; 

therefore, another Director must present an amendment in order for the Monitoring 

Report to accurate in what we are presenting, and there is still yet another error in this 

Monitoring Report. 

Director Small 

As it pertains to this discussion we have at least two proposed amendments 

outstanding, yet according to Robert’s Rules I believe the proposed amendments that 

have already been stated do not allow for any further ones. I will refer to CGO 

Plummer’s reference for clarity 

Chair Plummer 

So, because we have exceeded the number of amendments we have to put the 

motion forward in order for it to be voted up. If the Board believes this is sufficient 

evidence to vote it down, then they will vote it down. If the Board believes that what 

has been presented thus far is suitable to be passed, then the Board will pass it. As soon 

as that is created, then you can create the new motion on the table to make future 

amendments.  

Director Small 

Very well  

Director Wojtanowski 

A point of clarification? 

Director Small  

I will accept it 

Director Wojtanowski 

I would like to know what the process is for this. So, currently this amendment that I 

presented with the 4 things that I have now restated and once that amendment is 

approved or objected to, then after that we will be voting on the approval of the 

whole GP#2d Monitoring Report. 

Chair Plummer 

What is happening now that the amendments have been passed, you are approving 

or disapproving the Monitoring Report with the amendment? Correct? So, in the event 

that you disapprove the Monitoring Report with the amendments then there is a new 

motion on the table and in the event that you approve the Monitoring Report with the 



date of amendments is complete approved the we can proceed to the next topic at 

hand. Then we will return the floor back to Director Small  

Director Small 

Very well, then I will take one more comment Director Wojtanowski 

Director Wojtanowski 

I just have a question? In the case that somebody does object this next vote for the 

amendment and for the Monitoring Report that would state that there are other 

amendments that need further amending? Correct? 

Chair Plummer 

In the case that the majority rejects then the motion carries  

Director Wojtanowski 

If the Board does reject that 

Director Small 

The approved motion will be presented to the Board for further amendment and review 

as soon as it is approved, as in my understanding? 

Chair Plummer 

If it is approved, then it is approved and done with so we can move onto the next item 

at hand because you are approving the Monitoring Report with the amendments. 

Director Small 

Very well, then I will put it before the Board to amend the section of GP#2d to 

incorporate date changes as prescribed by Director Wojtanowski  

Director Wojtanowski 

To clarify, this point of discussion if I were to bring up another problem with the 

Monitoring Report that would be compliant? 

Chair Plummer 

Point of information Director Small 

Director Small 

I’ll take it 

Chair Plummer 

The Directors at this point can say their thoughts and comments, but not further 

acceptance of amendments because the Monitoring Report has not disapproved in 

time. Your stance can be stated, but it has to be voted on.  

Director Small 

Very well, I will take two comments for discussion 

Director Wojtanowski 

This is for the Board to note that we are attempting the Monitoring Report that we do in 

fact read it and hold the Chair and CGO accountable, and in GP#2d4k this is in regard 

to the Operational Definition where the third point says that the CGO has to report on 

the evaluations preexisting in-camera sessions. That is my one comment that I can no 

longer make an amendment to and I am waiting the Board to approve. As a part of 

that GP#2d5 and this is in regard to the role of the Vice Chair. Once again, I was 

wondering how in this case… Sorry, the responsibilities that I am speaking of that any 

person, any Board member can take on the roles of being Vice Chair. So, that means 

that any other board member can take on the role of the Chair, not just the Vice Chair 

and at that point I do bring into question the Chair was elected, how is it that they were 

found more qualified or differently to hold the power that they and that training and 

power that they have how is that transferred over to other Board members effectively 

and should that language be changed as it pertains to the adjustments of the Vice 



Chair of another individual that is taking a role. I just wanted the Board members as well 

as other in the organization to look at that GP#2d5 and just reflect on what it means to 

them and to the organization and the Board structure.  

Director Small  

Noted. At this time, we will be moving on to the Elections Portfolio now. At this point I 

would make a statement to reflect on the August 12th meeting.  A motion was 

approved to have an election to delegate responsibility of the Elections Portfolio to one 

individual. At the time, Director Naeem and Vice Chair Del Bono were presented as 

prospective candidates for this election. I will however open the floor to refer the 

nominations for the delegation of the Elections Portfolio. Are there any nominations? 

Bearing none I will proceed. I will take a comment 

Director Hassan 

I have a motion to propose before we actually get into the election, is that the right 

way? 

Chair Plummer 

Point of information? Because a motion is being proposed, as soon as this subsidiary 

motion is taken care of then it can be accepted. As soon as I hear the motion I will be 

evaluating and I will tell you if it can be accepted or not. 

Director Small  

I will take the motion 

Director Hassan 

This motion that I have in mind I want to make sure that the election talk remains within 

the Board, so when I say that nobody else is allowed to have a discussion about the 

election outside of the Board. So, I would like to propose a motion to shut the gallery off 

while the election talk is happening.  

Chair Plummer 

Point of information: I am just curious if that motion excludes ED Champagne and Policy 

Person Ian Muller? 

Director Small 

Very well then, we will put an amendment to it. May I amend Director Hassan’s motion 

to allow the election to go in-camera to incorporate ED Champagne and President 

Brar.  

Chair Plummer 

The Board conversation thus far is fine, it is still happening, but I believe it is simply limiting 

to restrict the input of the gallery to limit the conversation to the Board table.  

Director Small 

To clarify Director Hassan, you are not restricting input rather than excluding totally 

members of the gallery? 

Director Hassan 

I am requesting a motion to shut the gallery off and anybody else can remain in the 

room, but they will not be able to have any discussion and this is just to make sure that 

this conversation stays within the Board. Everybody else can stay in the room, but I am 

just requesting that the election piece remain in the Board table? 

Director Small 

Comment from Mr. DeSumma 

Mr. DeSumma 

Just as a member of the gallery I think that is a bad idea, not because I am in the 

gallery, but because your conversation of elections and you are looking to exclude 



information in the elections forthcoming. I don’t think you should be discriminating 

against the people who are sitting and providing input, especially as a member of the 

Students’ Union… 

Chair Plummer 

Order Director Small 

Director Small 

I am obliged to take his point of order 

Chair Plummer 

Former Director DeSumma is out of order because a motion has not been moved or 

seconded and thus there can be no comment or discussion on the matter on the 

motion until it is moved and seconded. 

Director Small 

CGO Plummer’s comment stands, I will not consider your comment. to   

Director Hassan 

A point of information: with that can we also include Ian Muller? 

Director Small 

Are you proposing an amendment? It didn’t explicitly, but if you are proposing an 

amendment I will consider it  

Chair Plummer 

That will be the last amendment then 

Director Small 

Correct. Very well, would you like to pass an amendment? 

President Brar 

I am considered an ex-officiate member of the Board so I am not a part of the gallery 

to begin with, just for clarification.  

Director Small 

Thank you 

Vice Chair Del Bono 

I would like a point of privilege to discuss the motion?  

Director Small 

I will allow one  

Vice Chair Del Bono 

I would voice my concern as to why I am objecting. I am firm believer in sticking by the 

books, especially the Constitution. It is in the Constitution that the gallery has the right to 

participate. I would agree to the motion if the gallery has got not of hand, but we 

haven’t even given the gallery a chance to contribute and that is the reason why I feel 

the need to voice my objection. We haven’t even given the Constitutional right, I feel 

we should have done that and I think that we are trying to play it a little too safe and so 

much that we have just negated the gallery’s Constitutional right to contribute, at least 

to give them a chance.  

Director Small 

Noted. I will take comments from the gallery at this point before the motion is 

approved.  

Mr. DeSumma 

Just to reiterate Vice Chair Del Bono’s point, the Students’ Union is 17,000 voices strong 

and with this motion you move to shut up and disregard… 

Director Small 

Please keep your language respectful Mr. DeSumma  



Mr. DeSumma 

You look to silence the voices of the Students of the gallery and anybody who is not 

one of your people. We voted for you into this position and now seem to silence the 

people who voted you into these positions. I don’t understand your logic as a Board. It 

just makes no sense to me what you are trying to approve as a Board and it just seems 

to speak volumes of a larger issue and it seems that this Board is only looking out for its 

own best interest.  

Director Small 

Please refrain from level attacks against the Board Mr. DeSumma. This is a verbal 

warning 

Mr. DeSumma 

I think that as a recommendation let’s stop trying to politicize something that should not 

be politicized. The Students’ Union is an organization that I feel does a lot of good, but 

the lack of integrity that I see at the Board is not right. 

Director Small 

Noted 

President Brar 

As President and CEO, speaking on behalf of all the members, the Constitution says that 

the members of the corporation shall be entitled to attend all meetings of the Board 

and Directors, except those designated by the Board Directors to be in-camera. To 

reiterate Vice Chair Del Bono’s point going back to the student body and how they 

elected us, the Constitution supersedes all policy documents and it is in the 

Constitutional right of the members 

Chair Plummer 

Point of Information Director Small 

Director Small 

I’ll take it 

Chair Plummer 

As President Brar read they can attend all meetings, it says nothing about input at the 

meetings, and; therefore, the motion put forward is valid, not unconstitutional. Just a 

point to note. If it was unconstitutional then the motion would have to be dropped, but 

as the Constitution clearly says attend. The motion was just to limit input 

Director Small 

I will take one more comment  

Director Wojtanowski 

Just in response to Chair Plummer’s comments, in order for the student body to feel 

engaged in the electoral process something that we are also passionate about 

because when we were elected is bring awareness in attendance to the Boardroom. It 

is difficult, as we can see, to do that and to have students and members of the 

Students’ Union here present means that they do care and that want their voices to be 

heard; want their input to be heard, and I think that is really important for us as Board 

members to be able to recognize the impact that their voices have and their 

attendance means that they want their voices to be heard, and I think that as a Board 

we should all fight for their voices to be heard because that is why we decided to sit at 

this Board table, that students can be represented by us here and having them is just an 

added benefit of their perspective.  

Director Small 

Noted. In my opinion I won’t be taking further comments  



President Brar 

I would just like to respond to Chair Plummer 

Director Small 

I must take it then 

President Brar 

Right after is says that members of the corporation shall be entitled to participate in any 

events or activities sponsored by the corporation subject to all statutory restrictions and 

other limits as imposed by law of the corporation. Just for clarification  

Chair Plummer 

Point of information 

Director Small 

I am obliged to take it  

Chair Plummer 

Participation is a very vaguely used term and because it is vaguely used anyone can 

attach an interpretation to that. Participation can be in attendance, and that is my 

input.  

Director Small 

At this moment there seems to be some ambiguity about how we define participation 

particularly as it pertains to members of the gallery; therefore, comments from the 

Board, the gallery and observers are noted. I will put the motion before the Board again  

Director Hassan 

I understand. One of the main reasons where are the comments are coming from when 

I proposed this particular motion, number one because we have had 6 hours of 

meetings, I have been fasting all day and I need to break my fast, I know that this 

meeting is very important and I know that the election if very important, and I know the 

students that are sometimes sitting at the gallery has also elected us, but we as the 

Board of Directors, the highest authority of the organization have to think about the 

best interest of the organization and moving forward in the best way. It is always going 

to be safe than sorry later on, that is one of the main reasons that I limited 

communications from the gallery to ensure that the elections portion of it. I didn’t shit 

the whole gallery down when the meeting began, there is a reason why because they 

have to participate, the Constitution gives them a right, but this particular conversation 

is giving too much complications We shouldn’t be 6 hours in a meeting figuring out who 

should be elected to fill the elections portion of the Students’ Union, that shouldn’t 

happen. It should be very simple and straightforward and because of the 

complications and different sides that partake in it, we need to ensure that this 

particular conversation remains at the Board table so we as a Board can function and 

get back to what we are supposed to do and that is the reason we have been elected 

by the students, that is one of the main reasons I proposed for this particular motion to 

be put forward. Thank you 

Director Small 

Your considerations are noted Director Hassan. I will allow a point of information CGO 

Plummer 

Chair Plummer 

I just want to remind the Chair of the meeting that it lasted until 9:30, so far it is past 9:30 

I want to make you aware of time. 

Director Small 



I am aware of that, with that I am obliged to open the floor for discussion. I will take one 

comment   

Director Wojtanowski 

I would just like to directly respond to Director Hassan’s comments. 

Director Small 

Please keep it concise 

Director Wojtanowski 

I will. You said that it is better to be safe than sorry, I just want to understand that. Is that 

in response to that, when you said that, is it safer for the Board not to heat the input of 

students and then be sorry we didn’t hear it or is it safer for us to listen to their input and 

then be sorry when we didn’t apply it?  

Director Small 

At this point I urge the members of the gallery to consider their points and to keep them 

limited and note that I will not be taking comments from the gallery as it pertains to this 

elections portfolio discussion. 

President Brar 

I would like to make a point as an elected representative of the student body from the 

operations side, I want the organization to be transparent so if anyone from the live 

feed or from the gallery has feedback please tweet at me or message me in other 

communication channels, if the Board decides not to recognize the Chair that is up to 

the Board, but I as the student body want to have your voices heard so please feel free 

to do that.  

Director Small 

Noted. Moving forward I would like to introduce the standing members for the 

delegation of the Elections Portfolio: Vice Chair Del Bono and Director Naeem. I will 

give you a minute to make opening statements initially, I will offer you a 10 second 

warning when your time is up and then at the minute mark I will cut you off. Do you 

understand? 

Vice Chair Del Bono 

Sounds good 

Director Small 

Vice Chair Del Bono I will start with you, would you like the 10 second warning? 

Vice Chair Del Bono 

Yeah, for sure might as well. First, I would like to say that we have moved on and we are 

working on making progress and coming back from the difficulties that we faced last 

meeting. Second, we all know how much of an importance the Elections 

Portfolio/Agenda is and so I am hoping personally to be put in the hot seat here with 

your questions, please hold myself and Director Naeem accountable. This is a huge 

responsibility for anyone to be taking over and we have to make sure that all of our 

comments, questions and concerns are left here at the Boardroom tonight. Following 

that, what is the mere possibility of this occurring which is why I was preparing for it 

months ago, but now this possibility is reality and I am not concerned; however, 

because I believe I am ready for the responsibility – if I am elected.  

Director Small 

Thank you Vice Chair Del Bono. Moving on to Director Naeem, would you like a 10 

second warning?  

Director Naeem 



Definitely I would love to have that. So, why I considered taking this position in the first 

place was my concern regarding integrity and impartiality and coming out of the last 

meeting I made it binding on my person that I have to go a work for this Electoral 

process in order to fulfill all the responsibilities that are now going to be delegated to an 

Electoral Portfolio before and after by abiding by Gp#2b; election responsibilities which 

are further supplemented by policy manual. The key word here is impartiality and 

integrity, two of the things that I would like to use. Apart from that I had my own journey 

in the election procedure and that’s where I learned from…  

Director Small 

Having heard opening statements, I will allow you both to make your case for the 

Elections Portfolio where you can expand on your base and how you are going to 

handle it and what have you. I will give you 2 minutes for that discussion. Vice Chair Del 

Bono would you like to begin? 

Vice Chair Del Bono 

I thought we would be starting with questions but this is totally okay. Would you be able 

to clarify what I am discussion? 

Director Small 

Pardon me, I should have restated the question. Both directors have had the 

opportunity to acknowledge their bases, so at this point I will cancel this line of 

questioning and I will open the floor to Directors to ask questions of Director Naeem or 

Vice Chair Del Bono. If there be any? 

Director Hassan 

What is you understanding of the election and how will you easily without any 

complications be able to guide the individual who will run the election piece? 

Vice Chair Del Bono 

I will try my very best to answer the question, but before I do, interim Chair Small how 

long do I have to answer the question? 

Director Small 

I will give you 30 seconds 

Chair Plummer 

Point of privilege? 

Director Small 

Keep it quick CGO Plummer 

Chair Plummer 

I would like to encourage everyone who is seated here to answer the questions so that 

they can hear. 

Director Small 

Noted 

Vice Chair Del Bono 

I see the elections by the books, the annual general meeting of the Laurier Students’ 

Union is one of the most important events I would say with regard to the Students’ 

Union; if not the most important. How I will take that without difficulties, leading the 

people, coaching the people, is this what I am getting at here? Could you repeat the 

second part of your question? 

Director Hassan 

No problem, the first part of your question is what is your understanding of this role? How 

will you be able to guide the individual that is running the day-to-day operations of the 

election? 



Director Small 

Director Hassan I urge you to pose the first part of your question and then we will circle 

back to the second part of your question? 

Director Hassan 

So, what is the understanding of the portfolio that you are taking on?  

Vice Chair Del Bono 

A lot of busy work that not going to be easy to handle and is not going to be without 

difficulty. If I understand the elections portfolio correctly it is definitely not going to be 

easy to guide someone or without difficulties. The CGO hires the DRO, they handle 

referendum questions and inquires, they oversee the elections, they plan and execute 

the elections. It is far too big a question for me to answer in 30 seconds, but it is a very 

big responsibility filled with a lot of intricate details. 

Director Small 

Thank you Vice Chair Del Bono 

Director Naeem 

I have been switch, first and foremost there are somethings that need to say: it will not 

be easy there will be a lot of work. First there needs to be election of the senate and 

the governors and then opening it up for the CRO with the marketing team to get the 

CRO hired, and their position was mentioned over there. Then apart from that there is 

the marketing and promotional strategies that need to happen so we make sure that 

our voter turnout is back to where we want it to be. 

Director Small 

Thank you Director Naeem 

Director Bonnell 

My question is in regard to impartiality and unbiasedness, we know that Chair Plummer 

is stepping down because of the conflict of interest and both of you have been on the 

Board for the last couple of months and I want to know how both of you will take 

charge and remain impartial and unbiased in this process.  

Director Naeem 

So far my interactions with the Chair and CGO have been good, he is from Waterloo 

and I am from Brantford so our interaction has been limited. But to ensure that our 

members running, I can go through the policy manual which explicitly explains what 

impartiality would explicitly look like and then what by the books would look like, but at 

a very basic level restricting yourself, remaining impartial by not endorsing anybody, 

educating our members of the community and the student body in order for them to 

have an impartial election which combined with integrity.  

Vice Chair Del Bono 

I plan on sticking by the books and sticking to the knowledge basis that I do have. One 

of the important roles and responsibilities that I will have is constantly contacting our 

policy expert Ian Muller with as much information as I can. I want to hire the CRO and 

the DRO in the most objective way possible. I know that one of the biggest concerns 

with hiring the CRO and DRO is personal commitments and so I am going to be looking 

at strictly how we are going to have a good an effective election. 

Director Small 

Thank you Vice Chair Del Bono, I will take two more questions 

Director Wojtanowski 

What kind of interaction do you foresee with your election to this role being with the 

future Presidential candidate who is currently our Chair and CGO?  



Vice Chair Del Bono 

Keeping our relationship separate when it is appropriate, when we are dealing with the 

Board of Directors we will handle those matters exclusively at the Board table and at 

times when we are discussion Board matters. When we are going through the elections, 

we are not discussing things about the Board, we are not discussing his candidacy 

whatsoever. I plan on staying as far away as possible from the Presidential candidates 

precisely, just so I can refrain from having impartiality, so I can stay partial and so that 

everything runs as smoothly as possible without concern 

Director Naeem 

The statement I made previously about impartiality and limiting yourself to a very 

professional and Board restrictive manner that is the refractions with all the candidates 

when they come up and then the hiring of the CRO and the DRO, placement of the 

knowledge of the elections in terms of impartiality and spreading out the good faith 

and then restricting ourselves in accordance and limiting ourselves by following the 

policies which specifically mention endorsement or picking the sides of and of the 

candidates would be a huge calamity, so it is the books. Books are telling you this, but 

beyond book reality that is over here because we are students over here and there are 

a lot of different things that we are dealing with, especially during the elections time so 

it would be something of a personal endeavor that I would be taking by making sure 

that I remain impartial and retain integrity.  

Director Small 

I will allow a question from Ian Muller and the if there be one more then I will cap the 

speaker list 

Director of Policy and Research Muller 

I will defer my question to President Brar 

Director Small 

Very well President Brar and the Director Hassan 

President Brar 

Based on Executive Limitations policy it says that the President will not operate member 

focused services that provide member feedback. Recognizing that I will put forward a 

question from the member of the corporation. What experience and qualification do 

you have to run and facilitate elections? And that is for both candidates 

Director Naeem 

In terms of my personal qualifications I would say that I have been part of 19 different 

positions at Wilfrid Laurier University over the past 2 years and understanding the culture 

the momentum of Laurier responsibility and how it abides by is one of the qualifications 

that I would always put forward in terms of my leadership role and how that proceeds, 

and all of that will come with the last Chair election which I had a good intake from the 

student body who elected. I had massive conversations they put forward the changes 

that they would like to see and some of the improvements that they would like to see. 

Some of them that I would like to mention are policy for referendum elections and 

social media policy and then strategically when it says developing the marketing 

strategy that seamlessly integrates other departments across the Students’ Union  

Director Small 

Thank you Director Naeem, Vice Chair Del Bono you have the floor 

Vice Chair del Bono 

Most importantly I have received the exact same training that Chair Plummer has had, I 

don’t remember the exact dates but months ago because I knew they there could be 



a potential loss of CGO services I felt that I had the responsibility and duty to the Board 

of Directors, corporation and organization to make sure that I was as prepared as 

possible. I have complete notes from the entire training module that we underwent, it 

included things like how I would be working with ICT, the DRO, the CRO, what exactly 

the CGO responsibility I will be doing brainstorming with, who I will be reaching out to. 

My qualifications would be the exact same elections training that Chair Plummer has 

had.  

Director Hassan 

I was almost going to ask the same question that the President asked, but I am just 

going to quickly ask another question since I have the microphone. If you are elected 

you will be responsible for the elections, but you might not have direct involvement with 

the day to day staff, the individual that you will be having will be responsible for that 

piece of it. How will you ensure that person is fair, and not only is that person not there 

to force any law, but to ensure that person is there to assist all candidates and ensure 

that all candidates have a good idea of what is expected of them instead of the 

information becoming a surprise? How will you ensure that piece of it? 

Director Naeem 

That person is the CRO and then the DRO which will be more into the day operations 

and the elections portfolio comes from the CGO. Basically, it is more of a supervisory 

role and then working closely with the CRO making the elections process happen. Now, 

GP#2i explicitly mentions the reasonability of the CRO and as soon as the election of 

CRO happens that is the combined training that CRO or the DRO and myself would 

need to figure out and have a way towards proceeding that and making sure that our 

policy manual is abided by our Constitution and follow the process, but more so the 

strategic plan and then referring to the documents that are referenced by the previous 

CRO and DRO in terms of explaining how their interactions have happened in the past 

according to the policy manual  

Vice Chair Del Bono 

Could you reiterate your question? 

Director Small 

Please keep it concise Director Hassan 

Director Hassan 

The individual who gets elected will not be involved in the day to day operations of the 

elections portion there will be the individual that you hire or the individuals that you will 

be hiring, so how would you as that person who is not directly involved in the elections, 

how would you ensure that person is not only there to enforce the elections policy, but 

also assist and make sure that candidacies know what is expected of them? 

Vice Chair Del Bono 

I will start with a quite strict and rigorous hiring committee for the CRO and DRO. The 

most important thing that I will be putting in there in terms of the hiring committees 

would be personal availability and self-care. The biggest difficulties in running the 

elections no matter what position you have within the elections portfolio is self-care and 

personal commitment. I would also ask them to disclose any possible conflict of interest. 

It is not just conflict of interest, but any possible conflict of interest with candidates or 

with anyone else holding the position within the elections. Lastly, I will not demand, but 

require through the hiring committee’s regular updates from all of the employees who 

we hire for the elections, every issue I want to be made aware of as soon as possible. I 



want to be made aware of everything, the big thing for me is transparency, self-care 

and finding the person who have the right levels of personal commitment.  

Director Small 

Thank you Vice Chair Del Bono. At this point we will be hosting a secret election. CGO 

Plummer if you have a ballot box available or President Brar?  

Chair Plummer 

For those on the conferencing system please send your vote directly to Director Small. 

Please send him a message directly. 

Director Small  

Director Paul and Director Roitman, can you confirm that that you heard that? Director 

Paul? 

Director Paul 

Yes, would you like that through text? 

Director Small 

If you like. If not text, then Facebook message 

Director Paul  

Okay 

Director Small 

Director Roitman? 

Director Roitman  

Yes, I approve 

Director Small 

Did you get that Director Roitman? I would urge you to email me directly through the 

Board email address. 

Director Paul 

Perfect, thank you  

Director Small 

Director Roitman can you confirm that? 

Director Roitman 

Yes 

Director Small 

Alright then 

Vice Chair Del Bono 

Just a point of privilege Chair Plummer? I would just like to know if this would be an 

appropriate time to refill my water bottle? 

Director Small 

I will allow… I will give Director Hassan and Vice Chair Del Bono 30 seconds, but in the 

meantime send in your slips 

Director Wojtanowski 

I would like that to be said louder so that everybody at the Board table knows what is 

happening. 

Chair Plummer 

I told him that Director Paul messaged me saying that she does not have access to her 

computer right now and she doesn’t have email on her computer, she is telling Director 

Small to check his Facebook message 

Director Wojtanowski 

Yes, thank you. In the future I would like that comment to be in proper timing with 

Robert’s Rules 



President Brar 

As soon as everybody is ready then I can go around 

Director Small 

Can everyone confirm that they have received and submitted their slips? 

President Brar 

So, seven ballots  

Director Small 

Can the interim Chair vote? 

President Brar 

No 

Director Small 

I didn’t think so  

Chair Plummer 

Please wait, be seated until they return. 

Director Small 

Director Roitman are you still on the line? Director Roitman? Please confirm 

Director Roitman  

Did you guys call me? 

Chair Plummer 

Director Small is going to call you, he just left the room.  

Director Roitman? 

Why? On my cellphone 

Chair Plummer  

He is going to call you for your votes 

Director Roitman 

Okay 

Chair Plummer  

He will call you in a second  

Chair Plummer 

Please ensure that if you emailed him your vote that he won’t call you or message your 

vote  

Director Roitman 

Okay 

Chair Plummer 

You are still on air, so please end the conversation with the conferencing system or put 

us on hold, speak with Director Small and then call us back.  

Director Roitman 

Okay, I am just going to mute you guys 

Chair Plummer 

Can you message Director Small at this point with your vote? 

Director Roitman 

Message him? Okay.  

Chair Plummer 

This is the fastest possible way because we are still waiting for you  

Director Small 

Please send me a message that would be appreciated 

Director Roitman 

I will send him a Facebook message 



Chair Plummer 

Perfect, thank you 

Director Small 

A decision has been reached to delegate Director Naeem the Elections Portfolio and 

CGOs responsibilities in that matter. At this point I would like to move onto 

compensation. At this time, I understand that Director Hakim has a motion to present on 

this topic. He is present now so would you like to raise that motion before we engage in 

strategic discussion?  

Director Hakim 

One option that I am presenting is subtracting 8.1 percent from the honorarium. 

Another option that I am presenting is that the compensation of the CRO be 

subtracted from the Chair honorarium? 

Chair Plummer 

Point of information Director Small? We can only have one motion at a time, so you 

have to decide which one you want to discuss first.  

Director Hakim 

The 8.1 percent 

Director Small 

Very well.  

Director Wojtanowski 

What dollar amount is that? 

Director Small  

I would have to ask Director Hakim or CGO Plummer 

President Brar 

Give me one second 

Chair Plummer 

Also recall that there can be no discussion on this motion unless it is moved and 

seconded, it has not been moved and seconded yet. So, before President Brar’s 

declares what the salary is please ask for it to be moved and seconded 

Director Small 

Very well 

President Brar 

The only comment that I can make is the approved governance budget which says the 

CGO honorarium is 24,098. 8 percent of that would be 1,927.84 dollars; however, I don’t 

have any information regarding how much has been used or paid out so far, so that 

would be the average to begin with, so we don’t have that number. Thank you 

President Brar 

ED Champagne 

I would like to ask as quick question if I may? How did you come to 8.3 percent? 

Director Hakim 

I realized that most of the election falls within one month, so that is 8.3 percent of the full 

year.  

President Brar 

I would just like to add more context to that. Given the feedback that was circulated 

by the Board’s former Chair, I have a claim from march 2014/2015 he says that 

September went for three hours, 35 percent of the job, October 9-5 hours roughly 10 

percent of the job, November 10-15 hours 30 percent of the job, December 20-25 hours 

50 percent of the job, January easily 30 hours per week which feels like 100 percent of 



the job. Just sot the Board has information on how that was done in the past and it 

wasn’t just one month. 

Director Small 

Thank you President Brar. I noticed a question from the gallery, I will find out in the 

interest of clarification that the agreement with contributions from the members of the 

gallery as we approved it was biding upon the Elections Portfolio topic, as we move 

forward I am prepared to accept questions from the gallery. Any further questions? 

Director Hassan 

I am just thinking out loud right now, I think it is a good idea in my opinion to stick 

around with the same traditions that the Students’ Union used before because this is not 

the first time the Board is hiring someone to take the Elections Portfolio portion of it, so 

has it been done before? 

President Brar 

It has never been delegated in this capacity where the compensation had to be 

redistributed, and to this day to the second point which was made earlier in regard to 

taking that amount and giving it to the CRO. The CRO honorarium has already 

budgeted for it in the governance budget which is approved by the Board, so that 

does not make sense. 

Mr. DeSumma 

With regard to how much time is delegated to the Elections Portfolio 

Director Small 

Please raise your voice Mr. DeSumma 

Mr. DeSumma 

I myself have facilitated the Elections Portfolio and it is about 60-70 percent of the 

Chair’s portfolio, the CGO’s portfolio. If you do the math it is less than what the CRO 

would be making just based off what is in the governance budget. Personally I would 

say that 60 percent of the budget is delegated to the CRO, at minimum. I would even 

say it is slightly more than that. Not just based off of my own experiences, but based off 

timing.  

Director Small 

Noted, I will take two more comments 

Director Wojtanowski 

I think one of the things that the Board should be aware of is how much honorarium is 

still left, that has not been given because it is an important part of making this decision. 

But I also agree with the comments that have been made before me as somebody 

who originally ran for the position of Chair and CGO and speaking with several past 

Chairs going 3 or 4 years back that is a very large part of the role that we discussed 

extensively at the Chair election. This person now will have to take on, as someone who 

has not gone through any Chair training or CGO training, this person now has to take 

on additional training that they have not yet been through as well as connecting with 

those people and that person unfortunately I don’t think ethically could be the current 

Chair and CGO Plummer as that would be an extreme conflict of interest. So, that 

person will also have to sacrifice their time for that.  

Director Small 

Your point has been noted Director Wojtanowski. I would like to point out that to remind 

the board that referring to the expertise of outside members or third parties is 

recommended as a guide, but is not intended to be used as a guiding tool for ours. It 



may be useful to take into consideration we should not use it to dictate or guide our 

hand in this decision.  

ED Champagne 

It sounds to me, I could be wrong, that the Board has already made comments against 

the 8.3 percent. So, I think that it might be time to vote on that particular motion and 

then there is an opportunity to put a difference motion or maybe we could give some 

more time to what this would actually look like because it could end up being more 

complicated than we actually realize. 

Director Small 

It is an appropriate point to end on as I have now capped the speakers list so now we 

will return to the motion 

Chair Plummer 

According to Parliamentary procedures since the vote is tied the Chair does have the 

authority to break the tie in the way you see fit.  

President Brar 

You also don’t have to strike a tie breaker, you can leave it as is and any tied motion is 

considered a failed motion. So, note voting is also a vote and you can choose to 

remain that Chair and not have a tie breaker.  

Director Small  

In my considered opinion I move to reject the motion that has been presented and so 

the motion fails. I will open the floor for further motions  

Director Wojtanowski 

In the event that we do decide to table this discussion for later I would like to further 

motion to freeze the honorarium as it is and not let any more of it go out before that 

decision is made.  

Director Small 

Director Wojtanowski proposes an amendment to the motion  

ED Champagne 

I also want to make sure that if it is tabled that Director Naeem is still able to execute 

the election that is required as of September 12th and is willing to partake in whatever 

training he needs to get up to that and understanding that whenever this is decided he 

will get back paid from today’s date. 

Director Naeem 

That is not a point of issue, after this meeting I will be fully focused on expanding the 

Elections Portfolio. So it doesn’t matter when it is decided. It should not be a problem at 

all. Right after this meeting I am ready to start my responsibilities.  

Director Small 

Noted  

Director Hassan 

I just want to go back to the comments that Director Wojtanowski made  

Director Small 

Please keep it concise 

Director Hassan 

Freezing whatever is happening is not what I proposed and I don’t think an ideal. I just 

don’t think that we have the correct information about what is best for the individual 

that is taking on this responsibility and the best interest of the organization overall. Can 

Phil Champagne maybe tell us how much is there and we can decide, nobody has 

that information; therefore, I am just proposing we have a different meeting sometime 



soon to have this information come to us first then decide accurately what we are 

doing.  

Director Small 

Pardon me, but Chair Plummer has requested a point of information 

Chair Plummer 

Director Hassan made a motion and Director Wojtanowski made a motion. According 

to Robert’s Rules there can only be one motion at a time because that motion must be 

dealt with before you move onto the next.  

Director Small 

As I understood it, Director Wojtanowski worded he motion in the form of an 

amendment; would I be correct in assuming that? 

Director Wojtanowski 

Yes 

Chair Plummer 

That is okay 

ED Champagne 

All I was going to suggest was getting that exact number is as easy as tomorrow. So, 

you might not have to deal with the matter of compensation, but there might be an 

opportunity to deal with or to that effect  

Director Small 

Very well. Director Wojtanowski I will allow you to restate your amendment to the 

original motion and then we will vote on that  

Director Wojtanowski 

Can I make a comment? 

Director Small 

No, you will restate your amendment to the motion 

Director Wojtanowski 

In my response to that motion I think that it is important for the Chair and CGO to be 

fairly compensated. I don’t think this is fit for the current Chair for a role that they are no 

longer completing as that CGO portion and the Election Portion has now been officially 

transferred to Director Naeem and that is my final motion. To restate the amendment is 

to add that tying on to Director Hassan’s motion that the Board will also freeze further 

disbursement or further given of the honorarium to the current Chair.  

Chair Plummer 

Just a point to note Director Small, does that mean that I stop working for that entire 

time period?  

Director Small 

I would like to request guidance from ED Champagne 

ED Champagne 

As I understand it, feel free to correct me if I am wrong, the idea is that Director Naeem 

is going to commence duties of overseeing the Elections Portfolio for an intense 

purpose immediately. Director Wojtanowski is saying that the freeze if it were to take 

place would be temporary for a dollar figure to get sorted out tomorrow where in 

theory you could have an email vote if that be the direction that you want to head 

and the ultimately by the next pay period which is literally two weeks from today the 

impact on that will only be, you wouldn’t see it is what I am getting at so you guys can 

get to a decision before the next pay period which would be Friday September 8th. 

Director Small 



Very well 

Director Bonnell 

That would mean that we have a time to respond to that vote. I assume it would interim 

Chair Small would propose that number.  

President Brar 

That number would be given as a clarification, but the pay instead of 24,098 it would 

this, and the Board members would have a choice. Whatever the Board wants to do is 

a percentage of the updated number and it is up to the Board to decide if they want 

another meeting to facilitate that discussion so that a motion can be put forward and 

discussed based on actual number.  

Director Small 

ED Champagne I will allow a clarification  

ED Champagne 

I would also like to answer the question of clarification for Chair Plummer, no you would 

not stop serving as the Chair but you would stop serving as the CGO.  

Director Small 

As I understand it the existing amendment which has yet to be approved can I get a 

nomination?  

Director Hassan 

I know that the Chief Governing Officer is not only doing to elections portion of it he 

was also doing it as the Chair, so he was getting paid for the Chair and also that portion 

of the election. Now, we freeze it as Director Wojtanowski proposed, I am proposing a 

condition to that freeze that once we find that information from the Executive members 

of the organization as soon as tomorrow it is mentioned I want the response to be quick 

before the pay period to ensure that no complications arise about pay. We should get 

a week to respond from all the Directors  

Director Small 

Very well, would you like to submit that as an amendment to the amendment or as an 

informal insistence? For the sake of expediency, I would make it an informal insistence 

Director Hassan 

Very well  

ED Champagne  

Just very quickly, I think at that point you can get all their feedback, but at that point 

there can still not be a motion on the table. For formality sake someone would have to 

put a motion forward, seconded, potentially an email discussion where you would have 

to use your official Board emails to communicate, so it is on the record. There is a lot of 

work to do so the first step is to get answer on what is left in that account. I will get that 

number for Director Small and have you distribute that to the Board tomorrow morning  

Director Bonnell 

My question is would it be digital and would it be in person and answer questions?  

Director Small 

I will leave it to the CGOs discretion to message us at a later time 

ED Champagne 

I just have a quick question for the Board, just because it deals with your Chair 

Plummer’s direct compensation package I would like your permission to follow-up in the 

email to Director Small? 

Director Hassan 

Is this a good time to propose the motion? I just want to make sure 



Director Small 

I believe we passed a motion on the discussion 

Director Hassan 

When is it done then? 

Director Small 

The opportunity is yours to make a motion 

Director Hassan 

Since we have proposed the previous motion and we are done, I would like to propose 

another motion that once we receive the electronic information that we are missing 

from the Executive member of the organization that all Directors should respond and 

make a decision before the next pay day which is within a week is what I am proposing.  

ED Champagne 

The end of the pay period if Friday September 8th, 2017, so it would behoove you guys 

to come to a decision by the end of the 7th, because by Friday pay-roll can do their 

thing  

Director Hassan 

So before the end of the 7th, I would like to propose a motion that Directors should vote 

on that information before that time and then make a complete decision of how much 

we should take his pay-check and how much it should go to the election person.  

Director Small 

Very well, I will refer to Chair Plummer on this issue for clarification because this sounds 

like an informal insistence; it sounds like something use as the CGO could put in the 

email and insist of us. The motion that Director Hassan is proposing is that before 

September 7th that all Directors have responded and cast their decision on how much 

to allocate from CGO’s honorarium to Director Naeem for reimbursement. 

Chair Plummer 

My suggestion is for that particular motion is that can be a motion, but in the event that 

a Director does not respond they have forfeited their right to vote and it can be 

regarded as an abstention. They will be forfeiting their right to vote according to 

Robert’s Rules. It does not speak directly to electronic voting, I admit that but they 

forfeit their right to vote, so I encourage you to make it a specific motion with the time 

and date.  

Director Hassan 

That is why I am saying the 7th  

Chair Plummer 

What time? 

Director Hassan 

10 to 7 

President Brar 

Before noon because that is when we submit the payroll  

ED Champagne 

Let’s say 5 pm on the 7th then Director Small would then email both myself and 

President Brar and then we will forward that information to payroll. Did you hear that? 

Director Small 

I did. The motion is presented by Director Hassan  

Director Wojtanowski 

With this email vote will we also be deciding on the percentage or will we be doing this 

now? 



Director Small 

I will pose that question to Director Hassan 

Director Hassan 

Because we do not have the accurate information yet we will then decide whether it is 

a percentage or dollar amount because we have to wait until he gives that to us 

tomorrow and then we will decide and go from there.  

Director Wojtanowski 

On that note, I don’t believe that allows for proper discussion on the matter as it 

pertains to compensation and the percentage. It would be extremely difficult for all of 

us to respond in a timely manner and I also think that part of the Board is the members 

that are watching us; the member of the gallery to be privy to this information as it 

won’t be a simple vote of approval or rejection, unfortunately. It will have to warrant 

further discussion. 

President Brar 

Just to give some context: usually when referring to a specific motion they will decide 

and then say yes or no, but since that has not been decided and there has been no 

discussion it makes it really complicated to have that discussion over email. Let’s say 

one Director opposes something, how do you facilitate that discussion in a continuous 

way because nothing has been established for a yes no. If something has been 

established then it would make it a lot easier to go to the yes-no, but since that has not 

happened… just to give you that point from the past. 

Director Small  

Noted and I would like to remind the Board before we consider that the original motion 

has been amended, but not passed at this time because the opportunity is still open for 

further discussion. 

Director Bonnell 

That would mean that we are basically going to decide on the percentage now 

without knowing…? 

President Brar 

The Board is deciding  

Director Bonnell 

I am confused as to what would happen next, say we have this email from Director 

Small saying this is our x given this number; what is left of the honorarium, then is it no 

possible for someone to suggest a motion via email? 

President Brar 

Yes, it is, let’s say you proposed a motion for x percentage, there is a seconder, which 

via email is a little complicated and then how do you have that discussion over email 

to that, and then that is rejected or approved based on that. I am just saying that it is 

easier to facilitate the discussion in person because a percentage or an amount has 

not been accepted. 

Director Naeem 

There was a motion which was asked before the date that was decided which is the 7th 

that means that we would have a meeting before that? If it is going to be in person? 

Director Small 

As I understand it Director Wojtanowski, would you like to contribute? 

Director Wojtanowski 

He did not pass the motion that is up for discussion. The motion was to freeze the current 

Chair and CGO honorarium from being dispersed up until the point where the Board 



can make a full decision on the percentage that will be divided between the Chair 

and the Elections Portfolio.  

ED Champagne 

With the amendment that it is done before the 7th at 5-6 pm.  

Director Naeem 

So, that is already passed or not passed? 

Director Small 

The amendment has been passed because the motion has been amended approved. 

The motion itself is still on the table for approval. You are free to amend it as you see fit 

Chair Plummer 

Point of information: Director Small, if you wish I can take 5 minutes to calculate based 

on what I have received so far then I would be more than happy to do that  

ED Champagne 

It is rudimentary math, literally for 12 months, so we could get a ballpark of what is left. I 

think what is important is today or soon. Today would probably be good is what 

percentage of what is left of the 8 months is the elections portfolio, the you don’t have 

to deal with numbers because let’s arbitrarily call it 20,000 dollars left, so of that what 

CGO workload 50 percent of that is for the elections Portfolio and you would split 20 in 

half and that is 10 and 10. So, you guys can come up with the percentage, we can 

provide you with the number that is left. You don’t need that dollar figure to discuss the 

percentages 

Director Small 

I will take a comment from President Brar and then go back to the original motion 

President Brar 

If you do the division by months given that 4 months have passed, then it is 

approximately 16-17,000 remaining 

Director Small 

I will leave that to the Board, but at this point I would like to return to the original motion. 

Director Hassan do you have an amendment? 

Director Hassan 

I have just a comment and a quick question? 

Director Small 

Keep it brief. I will allow the comment, but then we must proceed to the amended 

motion 

Director Hassan 

Director Wojtanowski, I just want to understand where you are coming from? You 

proposed a freeze, the second point that you are making is to have a discussion and 

we have until the 7th to ensure that we are not missing anybody. What other dates do 

you have in mind? It does not really matter to me when we get together, before the 7th, 

after the 7th, but delaying it is just not an option. This meeting is supposed to be an hour 

and a half, and it is already greater than an hour and a half, so we need to make sure 

that everything is done. We can’t go to the Executive Directors officer check it now and 

come back because that is not an option, we have to be respectful. What other dates 

did you have in mind outside of this, and what other way can we meet to ensure that it 

is taken care of and we are not delaying anything? That is my question for you. 

Director Small 

Director Hassan I will intervene here to answer that question: to me that strikes me as a 

triviality and so that sake of expediency for this meeting I think that is something that we 



can discuss amongst ourselves outside of the discussion. If you wish to pass an 

amendment to the motion to clarify for a time that you would like to set for everyone 

else for the discussion then that would be fine; I am obliged to take your amendment 

and put it before the Board; however, I must insist in my opinion at least we host the 

discussion before September 7th and make a decision before then and in the event that 

not every Director can make it then we refer to CGO Plummer’s suggestion that those 

Directors cannot be present for the meeting are technically abstaining. 

Director Bonnell 

That would mean we have to get quorum prior to the September 7th meeting? Do we 

have to meet in person after we have gotten this number? 

ED Champagne  

You always have to have quorum 

Director Bonnell 

If by September 7th we do not have quorum, what is the following steps? 

Director Small 

The very least we can do I believe, CGO Plummer please feel free to correct me, is to 

engage in a discussion outside of the Board upon a time which we can meet to make 

our decision because as I understand it the motion is to be performed via email vote.  

Chair Plummer 

I would like to comment on the CGO base, the vote would be very difficult to 

accommodate that as there is no motion on the table to be stated. There will be no 

motion, so someone will have to submit a motion and then it has to go for a second 

and that would be very complicated. I think the Board should have another 

emergency meeting that is where we are going in that particular sense -  that is my 

suggestion in the even that you want to accommodate a discussion. 

President Brar 

I believe the question that you are asking is what if you cannot meet before that date? 

Director Bonnell 

Yeah 

President Brar 

This meeting is a reflection of that because this meeting took place after August 27th. As 

Chair Plummer said, because you couldn’t meet quorum the days you decided to 

meet quorum, so that is what would happen given that people have already done 

that.  

Director Bonnell 

In that case there wasn’t a paycheck? I am not sure what that deadline was… would 

that date 

President Brar 

That date would be pushed to the next pay period if the Board doesn’t meet. So, that 

would mean that Chair Plummer’ honorarium would be frozen until then?  

President Brar 

Yes 

ED Champagne 

Yes. However, with that said once it is unfrozen and we get through this then he will get 

his money. 

Director Small 

Director Wojtanowski and then I am capping the speakers list 

Director Wojtanowski 



Just to address the points that were made, as I see it we have two options. I think that 

the numerical value is important, but what we should really be focusing on is the 

percentage of work that we feel the electoral portfolio takes between the Chair and 

the CGO role because not matter what that number is that percentage is significantly 

very important and I think that actually provides a better perspective for us as a Board. 

Now, on the second end if that is not an option that we want to go down we could 

decide that we are going to reconvene for another emergency meeting if we miss the 

pay period. Personally, this could be discussed at the September 12th meeting as it is just 

a few days after the day we decided. It would however inconvenience the two Board 

members that would be receive that pay as there is some dependence on that, but 

also I don’t think that is the case I would urge both of those Directors that their role 

should not depend on a paycheck arriving or the fundamental amount into their bank 

account on a certain day. It should be about the responsibility to the students that they 

have committed to and decisions that thee Board members make in order to oversee 

the organization.  

Director Small 

Noted, and I will note the expediency and efficiency of Director Wojtanowski of these 

comments. If these issues are truly important to us as a Board then we will make time for 

it, if we cannot make quorum then I believe that CGO Plummer and Director Naeem 

will have to understand, but I urge members of the Board for those physically present 

over the phone or not present who may be able to be caught up later that they 

subject themselves and commit to a time before September 7th at noon at which we 

will be able to meet. The motion has not been passed yet, but this is my personal 

insistence. So, I will return to the amended motion.  

Chair Plummer 

Point of clarification? The motion that was carried was for us to meet before September 

7th, so you are going to have an emergency Board meeting?  

Director Small 

That is correct. With that put forward and no other business  

Chair Plummer 

Thank you Director Small, that was an absolutely lovely job. I appreciate that.  

 

9. New Business and Announcements 

Chair Plummer 

Do we have any new business and announcements? 

President Brar 

I would just like to make a comment from earlier which I was not recognize for making 

with the senior advisor dispute resolution. The Executive Director was under my 

authorization to do that and as EL#2b states the Board will never give instructions but 

only report directly to the President. So, I see it as a violation of policy that moving 

forward that if anyone has any issues with the employees or staff of the organization 

please go through me because I will not tolerate anyone speaking to the staff without 

my approval. I just want to clarify that because I didn’t find that very respectful 

because the Board from a policy point of view only recognizes me as a sole 

representative, so if you have legitimate feedback I will hear that out, but please 

channel that through me moving forward. Thank you 

Director Small 



On the topic of other business, this is unrelated to President Brar’s comment. I noticed 

on the WLU Board resources website that shortly after the August 12th meeting that 

there seems to be an error in the agenda packages Dropbox link for the 2013/2014 

agenda packages. This link redirects the user to the 2014/2015 agenda packages, so I 

am hoping that whoever is in charge of that can clear that up as soon as possible. 

Chair Plummer 

Thank you Director Small.  

President Brar 

I can do that 

Director Small 

Thank you 

Director Bonnell 

I have a clarification on the person you were bringing in to resolve conflict, would that 

conversation be confidential? 

President Brar 

Yes 

Director Bonnell 

Then after that conversation what is the goal? 

President Brar 

As we said earlier that is voluntary and she acts as a dispute resolution officer for the 

university. If anyone has any conflicts that they want to talk about then she can walk 

you through that, stress and any other impacts on your wellness. She is basically a 

support that is not binding on the Board. We just want to let everybody know that she 

exists at the university if you every wanted to seek feedback.  

Director Bonnell 

Will you let us know when that opportunity arises or will we week out that opportunity? 

ED Champagne 

Basically she has blocked off portions of her schedule on the 7th and 8th and she is willing 

to work with you guys. I will get you her information on her own time and set that up 

Chair Plummer 

Thank you ED Champagne, thank you Director Bonnell 

Mr. DeSumma 

Volunteer hiring opens on September 3rd and we are hiring for pretty much every 

committee, in Brantford specifically. 

ED Champagne 

All positions? 

Mr. DeSumma 

All general volunteer positons except first year orientation 

Director Naeem 

I don’t have a question, but I have a comment. Coming out of this meeting and getting 

out of the last meeting there was stress that there was 6 hours of meeting, but I think in 

this meeting was have proved ourselves that being a Board we have actually learned 

something and we have moved forward. We are a new Board, 90 percent of the 

people on the Board are doing it for the first time. It’s the 4 month and it’s a new 

venture to go, and I think that meet was a blessing because all of the members of the 

Board that I have talked to they had an insightful talk about it and they have points of 

improvement. I have been through more comments that I ever have after that meeting 

and that was my persona end. I think this meeting shows the recovery, and the 



breakages that we saw I think this meeting is a step forward and we should be proud of 

ourselves about what we have achieved in the last meeting as well as in this meeting 

and in the 4 months as well.  

ED Champagne 

Just a quick follow up, I said this to Tarique several times and to many members that this 

whole process is a teaching moment for all of us and will continue to be even beyond 

when it is resolved and behind us. So, I agree a big learning moment for us  

Chair Plummer 

Thank you so much, are there any further comments? 

 

10. Adjournment 

Motion 14 (Hakim/Bonnell): Motion to adjourn the meeting 

Vote: 8-0-0 

Result: Motion  
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1. Call to Order 

Chair Naeem 

Welcome everyone, we have Director Roitman on speaker and I call this meeting to 

order at 6:21pm on the Brantford campus in the Student Centre on Wednesday April 4th, 

2018. We acknowledge that we are on the traditional territory of the Neutral, 

Anishnaabe, and Haudenosaunee peoples.  

 

2. Adoption of Agenda 

Motion 1 (Bonnell/Hassan): Motion to adopt the agenda package as presented 

Vote: 8-0-1 

Result: Motion Pass 

 

Motion 2 (Plummer/Bonnell): Motion to adopt the consent agenda package as 

presented 

Vote: Note Vote 

Result: No Vote 

 

Motion 3 (Wojtanowski/Liu): Motion to adopt the consent agenda package as 

presented with EL#1 and GP#2d pulled  

Vote: 9-0-0 

Result: Motion Pass 

 

Chair Naeem  

With the following corrections, number 1: mentioning Monitoring Report EL#2m to the 

consent agenda, correction of the day from 2017 to 2018 for meetings minutes 

February 16th, having an in-camera session before new business and announcements, 

adding OLS reports before Finance Committee report and removing Chair elect from 

the last three items on the agenda package and adding Chair Naeem for there.  

Director Small 

Can I ask why it would be prudent to amend the consent agenda to include ELs#2e-f 

given that the Finance Committee final reports, which is presented for this meeting, 

includes interpretations of compliance of these policies that does not reflect the new 

interpretation that may be approved in the consent agenda? 

Chair Naeem 



Would you like to pull that? 

Director Small 

I would. Does Director Wojtanowski have a comment? 

Director Wojtanowski 

I may say that we should pull the finance committee’s report, leave those, approve 

them in the consent agenda; hopefully, if we keep them in the consent agenda then 

the Finance Committee can come back to us during the next meeting with the 

appropriate clarifications. That would be my suggestion in response to that, but my 

other point was that for the election of incoming Vice Chair of the Board that should still 

be Chair elect. It should just be the new business and announcement that is used to 

check in.  

Chair Naeem 

Yes, thank you for that correction. The Chair elect portion, the incoming Vice Chair will 

be done by the Chair elect which will be elected. We will get to the consent agenda 

right now, so is there any discussion regarding that after what was mentioned? 

Director Hassan 

I would like to pull EL#1 please 

Chair Naeem  

Any other discussion on the ELs? 

Director Hakim 

I would like to pull GP#2b 

Chair Naeem 

Any further discussion? 

 

3. Adoption of Meeting Minutes of February 16th, 2018 

Motion 4 (Wojtanowski/Hassan): Motion to approve the February 16th, 2018 meeting 

minutes  

Vote: 9-0-1 

Result: Motion Pass 

 

4. Regrets 

Chair Naeem 

Moving onto the regrets section I have received two regrets, one by Director Paul and 

one by Vice Chair Del Bono. Director Paul is in a situation where she cannot make it 

because of her workplace because her fellow employee is absent, so she cannot leave 

her building. That is why she is not able to join us today. And Vice Chair Del Bono 

emailed me regarding his transitioning meeting for his new role as AVP. Are there any 

further regret? 

 

5. Presentation by International Students Association 

 

Motion 5 (Plummer/Hassan): Motion to uphold the previous motioned passed which is 

the Students’ Union upholds official stance against the 5 percent increase 

Vote: 3-2-4 

Result: Motion Fail 

 



Chair Naeem 

This is a presentation follow-up from the VP of International Student Association 

Waterloo campus. Just to note that the presentation is uploaded in the Board elect and 

Board Facebook group, so please access the presentation from there, and in Waterloo 

I believe we have the presentation up and running. So, whenever you are ready please 

proceed with the presentation.  

Elvira Sathurni  

Would you like me to give you two minutes to open the presentation up? 

Chair Naeem 

Yes, take you time in opening the presentation up… Are we good to go? Just 30 

seconds… Yes, we are ready to start now 

Elvira Sathurni  

Good evening everyone, thank you so much for this opportunity, my name is Elvira 

Sathurni, I am the President of the International Students Association.  

Aidan Young 

I am Aidan Young and I am the VP of Affairs of the International Student Association 

Elvira Sathurni 

Today we would like to do a follow-up presentation of the presentation that we did on 

March 23rd, that is the increase in fees for international students at Laurier. Based on the 

previous meeting when we came to present we got the feedback what you wanted to 

know the rationale behind why the University raised the tuition. So, we contact the 

Board of Governors and they sent us a document, from that document as you can see 

on the next slide is that in order for Laurier to stay competitive with tuition fees for 

international students. Now, based on this statement we have a few concerns. Starting 

with the first concern: this is a single statement, this is not exactly a justification, we feel, 

and it does not answer the questions why the tuition increase is needed and what the 

increase is going to be used for. Secondly, as you can see it talks about a 3 percent 

increase for domestic students and a 5 percent increase for international students. 

Nowhere in the document does it say why there is that additional 2 percent increase for 

international students in their tuition fees and as you can see here is that domestic 

students pay about 7,000 dollars, increasing that by 3 percent they would be paying an 

additional 210 dollars. Now in order for that to be fair international tuition fees must go 

up by 1 percent, so that we are also paying an additional 210 dollars, but if it goes up 

by 5 percent we are actually paying 1,015 dollars in additional money, so that is 5 times 

the domestic value which is not justified. Moreover, under the sections for each 

program they compared the fee structure to only a few universities, it does not look at 

the ranking of the universities relative to the fee structure, so when students are looking 

at universities that they want to attend they will be comparing the rank versus the fee 

structure for that university. In the next two slides I will go into more detail, but the overall 

point is Laurier does not follow within the top 30 universities in Canada; however, the fee 

structure ranks number 12. You will see this in the next slide. So, these are all the 

universities within the province of Ontario and towards the right hand column you see 

the top universities rankings. Any university with the rank of 0 means that they fall outside 

the top 30 university rankings and the fee rankings, and the ranking position that we 

have is number 12. Waterloo on this list as you can see is in the top 30 universities and 

their fess are also much lower. The other universities that you can see on this list are 

lower and also don’t have higher fees which we believe is excessive for a school like 



Laurier because we don’t fall within the top 30 it is not justifiable for that 5 percent 

increase.  

Aidan Young  

So, the reason that international students’ tuition increase by 5 percent are as follows: 

there has been no real improvement in international student satisfaction within the year 

that this fee increase has come about. So there is a survey conducted by Laurier 

International and these are the results from 2017, they found that there was no increase 

in student satisfaction with the fee increase, there has been no increase in student 

satisfaction over the time that the fee increases 

Elvira Sathurni 

Going off of the previous slide there were a few challenges that international students 

did highlight in the survey and those challenges were reported prior to the fee increase, 

so we believe that the existing fee structure is three times more than domestic students, 

so we pay a minimum of 25,000 dollars. 7,000 for domestic students, 7,000 from the 

government, that is 14,000 that international students are paying and the additional 

7,000 we are providing and that accounts for 7 million additionally. Now, the budget for 

Laurier International who proudly support this system for undergraduate international 

students, international graduate students, and pre-MBA their budget is only 2 million. 

Now, with that 2 million it is hard to say that Laurier International is catered solely 

towards international students because they also help Canadian students who want to 

go on exchange access those services within Laurier International. So, with a troubling 

budget and we don’t see the reason why we need to pay additional fees of 5 percent, 

when we are already paying 3 times higher.  

Aidan Young 

This increase also unexpected for those in first, second and third year international 

students because it is going to make it harder for international students to focus on 

academics because they don’t know how to budget for such an occasion. For 

example, students may have to take extra jobs, or extra hours that take away from their 

academics which is what Laurier should be focusing on. It affects international students 

more than anyone else.  

Elvira Sathurni 

Out next year shows that each year we have exhibits the number of international 

students from each country and based on that we see that we see an increase in the 

number of international students overall from China in the past five years. There is a 

decrease in the number of international students from other countries and there is a 

huge gap between the number of international students from China versus other 

countries. From Chine over the past five years each year we see about 200-300 students 

that come from China, roughly, but when we look at other countries it ranges from 0-10. 

Depending on the year we may have no students up to a maximum of 10 students. 

Now these 10 students usually come from places like France, India and some other 

regions, but usually it is only 1-2 students from each province. So this shows that diversity 

is good which the fee increase is going to deter.  

Aidan Young 

We also found that a few other universities where the trend is UofT, they released their 

documents and as you can see on the slide which is they want to remove the financial 

barriers. We predict that if Laurier does this then they will actually be going the opposite 

way which I don’t think that is the way we want to show Laurier off. We want to remove 



barriers so that International students can increase diversity and make it a truly multi-

cultural society.  

Elvira Sathurni 

To add onto Aidan’s point UOT is experienced concern because of their decrease in 

international students and they are taking corrective measures like reducing fees. Now, 

if UofT is facing this trend then it is about time that Laurier is facing this trend hence we 

believe that Laurier should not miss out on the future opportunity to attract international 

student’s enrollment. In conclusion, based on the evidence we believe it is not justified 

to increase the international student tuition for the upcoming 2018/2019 year and 

hence as the representation of international students through ISA we would like the 

Directors to take the position against the increase in the international student fees for 

the year 2018/2019. Thank you  

Chair Naeem 

The floor is now open to questions 

President Brar 

Thank you for giving the presentation, I really appreciate you coming in the thing for our 

organization is that this is one of our priorities. To put this in context, the reason that the 

increase is 5 percent which actually isn’t regulated for international students. The 

Ministry regulates it for regular programs at 3 percent, 5 percent for professional 

programs for domestic students and since there is no regulation at all from the 

government material that is based on their operations and tuition framework. The 

university of Ottawa opted to not follow any course regulations or decreased regulation 

and we have identified the concern. We identified last year that we worked with a 

provincial organization called OUSA and we passed a paper on international students 

and their concerns and at the delegation we actually voted in favor of lobbying the 

government to cap the international tuition at the same rate as domestic tuition. So, for 

international students our priority is that we voted on this that moving forward when we 

are lobbying the government and we are working with our MPs and provincial partners 

and also our internal university affairs department that we are saying for international 

students that their fees shale not increase more than domestic students because they 

are in the same light because we are legitimate and are unsure of the discrepancy and 

why that happens and we had representatives from OUSA come to this Board table last 

semester and Chair Naeem actually asked a question about what was the reason for, 

and literally the government has no answer. And that is a concern for us because we 

are really advocating towards that and I would really recommend that for the 

incoming students next year is to refer to the auxiliary guidelines framework is actually 

up for expiration next year in 2019 because the government had extended that for 

another two years and in 2019 they will be revising a new one. I would recommend 

internally that the new students make that a priority from a OUSA perspective, we 

actually meet with MPPs and politicians to lobby on that and I would say this is a 

concern for us; Laurier students have said this getting that kind of thing, and the thing is 

that would be more beneficial from my perspective to lobby the government directly 

instead of the Board of Governors because once the government regulates it the 

university is obligated to follow that. We have actually seen a lot of positive tractions 

towards this initiative and I think a presentation like this is very helpful because it gives 

more evidence that hey this is what students are saying. Again, thank you for doing that 

Chair Naeem 



Just for the context, last meeting the Board approved a motion to support them based 

on condition of coming back for more clarification where the Students’ Union is 

supporting the idea of soliciting support for international students in this regard. The 

motion was approved on the presenting party coming back and giving more 

information on the questions that were asked. So, it will now be on the Board to now 

approve it or based on representation or if there are any concerns to highlight those 

concerns. I will keep the speakers list starting from Director Plummer 

Director Plummer 

I just have a point about Director Rezkalla’s comments on the rationale that was 

presented because we had a very detailed conversation about this last time  

Director Rezkalla 

I would say that I am much more curious because I always like to see both sides of a 

situation in order to make a rational decision. So, I greatly appreciated the presentation 

but I would also like to see why the 5 percent was implemented and so looking at this 

rational, I think that the answers that you are looking for: I Googled the Laurier budget, 

like the actual operations of Laurier 2017/2018 and it looks like a lot of it is going towards 

auxiliary and tuition which is what typically most of where the money go towards. 

Basically by looking at this this was justified last year 2016 for students to be regulated at 

3 percent and I think the best foot forward would be advocating through the university 

Affairs department because they have more power in lobbying these interests on the 

provincial scale is the best appropriate platform to get those things done that you want 

to get done and I think that for the Board to have a position on that I don’t think will 

necessarily influence the VP, and I think that is a discussion we should have with them. I 

think a position would not be listening to all the different… I would say that the 5 

percent and 3 percent we looked at say the minutes of the meeting where they had 

the rational I think they would be having discussion like we are now about why they 

increased it and I think that is my thoughts 

Chair Naeem 

Just a point of clarification, this is from the meeting minutes this was out of the meeting 

minutes 

Director Rezkalla 

All of it? I thought it was just that statement that was enclosed, it was just an opinion 

right? 

Elvira Sathurni 

The first slide has the code, that same code was pasted on each section. It was posed 

for both domestic and international student increase in tuition. We don’t see that as a 

reason because it is very open ended and as you can see from the first slide that I 

mentioned, it does not justify the extra 2 percent. Technically it should be on the 1 

percent for international students and 3 percent for domestic students that would 

mean it is fair, that is why the 5 percent is unfair. And the additional 5 percent from last 

year was followed by a 10 percent decrease right now, for two years: 5 percent from 

last year which is done, but the additional 5 percent this year is what we are concerned 

about because it is not expected. We were not looking for it, so when I was in first year I 

noticed the increase happening in third year, so I budget I started out knowing what to 

pay, but in 2015 there was a 10 percent increase in the last two years. I was thinking 

that was checking in from 1st year to 4th year, so every movement in my decision was 

not indicated each year and it is a struggle to pay the extra money on top of things like 

food, housing, and many other expenses. So, we don’t see a justifiable reason because 



our experience at Laurier are not improving but our fees are increasing. We take the 

same classes, we take the same services, but the fees just keep increasing and we 

don’t understand why that is happening. I don’t understand how it is justified so we 

would really appreciate your support on this.  

Director Hassan 

First of all, thank you very much presenters. The comments that the President make are 

actually very important and I actually want to clarify a few things for myself, for the 

Directors that are sitting at the Board table. It is one thing for us to actually take a 

position or say that we support our students because I personally don’t see the 

justification for this increase, the same as the international students, because we are all 

students and we all have access to that exact same resources at this university whether 

you are an international students or a domestic student and if there is an increase then 

it should be the exact same increase considering that the international students are 

already paying three times more than the domestic students. I agree with the President 

when he talks about the incoming Executive team should absolutely make this a huge 

priority because again, this is very important and he understands that, which is a great 

recommendation. We also need to make sure that we come back to the board 

because the Board represents the organization that we should take a stand in this 

regard with some sort of statement behalf of the students saying that support our 

internationals students, we support our students and we support the idea of having the 

exact same increase and not having separate increase whether you are domestic or 

international. That is what I kind of want to put out there and make sure that we are on 

the same page, thank you. 

Director Wojtanowski 

Thank you for your presentation, I was not here the last meeting, I did hear a little bit 

about this and did watch the livestream so I am caught up. Thank you so much again 

for coming back to the table. I just want to point out that as the Students’ Union we are 

representing all the students of Laurier, so all students, all of our primary stakeholders 

that is in our mission statement and it is the strategic end of organization, so no matter 

what your background is, where they come from, that is our number one priority. It is 

really great for us to be informed about some of the issues that international students 

are facing, it is something that we have been very aware of because of how much 

they have been represented on our Board of Directors this year which is amazing. One 

thing that I would love to say though, when it comes to us saying that we would like to 

support something like this or passing a motion that we want to pursue supporting 

international students etc. we already do that because of our strategic ends, right, so 

our strategic ends of the organization is to support all of our students, and that includes 

international students. Right, so going back to what President Brar said it is really the 

operational team’s direction of how they are going to do that and what we do as the 

Board is create and enforce policy in order to create and guide the Students’ Union in 

a certain direction. For us when we are approving anything at the Board table or 

looking at things at the Board table we are doing so in order to follow policy or to 

continue enforcing policy, I absolutely love that you guys have come to the table, but I 

don’t think that a motion such as this would be effective or really mean anything other 

than a blanket statement without any action behind it because at the end of the day it 

is the Executive Team such as your President and CEO and you future president and 

CEO and the further Executive Teams that is what they work on a day to day basis. As 

the Board we are only here to supervise and making sure that the Students’ Union is 



working towards that strategic end and the cost of all the benefits that you receive are 

justified by the result, and as President Brar mentioned it is something that we are 

working towards trying to do and we continue to have different students from different 

areas such as these ones. Yours are financial, we have students from a lot of different 

areas having and saying “hey” look I am having a problem with our rent and housing, 

this is a serious issue and things like that we are here to support everybody here with the 

issues that we have. So, for us to approve a motion such as this I would feel that would 

bring even more students to continue to voice these issues and we have to have a 

motion to for every single different issue which I think is very important for the Operations 

Team to take primary responsibility over and for us to make sure that they are doing so 

according to policy. I hope that was clear 

Chair Naeem 

Perfect, thank you so much for that comment. Just being cognizant of time we have a 

lot to do through in terms of the agenda package, I have Director Rezkalla on the 

speakers list, then I have Director Bonnell, would anyone else like to be on the speakers 

list please show by the raise of hands. 

Director Rezkalla 

Thank you so much, I forgot to mention for going and doing your homework, getting the 

information and supplying it to us. As most of the Board knows I am the type of Board 

member that likes to make a decision based on informed advocacy, and having the 

information in front of me and be able to be accountable for my decisions. So, based 

on the consistent discussions that we have had at the Board, we tend to make 

decisions based on evidence and what we are given in front of us because otherwise it 

is redundant. What I would love to see, and I don’t think it’s not transparent for students 

to look up online the allocation of where this money is going and if it is not out yet it will 

be or this is a discussion for people who sit on this Board, on the Laurier Executive, like 

the Dean of Students, the President Deborah MacLatchy to provide that justification for 

you; I don’t know if it is a justification, but for me as Board member I can’t make an 

accountable saying even when the statement you gave me was the one we asked 

you to give I don’t find it adequate enough to make a decision, because telling the 

school what it can’t do with its money when we are not accountable it a big deal and 

as a Board member I cannot make a decision without information from both sides.  

Elvira Sathurni 

Just to add on to that, I pasted on the first page that is all there is, so that is all the 

information that I have been given. This is the reason we got which is why we are 

coming to the Board saying this decision is not acceptable, it is not justifiable. 

Director Rezkalla 

What I think would be best maybe to do would be, I don’t know if the Board has the 

power to do this, but make it a priority to have these discussions with the President or 

the following Operations Team and making it a priority for the following year as it is 

coming to the next year, exams are happening, tuition cannot really be changed until 

not for another year or so. I think this would be a good initiative, even ask the board to 

approve and make it a priority for the next following year, I don’t know. I just don’t see 

how having the Board’s support the change or not support the change in tuition 

increase when we don’t have that kind of power against the Laurier Executive level 

when it comes to Deborah MacLatchy and all of that because they clearly had a 

discussion on it and I would hope they did not make this decision all “will-nilly”. I don’t 

know, but that is a discussion to have and I understand that is all you were able to 



receive and it was a short period of time I think that this needs to be a longer discussion 

to make that big decision.  

Chair Naeem 

Thank you Director Rezkalla, just two points of information, yes the Board can delegate 

a special committee to work and get direct reports or appoint a special task, that is a 

possibility. And number 2, just to recall that for the last Board meeting the motion that as 

passed last Board meeting was for the Students’ Union to take an actual stance for 

creating a space for international students to for the fee, it was the Students’ Union who 

realized, the Board Directors realized that that the increase it not justified so that is the 

stance that they do not have the enforcing power on this University because the 

University admin decision is more than the Students’ Union, but our job is to raise the 

voice and that was the motion that was passed, and that will be the limit of our motion 

pass and then from the Operations Teams we will interpret and maybe create a new 

space around that. I want to keep my comments very brief around here, so up next we 

have Director Bonnell, followed by Director Hassan and Director Small. 

Director Bonnell 

I want to thank you, I do know that has been said multiple times, but thank you for 

going back and doing your due diligence for finding research of evidence. I had a 

couple of comments that I wanted to make, Director Rezkalla mentioned that we can 

make this a priority or a pass a motion to prioritize that, but I wanted to know that if 

prioritizing something if that would be us supporting. Like what would the difference be 

if we prioritized it compared to not.  

Chair Naeem 

Please clarify that 

Director Rezkalla 

Prioritizing could mean provincial advocacy efforts in whatever capacity the operations 

team has, the resources to make that happen. Priorities are a very vague word, but I 

think it was the idea that I was mentioning. I don’t have a word-for-word motion for you 

because I think that the specific motion that they asking for I don’t necessarily approve. 

I think that within our ends the international students are a priority, so I think that even 

making a motion is still a blanket direction…  

Director Bonnell 

So, that is part of my…. I didn’t understand the difference between the two. Thank you 

for that clarification. The second thing is in one of your slides you mentioned graduate 

students as well, again our ends are focused on undergraduate students what stance 

or what increase would affect graduate students at large as well, but just because it is 

all bunched up together it is all hard to separate international graduate and 

undergraduate students based on what the PowerPoint is. The last thing is in regard to 

the additional 7 million, is that undergraduate students or international students at 

large? Or maybe that this is not there, or maybe that things do not affect it and how 

does it affect the support services combining that with the students who aren’t in that 

program but who are using it for exchange? 

Chair Naeem 

There are two questions for you, one is a clarification of undergraduate versus 

graduate. Would you like to respond to that question? 

Elvira Sathurni 

On the slide, the reason that we mentioned is that Laurier International has a lot of 

responsibility, they are a small office with a small committee and I am talking about the 



fee structure for undergraduate students. The reason I pulled that slide was to show that 

there are no special services solely dedicate to internationals students. Usually the idea 

would be that Laurier International is for international students, but that is not true 

because international students access the same services. Now, the reason that I 

compared it to the example of co-op services. UofT has their co-op, student services 

and their advisors, medical that is there for co-op, that is not happening when you go 

to exchange. For exchange, you just walk right in as a Canadian or International 

student, you meet with an advisor, they help you through the process, but you don’t 

really pay for it, you just get access to the service – it is all there for you to use – it is just 

part of the regular tuition budget and that answers your first question. For the second 

question, the 7 million; so, international students pay three times more, so the 

7,000*7,000, so the 14,000 is equal to Canadian and International total, but the 

additional 7,000 dollars paid and the total has made undergraduate international 

students. So, 1,000 students pay 7,000 additionally that equals 7 million. Now, from the 

new 7 million Laurier International’s goal is to support international students, with the 

additional money that is still there we don’t know what is happening, we are not sure 

about that part, but we are trying to see why these fees need to be increased 

additionally to support international students because the support services have not 

changed from prior the increase or after the increase. Nothing like that  

Director Hassan 

First of all, these are a couple of different things, it seems like we are going in the same 

direction, but I want to clarify a couple of things. One, we as the Board are not 

enforcing anything or changing anything, we literally don’t have the power to 

communicate with the University directorate saying all students should have a 2 

percent increase; therefore, remove that extra three percent that international students 

are giving. That is not the conversation that we are having here, but the conversation 

that we are having here is all students should have the exact same increase because 

they have the exact same access to the services and programs that we have, whether 

it is classes or other services. On top of that domestic students even have special 

services where they can go on an exchange to other universities and still pay the exact 

same tuition fees and that is done through the international department of the 

university. So, that being said is the main question here is we all understand and we all 

agree that the Board should take a stand somehow, in my opinion, say we support our 

students and if there is an increase then it should be the exact same amount. We are all 

here under the umbrella of the Wilfrid Laurier University. Now, we don’t do the actual 

operations of that action, it will be the responsibility of the University Affairs department, 

the incoming President and the incoming Executive Team, the Vice President of 

University Affairs to take the actual action. In terms of advocating, making the 

connections that necessary  

Chair Naeem 

Moving forward to the next item, so far Director Small, President Brar, and Director 

Hakim on the speakers list. Is there anyone else who would like a chance to be on the 

speakers list? Director Plummer and Director Bonnell, and the speakers list is now 

capped. Just to have a firm decision I want to clarify the conversation that is moving 

forward. I would like to say that this conversation is leaping back from the last Board 

meeting in which we passed a motion, so I would like to say that is there a motion on 

the table to uphold the previous motioned passed which is the Students’ Union upholds 

official stance against the 5 percent increase, is there a motion on the table for that?... 



Now this motion is just here to create space for a comprehensive discussion, so I have 

people on the speakers list, is there anyone else that would like to be added to the 

speakers list other than the names that I mentioned? 

Director Plummer 

Chair Naeem, just a point to note: we have already had a comprehensive discussion 

around this topic and the Board will vote in the direction that it feels like taking. If the 

Board votes it down, then that means that they will not make a statement. If the Board 

votes yes, then it will make a statement because we already had a comprehensive 

around it.  

Chair Naeem 

We have had the motion, we had the second motion, we will have the conversation 

and we will start by Director Small’s input and we will proceed from there. 

Director Small 

Elvira and Aidan, thanks again for coming to the Board. I think it is worth pointing out 

that if nothing conclusive ends up coming out of this discussion, if no conclusive motion 

is passed, I think it is worth noting that you certainly reinvigorated our interest and 

potential investment in international student advocacy. In mentioning that though 

there has been something in your presentation that caught my attention, it comes with 

quotation that you seem to be leaning on the first slide. In that section I noticed, and by 

no means does it reflect actual policy and should be taken for granted, the fee report 

outlines that the breakdown of tuition fee increases is based on faculty specific basis, 

that is to say that it is not as though all international students regardless of program 

receive the same increase. So, what I found that kind of captures my attention that the 

discrepancy in the fee increases that you bring up of 3 percent for domestic students 

versus 5 percent for international students is specifically being implemented for students 

currently enrolled in the Bachelor of Arts, Bachelor of Science, Bachelor Game Design 

and Development Programs, Bachelor of Music Therapy and Bachelor of Social Work 

programs. What I found was that all others undergraduate programs are being treated 

to consistent tuition rate increases as domestic students; that is to say that every other 

program bar the ones I just listed are being treated to the exact same tuition rate 

increases as domestic students: that is to say 5 percent increases. As far as advocating 

for these issues go I want to bring to your attention so that if you are planning on taking 

this advocacy further then you can refine on that and perhaps make faculty 

breakdown, but on top of that if you plan on taking this to the next logical step, 

whether that be speaking with the Board of Governors April 19th general meeting or to 

provincial advocacy, with OUSA and all the like, then perhaps it might be useful to 

bring that faculty specific element to your discussion. I just wanted to put that out there 

Elvira Sathurni 

Even the faculty specific, it does mention it because there is a 45-page document and I 

didn’t want to show every single thing, and since it was the exact same line underneath 

each faulty specific that explains the increase. There was one for Canadian students 

and it said:  to remain competitive. And for international students it just said 5 percent. 

So, that was why I was comparing that and said that.  

Director Small 

Thank you 

President Brar 

I just want to clarify a few things. In regard to how fees work within the government, you 

said a lot about international student fees being 3 percent higher and then cited 



Laurier International and where it is going, well actually based on government 

regulation you cannot use tuition money to fund auxiliaries. So, for that reason Laurier 

International is funded through the comprehensive student fee which is paid by all 

student consistently whether you are international or domestic and that is actually the 

funding for Laurier International for which decisions are made with GSA, us, and on a 

student basis. So, funding for Laurier International can be brought to that table where 

student representatives actually value that because you cannot take tuition and put it 

towards auxiliary fees, the government has made that illegal, I just want to clarify that 

because you cannot just pull that way. More so it is based on the framework that was 

passed by the Ministry of having it regulated, so my thought on the motion would be 

yes to take this motion, but once we pass this motion than the Board of Governors of 

the University is not going to say oh the Students’ Union has passed a motion so we must 

now cap this because they are regulated by the government. The response has been 

well; the government has made a regulation so we are going to increase it right? And 

that is what I am saying, the framework that regulates this tuition is actually expiring next 

year. So, through the University Affairs department making that a priority when we go 

lobbying and say hey in the new framework we want to see it reflected that 

international tuition is capped at the same rate as domestic students. I do have an 

international policy paper, so I am more than happy to share that with you through the 

Chair and it actually clarifies a lot of things because if the Students’ Union takes the 

stance that capped international tuition at the domestic level has already been done, 

so I am just curious at the Board of Directors level the Board passing this motion what 

impacts does it have from an impacts perspective. In the case that nothing is done 

what is the Board liable for because nothing has happened at the level of the 

University. So, I am just trying to provide that perspective and actually move forward 

with this in the official way because there is appetite in the government for feedback 

on the framework and look at tuition and auxiliary fees as a whole.  

Elvira Sathurni 

The reason I brought up Laurier International is because they are seen as the primary 

support for students. The whole main reason for the fee increase there is no justifiable 

increase in support for student networks. Like the whole point of bringing that example 

up is for the fee increase there is no justifiable increase in support systems efforts like 

within different services on campus for international students. Now, Laurier International 

is considered the primary, I use this as an example, how budgeting should go is not my 

priority of the presentation; the whole point is to show that increase in the fees is very 

short term approach because you are reducing diversity and also in the future you are 

going to see this trend as [the number of] students decrease. It is already happening in 

the future because it has already started happening at other universities, so from a 

Laurier perspective, for the betterment of Laurier and taking steps now will help with 

that. 

President Brar 

Absolutely, but those steps happen with government and that is the perspective 

because Laurier has the full control. The funding at the school is from the tuition and 

auxiliary fee framework that is provided by the government. Laurier received funding 

based on that framework, tuition, but also auxiliaries because they provide services and 

tuition is directly funding operations for the university. And auxiliary guidelines say that 

this is not acceptable for students and this is wrong and we need to cap that to reflect 

this for students altogether. So, what I am saying is we are already doing this and 



making it a priority and I think for us even moving beyond the University we can literally 

go to the government to make this happen and I think I should share that paper with 

you so you have that context. 

Elvira Sathurni 

Thank you 

Director Hakim 

My question is just to make this more understandable, on slide 7 you talked about 

students facing the following challenges prior to and after the fee increase, you list 

tuition, environment, and co-op services. So, if there is a domestic student versus and 

international student, what is the difference between international access to all these 

services and if there are differences, do you have any suggestions on how you would 

like to see improvement to co-op services, faculty advising, and orientation? 

Elvira Sathurni 

In the international students’ survey how it works is if you look on the left students rank 

their satisfaction with each item, now those satisfactions are compared to the average 

for Canadian universities in general. Now those points that were about the Canadian 

university average, Laurier is doing good and the points listed here are the ones that 

are below the Canadian average, which means that there is a lot of room for 

improvement for Laurier to work on in terms of international students. Now, Laurier’s 

environment and integrating Laurier’s community, now as international students coming 

in from different countries, understanding your system is a very big process and there 

needs to be more support services in addition to Laurier International to help us with 

that. Now, integrating the Laurier community with international students have brought 

the concern to us that within Laurier they feel very good, but they are not able to get 

the support systems, volunteer work, like when it comes to integrating outside the 

Laurier community they would like more support systems. Now, that ties into co-op. 

Right now the career center is off campus, we only have one person who is qualified to 

support international students while there is entire office over there. It is hard for one 

person to dedicate efforts to a thousand students and help us all, that is a lot pressure 

on one person for co-op services. In terms of faculty advising and academic support, 

different schools systems that international students come from it is hard for us to 

understand and integrate and navigate ourselves. Now, for Canadian students this 

might be a little easier because they have experienced it since high school. For 

someone who is a newcomer we need additional services or maybe training for existing 

faculty on how to support international students better. At Wilfrid Laurier institution the 

first two-week period where we land and we start school and that is a very crucial time 

because that is when school is not starting and we are getting to understand our place 

where we are living and there is definitely room for improvement even in that setting as 

well. Maybe students could have orientation and the international orientation could be 

a little better because right now they happen as two separate, one starts and then 

ends, and then the next one starts. So, having more integration, more programs, those 

are some things to think about.  

Chair Naeem 

Thank you, no further comments from your end. We only have two people on the 

speakers list left. There is Director Bonnell and Director Plummer. If you could please 

keep your comments very brief that would be awesome. 

Director Bonnell 



I just want to make the point that there might be two different issues. There is the issue of 

raised tuition fees and the then increased funding for supports, and I think President Brar 

made the point that the services are provided using a Students’ Union fee, so there are 

no services offered by any department, like the Diversity and Equity officer are offered 

to all students at large. Again, President Brar mentioned the tuition fee increase isn’t 

necessarily associated with an increase in support, so I think that is two different issues 

and I think we need to… 

Elvira Sathurni 

Just to answer that those are different, the goal is to increase tuition, I don’t know 

exactly what they said, but in order to support international students in general we 

require more resources, like funding and that was one of the reasons for suggested 

increase in tuition, so this is basically saying that the existing tuition international students 

pay we don’t see the reason why the fee is so high and why there is a fee increase that 

is different for international and domestic students.  

Director Plummer 

I would like to defer my time on the speakers list to Director Small 

Director Small 

I just want to mention that the provincial government will be the appropriate or 

perhaps the resources to talk about tuition increase with, but because the fee report 

explicitly breaks down tuition by Laurier specific programs like Bachelor of Arts, Bachelor 

of Science Bachelor of Social Work and that the 3 percent, 5 percent difference makes 

Laurier specifically more competitive in the words of the report itself, it sounds like 

something that should go to the Laurier Board of Governors or Senate attention. I want 

to bring this up so that if Elvira and Aidan bring this to the attention of the provincial 

government that they don’t turn around and say that you should speak to the Laurier 

Board. I want to wipe away that confusion right now.  

President Brar 

Yes, but Laurier is obligated to work with the provincial guidelines, so for example 

domestic tuition cannot increase beyond 3 percent and if Laurier’s Board of Governors 

decides 4 percent then that is illegal, they are not allowed to do that. So, within the 

programs yes, but the concerns here are that student tuition is not regulated at all, 

right? And Laurier can’t regulate that because that affects the operational funds they 

get from the government of Ontario, so unless the domestic tuition is capped the 

Ministry guidelines, Laurier cannot do that. This is where the discussion comes into place 

because we have no power anyways, so as we were saying we can actually make it 

our priority from an advocacy point like we have already. We worked on that 

advocacy paper, one of our Vice Presidents was the author for the international 

student paper where we were working with students to get their feedback and take the 

stance to cap tuition, so that international and domestic students are paying the same 

thing so there is consistency and viability for what they are doing. The thing that is not 

stopping anyone from going to the Board of Governors and the Senate and saying the 

Board passing this motion has no impact on the Board of Governors or the Senate 

because they are not obligated to take that recommendation anyways. But I was just 

giving context with regard to the fee structure and how that actually works. 

Chair Naeem 

Thank you so much for the comments. We have had the comprehensive discussion on 

the topic, now the motion was to uphold the official stance against the 5 percent 

increase… Director Plummer is the vote approved? 



President Brar 

No, because there has to be a majority vote  

Chair Naeem 

There is majority abstention, so the vote fails. The previous meetings motion is not upheld 

now. So, we still thank you for your presentation. If you have some last comments, we 

have Director Hassan and Director Plummer. 

Director Plummer 

Even though the motion has failed that does not mean that we will not advocate on 

your part, as the incoming President and CEO I commit myself to you continued 

advocacy on the part of international students, especially because I am myself an 

international student and I have heard all the concerns and complaints and I have 

been a part of that realm. It is something that is dear to my heart and I will work closely 

with my Vice President of University Affairs to ensure that all of your concerns and my 

concerns and all the international students are represented. In light talk, I got you 

Director Hassan 

Thank you very much again for coming out on behalf of the international students, on 

behalf of all students. I just want to make sure that we as the Board of Directors do our 

best on every level possible and we have to think a little further, not just to approve a 

motion that is brought forward from the students to think about they don’t like 

international students, so please don’t think that way. I encourage the incoming 

Executive Team as well as the current Executive Team and both incoming President 

and outgoing President to support the international student and all students as they 

always do, and I encourage you as the International Student Association to keep 

advocating for all students, especially international students.  

Chair Naeem 

Thank you so much for all your comments Directors, let’s give a big round of applause. 

Thank you so much for coming  

 

6. Comments from the Chair of the Board and CGO 

No comments 

 

7. Comments from the President and CEO 

No comments 

 

8. Comments from the Executive Director and COO 

No comments  

 

9. Ownership Linkage Final Report 

Motion 6 (Bonnell/Small): Motion to approve the Ownership Linkage Committee Final 

Report with the name change 

Vote: 1-6-2 

Result: Motion Fail 

 

Chair Naeem 



Up next is the Ownership Linkage Final Report which is handed out, we will have a 

discussion on that. Just a point of information: Director Plummer do we need to 

approve the Final Report? 

Director Plummer 

Yes 

Chair Naeem 

Okay, that is up and I will give a chance to Director hakim to say a few words about it if 

he would like to. 

Director Hakim 

As presented the events we had in the Fall semester are mentioned, do you want me to 

mention them? 

Director Rezkalla 

No, keep going 

Director Hakim 

At the moment the Winter semester elections and some feedback from the survey we 

had, I couldn’t provide all of it because the elections were approved by policy which is 

from the first semester, and I wouldn’t be able to show that to the Board. So, I 

condensed the results into this final report which is in the agenda package for future 

Boards. As for what I recommend for the Boards to come is to work closely with the 

Chair, I say a lack of this year unfortunately and to reach out to the committee and 

bring it together during the meetings, I think that is the main remedy. There was 

definitely some creativity, but our weakness was implementation which is why I also 

pulled the governance process from the agenda which is from the Ownership Linkage. 

The committee is however on its timeline for GP#2d1, so that is okay and that is it. If you 

have any questions, feel free to ask me. 

Chair Naeem 

Any questions? 

Director Hassan 

Chair Hassan, is that new or somebody else? 

Director Rezkalla 

Oh yeah it does say Chair Hassan 

Director Hakim 

I am so sorry, I will make a correction, thank you. 

Director Hassan 

I don’t have anything 

Director Rezkalla 

Thank you for this Director Hakim. In terms of your strengths and weaknesses on the 

committee, as a member of the committee I think this needs to be a little more 

exhaustive in terms of what we need to do better, as oppose to what has been done 

due to the fact that the mid-term reports have been given us a layout of what is to be 

done and what has occurred, such as pass the torch and hide the Director. I think that 

this needs to be a little more future focused because that is an opinion from myself due 

to the fact that like yourself, holding the Board committee accountable for the future it 

would best to put that forward and seeing where we should do rather than what we 

did. Because even though we accomplished all of this, all these initiatives which is great 

it is kind of at a plateau from last year from the Ownership Linkage, there is not exactly 

improvement as the voter turnout has proven to do so, so that would be my approach 

if this could be re-drafted for future Boards for future focus on Ownership Linkage to our 



stakeholders to put their concerns forward because they are progressive and they 

change and they need to adapt to those changes based on the voter turnout that we 

saw this year.  

Chair Naeem 

Perfect, Director Small 

Director Small 

Director Rezkalla raised an interesting point Director Hakim. I just noticed that in 

describing the weaknesses the committee this year I couldn’t help but notice that you 

mentioned the biggest weakness is that you tie it back to the internal conflict which to 

your words “put an obvious dent in the committee’s presence on campus and 

function”. If this obvious dent hampered the committee and stopped us from achieving 

greater engagement with the membership, I wonder if it might be worth it as Director 

Rezkalla mentioned to make that much more exhaustive in enlighten us who don’t see 

the obvious dent, what exactly the Board Internal conflict did to affect the function of 

the committee as well as its presence on campus. 

Director Hakim 

I can definitely provide a report that explains everything. I will talk about it later on in-

camera  

Chair Naeem 

I don’t allow the speakers spot to be taken 

Director Hakim 

Sure 

Chair Naeem 

The ideal scenario would be to remain on time. Do you want to take notes of all the 

comments and then answer all the comments from the Directors at the end discussion? 

Director Hakim 

Sure, sure 

Chair Naeem 

So, we will take the comment from Director Wojtanowski 

Director Wojtanowski 

I have got two points 

Chair Naeem 

Go ahead 

Director Wojtanowski 

Interesting Directors Small’s comments. I don’t think that we necessarily need to air the 

Board’s dirty laundry on an official document. I think that if Director Small needs further 

clarification then he could have a one-on-one conversation with Director Hakim for 

further clarification on those issues. Continuing on, I do agree with Director Rezkalla just 

for forward thinking for the Board for what to do because we looked to the past Board’s 

report. I would like this report to being fully embracing, maybe not even things that we 

did, things that we could have done, or ideas that we had, events that were don in the 

past that we didn’t get a chance to do this year. So, I have no problem with what is 

currently in the report. I think that we need to add on to it, whether that is adding a 

section that is: events that were done in the past, that have been deemed successful 

by past Boards and creating those examples such as the past the torch events, etc. 

And then the section portion of ideas that this current Ownership Linkage Committee 

and Board that did not come to full fruition because of aforementioned weaknesses, 



and the listing those events to really give the next Board a jumping chance to achieve 

more than we were able to with Ownership Linkage. 

Director Bonnell 

I would like to echo those comments again because I am agreeing with those. Kind of 

providing specifics, specifics, that is what I want to see  

Director Plummer 

I just want to make it clear to Director Rezkalla and Director Wojtanowski that we should 

be more forward thinking in putting in place for the next group that comes on, they are 

strong recommendations that you should definitely take-away.  

Chair Naeem 

Director Hakim, you now have a chance to address all the concerns, feel free to say 

whatever you would like to. 

Director Hakim 

I did take note of what Director Rezkalla and Director Wojtanowski said about being 

more future focused, I think that I can definitely add that second last paragraph that 

you are referring to and if anyone would like to motion for me to present the report at 

the next meeting with more emphasis on future recommendations I definitely do that. I 

don’t know if I should motion that or someone else 

Director Rezkalla 

I just have a question: I think that is the way the board is going. In terms of that decision 

would it be reasonable to meet with the whole Ownership Linkage Committee first and 

have that discussion and then make that revised final report? 

Director Hakim 

Sure, okay 

Director Rezkalla 

So, that way we can have a comprehensive discussion rather than I am exhausting that 

here  

Director Wojtanowski 

Are we going to finish this motion, reject it and then add another? 

Chair Naeem 

You have gotten the feedback from the Directors and we will be expecting the final 

report at our last meeting. Thank you so much for presenting this  

 

10. Finance Committee Report 

Motion 7 (Rezkalla/Plummer): Motion to table the approval of the Finance Committee 

Report to the April 27th, 2018 meeting 

Vote: 7-0-2 

Result: Motion Pass 

 

Director Small 

Certainly, I made a brief mention in the adoption of the agenda today, but given that 

El#2 d,e,f have been brought to the attention of the Board and their interpretations 

have been amended. This report has been prepared for some time ago before the 

new interpretations were released and such my concern is as of now because one or 

primary functions is determining compliance and consistency with these ELs, my 

concern is that if the Board were to approve this final report that is presented in the 

agenda that it would essentially be null-in-void given that there are new EL 



interpretations to work with. So, with that said hold it again to the Board that we 

consider tabling approval of the final report in order to allow the Finance Committee to 

re-evaluate the new interpretations that they provided to the Board just yesterday and 

they will have more time for a consistent and comprehensive report for approval on the 

April 27th meeting… Chair Neem I think you need to amend the existing motion 

Chair Naeem 

There is no motion 

Director Plummer 

He allowed you to give your opening remarks 

Chair Naeem 

Yes, just opening remarks 

President Brar 

Just to give more context based on the monitoring schedule in the year 2017/2018 I was 

obligated to present the Executive Limitations EL#2e EL#2f and based on the 

monitoring schedule they were scheduled for March 5th and 9th, so I agree with the 

tabling. I would also urge the Chair of the Finance Committee to reach out to myself 

and subsequently to get more context because as I said, there are a lot of assumptions 

made in it and they are not true and the President and Director of Finance had actually 

gone to Finance Committee meetings then they would have more context for this 

evidence. And just going with the precedence of the last Board, with any official 

document you should label that assumptions should be based on actual information 

and I would be more than happy to provide you with the Committee for that for April 

27th. 

Director Small 

Certainly. I guess in response to that I appreciate and condone President Brar’s 

comments. I guess I should have said in my opening remarks that if the Board does 

decide to table the final report that I am still able to address questions about it at this 

time for consideration and amendment. So, if you have questions at this time about this 

then I am happy to take those. 

Chair Naeem 

Are there any questions for Director Small? 

President Brar 

They are undergoing renovations. There are both renovations happening at the FNCC 

that the University are building and then leasing and other than that there are no 

renovations taking place other than the Turret Renovations that are funded by the 

student life levy which were reflected in the meeting minutes that were approved. I 

contextualized that. So, I just want to clarify that because that is the factual answer 

Director Small 

Do you mind if I respond? 

Chair Naeem 

Yes 

Director Small 

Pardon me President Brar you mentioned that you provided the disclosure for the FNCC 

net loss in your quarterly review?  

President Brar 

In it in my updates that were presented in the February meeting and the February 

updates that were just approved. Let me give you some context on the FNCC line, 

someone on the Board said that there were FNCC renovations taking place, so I just 



want to clarify that you cannot undergo FNCC project like that without Board approval. 

We cannot do that anyways because it is not our building 

 

Director Small 

Thank you 

 

11. Items Pulled from the Consent Agenda 

Motion 8 (Hassan/Liu): Motion to discuss EL#1 during the in-camera session  

Vote: 7-0-2 

Result: Motion Pass 

 

Motion 9 (Hassan/Plummer): Motion to approve GP#2d with the exception of GP#2d1 

Vote: 8-0-1 

Result: Motion Pass 

 

Chair Naeem 

There are EL#1, ELs#2e-f. So, now the floor is open for discussion, first for the EL#1. It was 

pulled by Director Hassan and I would like his opening remarks for we propose a 

directive motion. 

Director Hassan 

Thank you very much Chair Naeem, I am just thinking out loud right now but this item 

might take me into discussing a little bit more about classifying conversations. Is it 

possible for us to take this conversation into the in-camera session? Because this item 

will force me to discuss conversation that we had in an in-camera session that I don’t 

want to bring to the Board table, so if you could put a motion out there that would 

allow us to take this conversation into the in-camera session  

Chair Naeem 

First I will take a comment from Director Hakim 

Director Hakim 

You can definitely reference it in the in-camera session, you know that I have pulled it 

out, but you can reference it to stress whatever point you want to make.  

Chair Naeem 

Director Hakim, the point is that if we approve it then there is the point of having the in-

camera discussion?... we have to be cognizant of where this conversation will go. I 

have a particular idea on it, Director Hassan just to confirm would you like, are you 

looking forward to table this or are you looking to have a discussion on this in-camera 

session. 

Director Hassan 

This in-camera session if we have time because it is easier for me to explain why I pulled 

this item from the consent agenda I have to go into a classified conversation which is 

not fair for me to actually have while we have other individuals in the gallery.  

Chair Naeem 

This item will be dealt with in-camera session today. Now the second item that was 

pulled was GP#2d and I would like to give Director Hakim opening remarks for that 

before the motion is put forward. 

Director Hakim 

Sorry I am just scrolling through this 



Director Wojtanowksi 

When you get there can you tell is which page? 

Director Hakim 

Yes. On policy GP#2d1 you interpreted it as compliant, but for number 3 and 4 for the 

ownership linkage event in both the fall and winter terms as well as the ownership 

linkage event that was canceled due to a lack of Director participation, those were not 

compliant. I do have suggestions on what future Boards should do which we could 

discuss for the in-camera or here. And that is why I pulled that from the consent 

agenda 

Chair Naeem 

I will take more comments from Director Wojtanowski and Director Plummer, you are on 

the speakers list 

Director Wojtanowski 

I think that right now we need to find a way to make this compliant, so that we can 

have Director Hakim fix it and bring it back to the table and approve it; that is really the 

primary goal because we are trying to make sure as a Board that we are following the 

policies. Because this is an operational definition I think that we need to make it either 

compliant, which I don’t see who that is possible right now because I don’t think that 

each Director has assisted in at least event in both the Fall and Winter terms. It is not 

possible to make that compliant, so that would lead us to the next step which would 

be; correct me if I am wrong, writing a letter to the Chair saying that these are the 

things that are not compliant. I could be wrong  

President Brar 

Let me clarify that, I think the problem is your flawed policy, so I think that you cannot 

make that decision until Director Hakim has actually given you a reason for that and 

then based off that if there is room for improvement then the feedback has to be given 

to the Chair before it can be rejected and the Chair will get feedback from the Board 

given that there aren’t many Board meetings left because then next year it will be 

uncompliant. So, you need to give the necessary feedback. There is a difference 

between direct evidence and transparency of policy which raises points, and if the 

Chair is willing to show room for improvement based on the feedback given then the 

Board can decide. But, it does not automatically happen right away because it 

depends on what conversation you have. You cannot make that decision until Director 

Hakim has told you the reasons for that non-compliance. 

Director Hakim 

If I was to go off of what Kanwar was saying like feedback for the Chair. First of all, in the 

evidence it says since February 2nd, 2018, no events have been cancelled. Ownership 

Linkage was struck on June 6th, so it shouldn’t be February 2nd, 2018. I think that was 

when you were elected, but the committee came before that. Secondly, I am 

providing feedback for the future Board, I think the Chair when Tarique was involved 

and the Chair elect when he was in the Facebook group, but when you were elected 

Chair you did not join the Facebook group and you did not reach out for Ownership 

Linkage events, you just provided monthly reports which I did hand to you, but it was 

not presented to the Board table on time. So, that is why GP#2d1 is compliant because 

I provided reports when they were on time, it is just that we did not have, because of a 

lack of participation, we didn’t have events and that is why this is not compliant.  

Chair Naeem 



Just to clarify, there are two things that are mentioned, I will put myself on the speakers 

list as well and I will take more comments. Are there more comments before I answer? I 

would like to have more comments and answer all of them. The first thing is interesting. 

Since February 2nd, 2018 no Ownership Linkage has been cancelled due to lack of 

Director participation. Now, as the Chair I am only responsible for that period of time. 

Keeping that in mind our operational definition reflects the overall year, I was not the 

CGO for the entire year, I was only for a specific part and I can only be reasonably 

accountable for that. I cannot be held accountable for what happened in the past 

and looking into that perspective there is only so much that I can rectify from the past 

because I can only take responsibility for what has happened in this time. Number 2, 

now me going to the Facebook group I made an open call, the first meeting I was 

Chairing the full meeting I made a call to all committee members who are there to 

reach out to me to include me just as two of the other three committees which I believe 

if I am not wrong. There was no possible way for me to buy my way into the Facebook 

groups. Point number 3, all of the reports and the updates and this report were really 

late. This report just got to me 3 hours ago and it was supposed to be with me at least 

three days ago before the Board meeting or at least two days ago. That was the 

deadline. The updates were very late too and I made you aware of that. So, both the 

updates and this report was very late in terms of being submitted. So, I have tried my 

best when I receive the report from your end to put them forward to the Board, which 

was only a few hours ago, and circulate an email. That is my perspective on it, and it is 

totally up to the Board as per President Brar said, non-compliance is not necessarily a 

bad thing. Non-compliance, in certain cases, is a good thing because it looks towards 

improvement of the policy and our operational definition and all of the policies are 

mostly a year around circle. It is hard for me to do that in the closing of the year. That is 

my general scenario and it is up to the Board whether they think it is compliant or non-

compliant. Either case it is not the end of the world, as was in the last Chair and CGO 

update as well, incompliance is essentially not a bad thing, it is actually a really good 

thing. I am pretty open to both. I will now take Director Rezkalla’s comments 

Director Rezkalla 

I think that both points have been valid, from my perspective as a Board member 

looking at both points I think the overall theme is holding ourselves accountable 

regardless of the processes that happened to this. Before with disapprove the 

Ownership Linkage Final Report so that discussion is already gone and we can rekindle 

that discussion in the next meeting soon, so I think regardless of when that report came 

we disapproved it, but I think that what it outlined here that a Board member has 

participated in one Ownership Linkage event etc., what has been brought to the table 

I can’t’ oversee the fact that most of the members here can agree to the fact that is 

not accurate or accountable regardless over arguments of expectations, so I think that 

this should be non-compliant. 

Director Plummer 

Based on the information that Director Hakim put forward it is pretty much obvious that 

particular policy is non-compliant and; therefore, conversation is irrelevant. We should 

take the appropriate steps right now to make it compliant and change it. At this point 

in time the recommendation should be putting to the Chair’s transition that hey mindful 

of this moving forward 

Chair Naeem 

Yes 



Director Hakim 

I am sorry if my comments seemed like a direct assault on you, my main feedback is 

that there should be more work with the Chair, the committee, and the Chair of the 

Board, for future Boards. That is the end result of what I was trying to say. That is my 

feedback on how this can be compliant in future years, if the Chair works closely with 

the committee.  

Chair Naeem 

Just to clarify, the operational definition is also the only possible for compliance is either 

Director has assisted in at least in Board events in both the fall and winter term. So, that 

definition is a year round definition, so in that sense if I go by the feedback that was 

given now there is no possibility for my term to be compliant at all. 

Director Wojtanowski 

I think at this point we are saying that we are non-compliant and that is okay, let’s send 

it back have him write it down that it is not compliant. The evidence that you have you 

can go through and look at all the things and say okay this operational definition we 

are not compliant with this one, not compliant with this one. Those would say non-

compliant, now why non-compliant, but how to fix it, how are we going to fix it. We all 

know why because we have discussed it multiple times and all we are asking is for you 

to go is to take it back and write non-compliant four times or whatever it is and then 

bring it back with what the next Board needs to do with currently the one we are using 

right now is we are non-compliant with you know evidence 3 because Board members 

did not attend this and this. In the future, Board members should attend at least one 

event in the winter and fall term, if not more to promote the Board, etc., etc. That is the 

form that all of us at the table are looking at, I could be wrong again.  

Chair Naeem 

No, that is pretty much accurate, that is where the conversation is going. For your 

information Director Plummer, now would that be the entire policy which is non-

compliant or…? 

Director Plummer 

No, just the sections 

President Brar 

Just to give some historical context for that section of that policy, we were non-

compliant until I became Chair of the OLC Committee because we had consistent 

issues with until 2015/2016 where that happened, so there is some historical context. 

When I took leadership of that we made an effort as the Board to make that happen 

and I believe last year was also deemed complaint. So, if this is deemed noncompliant, 

just to give some historical context this is the first time this has happened and it is just an 

effort for the Board to work harder next year with legitimate feedback on how to 

actually move forward.  

Chair Naeem 

Thank you so much for the input. So, point of information again Director Plummer, the 

motion will be for approving the GP#2d with the exception of GP#2d1  

Director Plummer 

Yes, and with that at the final Board meeting during our final compilation of all our 

policies that we are compliant or non-compliant and then we will address that with the 

Board at that time…. All your GPs with the exception of GP#2d1 

Director Bonnell 

Can I have a quick question? Never mind 



Chair Naeem 

GP#2d1 will be discussed at the next Board meeting with the feedback provided 

 

12. Election: Incoming Chair of the Board and CGO 

Motion 10 (Bourrie/Hussain): Motion to elect Adam Kovacs as the Chair of the Board 

and CGO for 2018/2019 

Vote: 10-0-2 

Result: Motion Pass 

 

Motion 11 (Hussain/Shah): Motion to destroy the ballot  

Vote: 11-0-1 

Result: Motion Pass 

 

Chair Naeem 

What does the Board feel about having a quick break and the proceeding? Are there 

any objections to taking a five-minute break and then coming back? Since there are 

none we will take a five-minute break… Now we are moving onto a very important part 

of our meeting which is the election of the new chair and CGO for the fiscal year 

2018/2019. I will just briefly go over the rules around this election. We are going to 

remain cognizant of time, but I also want to make sure that everyone from the 

incoming Board has had a chance to ask questions of the election, so each candidate 

which will be nominated will be given an opening statement for 2 minutes, and then 

after that there will be a question answer session. Questions will be time for 30 second, 

answers will be timed for 1 minute. I ask all members to be cognizant of that and please 

co-operate because we want to complete this in a timely fashion too and we have 

approximately 20 people in attendance. I will give the priority of questions to the 

incoming Board as they are the decision makers in this regard and the vote will be 

recorded by secret ballot. Director Brody, do I have you on the speakerphone now? Do 

you hear me? 

Director Sporudalakis 

Yes, I am here 

Chair Naeem 

Your vote which will be on the secret ballot will be emailed to me to my email. Do you 

have my email? 

Director Sporudalakis 

Yes, in the Facebook group 

Chair Naeem 

Yes, thank you. Without further ado I will open the floor for nominations for the election 

of Chair and CGO. Are there any nominations on the table? 

Director Alwi 

I would like to nominate Director Hussain 

Director Hussain 

I stand 

Director Donnelly 

I would like to nominate Director Kovacs 

Chair Naeem 



Are there any further nominations? I apologize in advance if I say you first name without 

calling you Director and then your last name, I am still getting used to it. Now, we will 

move forward with the opening statement, we will give the chance to Director Hussain 

to do his first two minutes of opening statement. Director Plummer, can you time it? 

Director Plummer  

Yes, when I raise my hand that is when you are in your last 15 minutes 

Chair Naeeem 

Feel free to present however you want, standing up or sitting down. 

Director Hussain 

I would like to congratulate the Board members for being elected to this high position. I 

am Sameed Hussain and in this introduction I will talk about why I feel I am the best 

candidate for this position of Chair and CGO. Primarily my experience includes 

extensive networking and communication with Laurier students and faculty members 

and participating with many clubs and associations: Foot Patrol, CSA, MSA, Hawk Team 

and Residence Tourist stuff like that. I feel like I do have a lot of skills, leadership skills, 

collaboration and problems solving skills that will help me in my role as Chair and CGO. I 

want to enumerate the effectiveness of the Board by holding Board members 

accountable for their preparation which can be done through feedback forms, and 

regularly scheduled meeting one-on-one. On top of that I am okay with feedback and 

criticism to enhance my performance as Chair and CGO. On top of that I would like to 

work hand-in-hand with all Board members, and not to be colleagues, but friends 

before colleagues, so we can all establish a nice and strong relationship.   

Director Kovacs 

Ladies and gentlemen we are finally here, we are finally making a big decision, we are 

finally making a choice, we are no longer just in training, we are finally at the Board 

table, and we are not just making any decision though. We are choosing our future 

Chair, and when we choose are future Chair we have to consider a couple things, first 

we have to choose somebody who is ready for the role, someone who has done the 

work, someone who has made the right connections with the right people with the right 

leads, and furthermore somebody who is ready. And that is most important they have 

to be ready for this role, it is not just any role, and that is why I Adam Kovacs am running 

for the Chair of the Board for 2018/2019 year. Now, the reason why I think I would be a 

great candidate is because of the fact that I have done the work, I have done the 

research over the last 8-month; furthermore, I have been to at least 20 meetings, as well 

I have made the connections. I have talked to full-time staff like our current President 

Brar, Executive Director Phil Champagne, and Ian Muller. I have talked to at least 7 of 

the current Directors, I have talked to former Chairs, current Chairs, I have done the 

work. I have even gone to our Board of Governors Chair to ask her how to be the Chair. 

Finally, I have even talked to my Organizational Behavior professor on how to eliminate 

conflict. And what I want to do is not just my vision, it is our vision. I have reached out to 

every single Director that I could, I have sat down with you or talked to you personally 

or over text and my platform as I said is not mine, but ours. For example, Owen you 

want to change the poster policy to get it more efficient and the election as a whole. 

Jerome you want more transparency and less conflict on the Board and we can do 

that by making sure that we do something called the Strengths and Weaknesses 

program. Finally, Sameed we both want Brantford representation. So, I encourage you 

to ask questions on my platform, go on kovacsp.com or go on the group chat and ask 

me questions. Thank you 



Chair Naeem 

The floor is now open for questions. I will start with Director Bourrie for the first question. 

Questions will be 30 seconds and responses will be 1 minutes, so anyone who would like 

to be on the speakers list for questions please show by a raise of hands. And candidates 

can ask questions of themselves if they would like as well. So, we are going to start with 

Director Bourrie.  

Director Bourrie 

I have one questions but it is directed to both. 

Chair Naeem 

Yes 

Director Bourrie 

My question to both of you is the role of Chair and CGO is obviously Chair and the CGO 

is a big part of it, so my question to both of you is do either of you intend to run for re-

election come next year? 

Director Kovacs 

No, I will not run for re-election. The reason for this is because the Chair should not run 

for election, they run the elections and a part of my platform is to make sure that we 

overhaul the elections to increase voter turnout, and if I run then I am a conflict of 

interest and all my dreams for elections will not happen. I will not be here in that term 

because I will be gone for 2 of the three semesters for co-op, so it makes no sense to 

come back to the Board if I am going to be gone. So, that is why I am not running for r-

election because of those two reasons.  

Director Hussain 

I will not be running for the position of President and CEO, but I do believe that if any 

member wants to run for President and CEO they should be able to because of the fact 

that we should not discriminate any person just because they don’t have this 

qualification or not, everyone should be treated equal and our job is to provide every 

student that opportunity. If a student wants to do that then they can run, but I myself 

will not be running.  

Director Bourrie 

A point of clarification 

Chair Naeem  

I will add you to the speakers list. Director Shah is on the list 

Director Shah 

Obviously being Chair is a huge time commitment, can you guys talk about the time 

commitments that you have for the upcoming semester and the school year? 

Director Hussain 

I have been part of many clubs and organization, working 4-5 different committees, I 

have been able to manage my time with school, and work. I even work 20 hours a 

week a well, so I have been able to that and everything together. With going into this 

position I will be able to manage myself just like I have done before and if this requires 

me to take less courses then I will take 3-4 courses per semester instead of a full-course 

load. Thank you 

Director Kovacs 

I will be here during the summer and I have made sure that two of my courses are 

online and my schedule is free after 1pm each day and I think that is one of the most 

important semesters because of the fact that it is where we begin, and in my platform I 

talk about how we need to start off strong and I will be here during the school year in 



winter. For the fall I have already talked to my co-op coordinator to make sure that I 

have a job here in Kitchener-Waterloo, so; therefore, I will be here year round.  

Chair Naeem 

Thank you, the next person is from Director Beck 

Director Beck 

This is for Director Elect Hussain, you said that you would like to make us more than 

colleagues, how would you go about doing that outside of Board room? 

Director Hussain 

I feel like us hanging out in general is a great idea. We were talking about going for 

dinner, and even hanging out as friends at the Board table or just meeting up will also 

help us become friends over colleagues to build a strong relationship. Thank you 

Chair Naeem 

Director Spourdalakis, would you like to be on the speakers list for questions? 

Director Spourdalakis 

No, that is fine 

Chair Naeem 

Next up is Director Alwi 

Director Alwi 

My question is directed towards Director Kovacs; why do you think you are more 

qualified than the other Directors? 

Director Kovacs 

I just want to start off by saying that this is all about qualifications and not personality 

because I do not think that I am better than someone. Director Hussain has his 

qualifications and things like that, but I have my own. Now I don’t know what clubs you 

are a part of, but I do know that you are a first-year students, Criminology and Policy. 

From my own experience, I have gone to at least 20 meetings, talked to at least 7 

Directors if not all, as well as talking to full-time staff and furthermore I made sure that I 

take this role seriously. I started planning for this role ever since I started running for 

election for the ones that just passed. So, I made sure to go from the beginning about 

how exactly to get this role.  

Director Hussain 

I couldn’t have said it better myself, it is not about who it better than the other. I can’t 

say that I am more qualified than him, I know that he has done his homework and I 

know that he has done his preparation and as you can see, so have I and as I said I am 

prepared for this role and so is he. 

Chair Naeem 

The next person for speaking is Director Lukwago 

Director Lukwago 

It is important for us to be familiar with policy, the Chair needs to be an expert on both 

policy, so my question to both of you is what preparation have you done before hand 

to prepare with Robert’s Rules, the policies? 

Director Hussain 

I would like to say that in my preparation I have talked to former Chairs, Vice Chairs, 

President candidates, President elect. I have talked to multiple members about the 

policies and Robert’s Rules and they have added me in my preparation to tell me what 

to do and everything. At the end of the day when all the Board members sit at the 

table nobody has every single policy memorized, they are allowed to have their 

laptops out and have the policies on it, so I am going to look to my policies to refer to it. 



But I believe it is about respecting and knowing what the policy is about; respecting 

that fact rather than memorizing it word for word.  

Director Kovacs 

I would like to say something embarrassing, I actually for Christmas asked for Robert’s 

Rules and I got, so I do have a copy and I have started reading it. Like I said I have 

looked over the policy, it is my bed time story, I have gone over it over and over and I 

understand certain policies like GP#2d4 which is part of my platform. Furthermore, I 

know that GP#2e is the Vice Chair and the Chair is GP#2d, and I know the important 

policies. You cannot know all of them, only the ones that are relevant in the 

conversation and in terms of that; however, you just have to keep studying them and 

learn what they mean and then give the “jyst” of them and then get the details as my 

colleague has said, you have the laptop in front of you to know the exact lines GP#2d 

section 6 paragraph 5 for example.  

Director Beck 

This is for both of you guys, you both said that you wanted to make the Board run more 

efficiently and effectively, I just want to know what redundancies you will be removing 

in order to achieve efficiency.  

Director Kovacs 

That is actually a very good question, a very important thing when we see a Board that 

has had its conflicts over small fits. So, what I want to make sure is that during the first 4 

months is focused on efficiency. I want to have a set goal. I was talking to my 

organizational prof, she actually brought up the point that to reduce conflict you need 

to have a set goal and that is the entire idea of what this community if about. Now, in 

terms of efficiency I want to start from the beginning and look at policy line for line and 

see what policy do we not have a focus on and what we should focus on more often 

and then go from there.  

Director Hussain 

Talking about how to get the Board more efficient and effective, I talked about how 

having feedback forms and one-on-one discussing our performance in general aid our 

Board run more efficiently every year in general. Thank you 

Chair Naeem 

The next person on the speakers list is Director Shah, but first I would like to open the 

speakers list one more time before we cap it. I have President Brar, would anyone else 

like to ask a question? Director Bonnell, Director Hassan, Director Plummer,  

Director Plummer 

Can I go last please?  

Chair Naeem 

Is there anyone else? Seeing that there are none I will cap the speakers list. 

Director Shah 

I know you guys talked about how it is important to know the policies without 

memorizing them, in my personal opinion I think the meetings would go a lot smoother if 

the Chair knew. You don’t have to memorize it, but you need to have a good 

understanding of all the policies to know when to apply which ones, so, if you could 

give an example of 4 different policies that you have read up on? 

Director Hussain 

I have read up on GP#2d that talks about the Chair, GP#2e which talks about the Vice 

Chair. As you said I don’t have them all memorized, but I have read through them, 

having an understanding of them and respecting them, knowing why they are there is 



much more important in my sense then actually memorizing them word-for-word. But, I 

will increase my improvement of memorization to make it more efficient and effective 

Director Kovacs 

Number 1, I know EL which talk about the President’s Limitations about what they can 

do. I know about GP#2d4 which is the Board Vision Committee. As my colleague 

brought up there is the GP#2d which is the Chair and GP#2e which is the Vice Chair, 

this concerns policy as well. 

Director Rezkalla 

I have two questions if that is okay? 

Chair Naeem 

Okay I will allow two questions 

Director Rezkalla 

This one is for both of you, one of which is going to be co-op so we would benefit from 

the answer. What kind of relationship do you plan on having with the operations team 

in which you do become a part of, as well as a liaison for the Board in that capacity in 

which you do have to make a presence at least within the office, and build those 

relationships in which to provide accessibility to certain resources that you would bring 

to the Board without hesitation? 

Director Plummer 

Just before the Board answers, just note that on the line we have Kareem Elliott, we 

have Brody Spourdalakis, and Director Roitman who is still one the line. Just so everyone 

is aware of that.  

Director Kovacs 

Please reiterate your questions so I make sure I got it? 

Director Rezkalla 

Sure, what kind of relationship do you plan on building with the operations team once 

you become a part of it if you become Chair, and being that liaison for the Board to 

the operations team because you essentially do provide the resources to the Board 

when they request it.  

Director Kovacs 

That is a great question. So, in terms of start off with as I said I am here in the summer as 

a full-time student; I will be living here, I will not be commuting, I live on the University 

and Albert, so I will have a 100 percent presence here. So, my goal is start that 

relationship building at the start because as I said the beginning is the most important, 

so I want to make those relationships strong at the beginning so, that when I am on co-

op I can still have and maintain those major connections. In terms of relationships I want 

a strong one, a productive one, and one where everyone knows where the boundaries 

are and make sure we are working together in a productive capacity 

Director Hussain 

President Plummer who is the President Elect for next year, he is my mentor right now 

and we have strong relationship. Michael Del Bono and I also have a strong relationship 

as well and he is also the AVP next year. I have already built a strong relationship with 

AVPs and the President himself, and I feel that I can improve that relationship with all 

these members talking to them and scheduling meetings. Thank you 

Director Rezkalla 

My second question us just for Director Elect Kovacs. You talked about wanting to bring 

back the Board Vision Committee and I want to know that rational behind that 



because it was struck down due to the fact that the strategic plan is reviewed at the 

end of every year by the President already? 

Director Kovacs 

I was waiting for that question so much. So, to start off I am not bringing back that 

exact policy, we are making 100 percent changes, it is just the title that happens to be 

the same. I want to have a goal, every term what is the Board Directors goal? What do 

they want to accomplish that meet the ends of the strategic plan? Because everyone 

has different goals and wants to have it put together somehow. I don’t come here 

making campaign promises and I want to see if they match with the strategic ends as 

well as the strategic plan and stuff like that. So, that is what the Board vision committee 

will do: make goals while making us accountable, and furthermore it makes have a 

sense of accomplishment. We got XYZ done, we got this done, we can say we got 

something don. 

Chair Naeem 

Thank you, the next person for questions is President Brar 

President Brar 

A question for both of you: For a portion of the Chair’s review what would you do 

differently if you were elected as Chair for this year? 

Director Hussain 

First I want to talk about the conflict that happened with this year’s Board with Tarique 

running for Presidency. I feel like that made a huge set-back in this Board’s potential 

and I feel that since me and Adam both are not running for President it will make our 

Board run so much smoother, without the conflict over there. Additionally, I feel like 

Talha is an international student which is why he has to take a full course load. I feel like 

that has a potential set-back on the Chair which I don’t blame him because as an 

international student he has to do that. I feel that I am up to taking less courses then a 

full-time student which will make my availability even bigger I guess. 

Director Kovacs 

So, Mr. President, just to confirm are we talking about the Chair individually or all the 

Chairs because we have two, do I just want to know exactly what you are talking 

about? 

President Brar 

Like I said, individuals 

Director Kovacs 

My colleague said best that it was a conflict of interest, but furthermore I think the most 

important thing was the meeting sometimes went off track, especially the August one 

that was 5 hours long and I think that was one of the things that the President elect… 

Chair Naeem, it is hard to critic someone when they are thrown into the roll without the 

right training because of the fact that he was thrown into the roll in the middle of two or 

three months left. So it is hard to critic someone when they didn’t have the right 

training, so in terms of that I would say I hate to throw you under the bus, but as I said 

you couldn’t because you were going into the roll at one of the most pitiful times.  

Director Bonnell 

I have one for each gentleman. My first one is for Director Kovacs, for the majority of the 

meetings in the fall semester you were away, so how can we depend on you for being 

available when that was an issue in the past? 

Director Kovacs 



That is a great question, holding me accountable I appreciate that. I am going to start 

off by saying I am dependable because of the fact that it was not out of choice. I had 

a job at the time, I was a lifeguard and I was teaching disabled people how to swim. I 

was teaching them the necessary skills to keep moving forward. I had to take lesson 

plans, mentor them in the best way possible to make them successful in the best way 

possible. As well, I did have an obligation to go to those meetings, all of us did; that role 

as a lifeguard and a mentor really taught me how to help others and based on what 

their limitations are how to make sure they can get the best they can get.  

Director Bonnell 

How much preparation have you had to prepare for this new role? 

Chair Naeem 

Director Bonnell, this question has already been asked 

Director Bonnell 

Okay, we are good then. And then the one more generally, considering the roles on 

both Waterloo and Brantford campus, but of you being on different campuses, how are 

you going to improve that relationship? 

Director Hussain 

I would like to say that I was being acclaimed. I came to the meetings, I was dressed 

nicely, and everything. On top of that I have been to Waterloo for all of the meetings, 

even though I am not a Board member yet, and I feel that shows my dedication to the 

corporation. I am available and willing to take the commute to Waterloo whenever I 

need to I guess. Thank you 

Director Kovacs 

One thing I plan on doing is making sure that when there are times to go to Brantford, 

and I want to make sure that we have many Waterloo meetings and Brantford 

meetings, that we have a multi-campus inclusion. It is so important with the Milton 

campus coming the we prepare for that. To go off of that I would make sure that we 

talk to the Executive Teams and provide transportation to make sure that there is 

always transportation available to get all people to come to Brantford, and make sure 

that schedules depending for example for the 6pm Wednesday meeting, that is today, 

I would make sure to have maybe a buffer time to ensure that there is more time for 

those like myself who are at the Waterloo campus to get to Brantford, and vice versa.  

Chair Naeem 

Thank you, the next question is by Director Hassan 

Director Hassan 

First of all, I want to clarify a couple of things here and then I will ask my questions. There 

is nothing regardless of what position you are sitting, whether you are the Chair, Vice 

Chair or Director of the Board; you have the right, legal wise, Constitution to run for any 

position that you want regardless of what the position is. Now, if you decide to run for 

President and you end up sitting in that position as Chair and you have decided to run 

for President there is the proper procedures and protocols that you have to take in 

order to avoid and kind of a conflict of interest because you will be that individual 

running for the election. So, if you take the proper procedures then you will actually. So, 

my question is when did you decide to run for the Chair and what motivated you to run 

for this position knowing that this is the higher position of the organization?  

Director Hussain 

I was just walking to class where I met you and Talha and you talk to me about this 

whole organization, and I was very interested. I did my research after and I looked into 



it, and after starting the election process I was very motivated into this position because 

I had a great experience in my first year and I would like to give that experience back 

to other members; the students who are coming in and everything, to all Laurier 

students. I would like them to have a great experience 

Director Kovacs 

So a longtime ago, 2 years ago, I don’t remember the exact date but I do remember 

what happened that day which was for the elections of Chair in February when the 

current Directors were elected and they were choosing their Chair. The reason is being 

that day was because I saw, I am in business and the idea of being on a Board of 

Directors and helping them and really being a part of something that is bigger than 

yourself, a bigger vision is why I want to be a part of that. From that day forward I made 

those connections. I have already talked to as I said the full-time staff, Ian Muller, Phil 

Champagne, Kanwar Brar, President-elect Plummer and so many people to make sure 

that I am ready for the role and I started from that day onwards.  

Director Beck 

Is your role to ensure that there is at least one member on the Board that is ready to 

take over your role and procedures a successor, in your sudden loss of position? How 

are you going to ensure that there is another member on the Board ready to take over? 

Director Hussain 

The Vice Chair’s role is to basically be the back-up Chair, so when the Chair is not at a 

meeting or not able to attend meetings, Michael Del Bono was there and Chair 

Naeem. I feel like the Chair elect should be well established with what the Chair does, 

do if anything happens to Adam or me the Vice Chair should be able to take over that 

role. 

Director Kovacs 

There is policy which says that the Vice Chair is the back-up, but I don’t think… let’s say 

the Vice Chair is gone? Chair and Vice Chair are gone, then what do you do? I think all 

of you should be prepared, so I want to make sure that you guys know what is going 

on, I want to make sure that you understand that this is not just a simple position. You 

guys have a fiduciary duty which is an obligation to the organization to help out, to be 

more than the Board and make sure the Board is okay. So, I want to work with every 

single one of you, not including just my Vice Chair. So, heavy forbid if the Chair and 

Vice Chair as well are gone then everyone is prepared. We will have process of course, 

but everyone should be prepared 

Director Small 

I think we kind of skirted around this a little bit, but I want to know how both of you are 

going to keep Tarique accountable for his ambitious campaign promises should he 

choose to implement them? 

Director Kovacs 

Well the first thing that I would make sure he does is follow the budget, follow the 

strategic plan, that is actually does help the students. For example, one of the things 

that I do agree with on his platform is more oversight. So, I will make sure things like that 

happen or the Wilf’s in Brantford. Things that will help the students as a whole. I will 

make sure that I go through that line of succession; does it work, is it sustainable and 

finally does it actually help students? 

Director Hussain 

I intend to build a strong relationship with Tarique Plummer and the Operational Team 

and by doing this I will be able to make sure all the promises are kept and that he is 



held to the ELs. On top of that we as the Board hold the President accountable and if 

we are not holding him accountable I don’t know what we are doing then, so I feel like 

it is a job that all of us have to do in together to hold the President accountable. Thank 

you 

Chair Naeem 

The last question is by President Plummer 

Director Plummer 

Both of you have not been on the Board before, how are you going to ensure that the 

incoming President and CEO who has been twice a Director and once a Chair does 

overreach on his area, even though is not part of policy governance and more on the 

operational side? How are you going to ensure that and also leverage the experiences 

that benefit the entire team? 

Director Kovacs 

To begin with, I may not have Board of Directors experience, but I do currently sit on the 

Board of Governors until June, so I do have some kind of work experience that I can 

apply to this. As well I have talked to the Chair of the Board of Governors to ensure how 

to be the best Chair. Now, in terms of leverage the experience that you have what I 

want to make sure is that I would ask you in terms of asking previous Board members 

and current Board members and going through that whole process to make sure that I 

am not leaning on the Operations Team because our job is to hold you accountable. 

Director Hussain 

I have had other experience at Laurier and outside of Laurier. Additionally, I have 

talked to other Chairs who have the same experience as you which will help me in my 

tenure as a Chair. On top of that I feel like you do have more experience that every 

single one of us and that can be used to our advantage in a great way, but other than 

that I feel like through the limitations and everything we can… like for you to sit at our 

Board is a privilege, you don’t have to be there, so that itself will help us make sure that 

helping than taking orders. Thank you 

Chair Naeem 

Now it is time for the closing statements, 5 second each, who would like to go first? 

Director Kovacs 

Would you like me to go first because you started first? 

Director Hussain 

Yes  

Director Kovacs 

I want to thank you guys for asking questions, the Board-elect and the people in the 

gallery because it holds us accountable which is what we have to be. So, I really 

appreciate that and I ask you one thing: really think about who you think would be the 

best Chair and think about has been prepared for the role and knows what they are 

doing, someone who is committed and wants to make sure that this Board will get the 

things don that it needs to get done and make a real difference and give us a legacy. 

Thank you 

Director Hussain 

To sum up I would like to say that I feel that I would be a great candidate for the Chair 

and CEO position, I would like to build a strong relationship with my fellow Board 

members, but also with the President and the Executive Team. On top of that I will make 

continuous efforts to accomplish the goals that are set by the Board to create new 

goals where we can accomplish in the future. On top of that I will be friends and 



colleagues, I want to make sure that we have a good outside relationship, now just this 

year, but something that can go on after that. Thank you  

Chair Naeem 

Thank you so much for that, give them a round of applause… Alright people! We have 

two people on the line as well. 

Director Plummer 

Brody are you still on the line? 

Director Spourdalakis 

Yes 

Chair Naeem 

Everyone, let’s get this over with. Congratulations Adam Kovacs!  

 

13. Election: Incoming Vice Chair of the Board 

Motion 12 (Hussain/Alwi): Motion to elect Owen Bourrie as the Vice Chair of the Board 

for the fiscal year 2018/2019 

Vote: 10-0-1 

Result: Motion Pass 

 

Motion 13: Motion to destroy the secret ballot 

Vote: 11-0-0 

Result: Motion Pass 

 

Motion 14: Motion to bring back Chair Naeem to chair the discussion 

Vote: 11-0-0 

Result: Motion Pass 

 
Chair Naeem 

Is there any objection to giving the Chair to Chair-elect Adam Kovacs for the election 

of the Vice Chair? Since there are no objections the vote passes unanimously. If the 

people who sent the email can delete the emails that they sent and Director Plummer 

could you re-iterate that to the people on the phone as well. 

Director Plummer 

Brody could you delete your sent emails 

Director Spourdalakis 

Yes 

Chair-elect Kovacs 

Quickly I just want to say thank you to all the Director-elects for your support, to 

everyone for your questions and I look forward to working with all of you as well as 

President-elect Brar. Now it is time to elect our Vice Chair for the 2018/2019 year and all 

the sitting Directors are eligible to run, the floor is now open for nominations. 

Director Beck 

I would like to nominate Director Bourrie 

Director Bourrie 

I stand 

Director Vingeswaran 

I would like to nominate Director 

Director Shah 



I stand 

Chair-elect Kovac 

Are there any other nominations? Since there are none there are two candidates for 

Vice Chair which are Director Bourrie and Director Vigneswaran. This is how I am going 

to structure it, there is going to be two minutes for your opening statements, sorry 1.5 

minutes for opening statements, and then a question and answer period, and the one 

minute for closing. Are there any questions? Fantastic! 

Director Bourrie 

I just want to give a quick congratulation to all my fellow Director elects for being 

elected. I know how hard it is especially during the election process to be elected, 

especially how much work goes in, so again congratulations! I am going to keep my 

intro short as we are pressed for time. I feel as though I would be a really good fit for the 

position of Vice Chair because I am extremely committed individual; through the whole 

election process I made sure to attend every single event and I was very vocal in terms 

of what I thought as well as going to different Board meetings and talking to the Chair, 

the Vice Chair, as well as different members to increaser my knowledge as they have 

been through it all. I feel as though I have been able to make meaningful connections 

with all of my fellow Director-elects which is really crucial for the role as Vice Chair as 

they need to ensure good relationships Board wide, especially with the Chair. I don’t 

like most of you I like all of you, I made that mistake earlier today and I apologize for 

that. If you put the trust in my I will do everything in my power to ensure that I live up to 

your expectations.  

Director Vigneswaran  

I am going to take a different approach and sit down. I would like to thank you guys for 

coming to this meeting and for becoming Directors on this Board. I wish us success in all 

our future endeavors. I believe that I will be a very suitable Vice Chair for this year. 

Being a first year student I have been involved in various first year activities as well as 

Owen. I do see where Owen has surpassed me and I do see where I have surpassed 

Owen, but this is not about one is better than the other. My lack of involvement in the 

last 4 months has been due to personal issues. If you would like to know that then I can 

do that in off camera with the Board specifically and ensure that you guys are 

cognizant of that situation and informed with that. I have surpassed those and I have 

ensured that I am a strong leader. Thank you for listening and we will see how this goes.  

Chair-elect Kovacs 

The speakers list is now open, please show by a raise of hands who wants to be added?  

Director Shah 

I have two questions. The first what will you both do to ensure your commitment to the 

Board and also what time commitments you have in the upcoming year.  

Chair-elect Kovacs 

Before you respond I would like to say that you have 40 seconds to respond 

Director Vigneswaran  

I did have plans for the following year, but if I was appointed Chair I would be more 

than happy to reduce those duties because I do know that as Vice Chair this duty 

comes with lot duties, like scheduling time slots with the Chair and everyone on the 

Board. I would also reduce my involvement because that is important for Laurier.  

Director Bourrie 

The role of Vice Chair I takes very seriously; you are the understudy for the Chair which is 

a very serious role if the Chair ever needs to step out will always put the Vice Chair as a 



top priority to ensure that I do that. With regard to other commitments I am involved in 

different clubs, I have great executive Teams that help me run those clubs, delegation 

is a really valuable tool, so I would use delegation to lessen my workload to make the 

Board a priority.  

Director Shah 

What will you do to ensure that you are ready to take on the role of Chair in case of the 

absence of the Chair? What preparations will you make throughout the year?  
Director Bourrie 

Like I said earlier the role of the Vice Chair is to be the understudy of the Chair. I already 

have a good working relationship with Chair-elect Kovacs – I know he loves that – so I 

just want to continue growing that relationship, reading the policies. That is something 

that I lack in, first year I ran for the Board like all of you guys and girls, so just reading up 

on all the different policies, on the ELs and on the GPs to ensure that I am ready in my 

role, as well as talking to previous Chair and past Vice Chairs. 

Director Vigneswaran  

I do believe that communication is the key aspect of this role. So, communicating with 

everyone will allow us to succeed as this may be their main intimidation level. I will be 

able to schedule a time slot with each and every one of you to ensure that there is no 

discrepancies in every single meeting.  

Director Spourdalakis 

Is there a concern about the Chair who came to you how would you approach the 

problem? 

Director Vigneswaran  

For someone would ask if they would like to address this situation in a discreet manner. 

With that said I would take that criticism and directly communicate to the Chair in a 

positive manner and ensure that the Chair has implemented certain strategies to 

ensure that the outcomes to the problem abide by the solution  

Director Bourrie 

To answer your question, first and foremost I encourage everyone of you to come to me 

with any problems that you have with the Chair. Obviously one of the main goals as 

Vice Chair is to communicate complaints or issues to the Vice Chair. There might be 

time when you come to me because you are not comfortable going to the Chair, I 

want to ensure that you are comfortable talking to me and therefore communicate 

that to the Chair.  

Director Beck 

Do you think that currently you guys would be able to take over the role of Chair let’s 

say within the first month? Do you think you would be ready with sufficient background 

knowledge now? 

Director Bourrie 

I would say I am more half-and-half. I have been able to attend numerous Board 

meetings, talk to the Vice Chair and Chair. Would I say that it is effective enough to run 

the Board as the Chair? No. Just being completely honest, that is something that I 

would like to work on. I believe that I have shown my commitment to this Board and I 

just need to grow that.  

Director Vigneswaran  

I would have to agree with Director-elect. I am not fully prepared to cover the role of 

the Chair within the first month, but it a learning curve as many of you guys do know 



with the added experience of working in the first month very quickly and then confirm 

that I would be able to take over his position  

Director Wojtanowski 

As you know the roles and responsibilities of the Board of Directors is to hold the 

President and CEO accountable, but further to hold the Chair accountable because 

you have put him in his position and he is accountable to you, for example in this case 

Chair-elect Kovacs. My question to the Vice Chair is how will you help the Board hold 

your Chair elect accountable? 

Director Vigneswaran  

I have various Executive Positions in my past and I am not afraid to speak my mouth 

when it comes to that and not hold back and if that means that I need to say 

something very blunt then I will do that to make sure that the Chair is held accountable 

and at the end of the day the Chair and the Board needs to understand that this is for 

the greater good and not for the personal establishment.  

Director Bourrie 

To answer your question going off of what Director-elect Vigneswaran said, he made a 

really good point: you need to upfront with the Chair. At the end of the day we put 

faith in Adam to do his job properly and if he is not doing that properly then we need to 

be involved in that and tell him he needs to improve because at the end of the day we 

are representing the student body and we don’t be able to do that without an 

effective Chair.  

Chair-elect Kovacs 

Before Director Shah asks the question I will be opening up the speakers list one more 

time before I cap it. 

Director Shah 

It is pretty clear that you are both very suitable candidates for this role, but what do you 

thin would make you a better candidate than the other?  

Director Bourrie 

Just to get this out of the way I know Pirranavan he is a really good guy, it is not about 

personality it is about qualifications. Just in terms of commitment I am very committed 

to the Board through the whole election process, that aside I hope I have made more 

connections with each and every one of you. Like I said the most important job of the 

Vice Chair not only needs to be the understudy of the Chair, but is to act as that liaison 

between the Board and the Chair and I think that I have made those meaningful 

connections in order to do so.  

Director Vigneswaran  

Director-elect Bourrie, I have been working with him since the begging of this year with 

House Council what he brings to the table with this involvement in the community. I 

believe he is a very viable candidate for this position, with that being said I believe that 

there is no greater person for this position, it is based on who can adapt to different 

situations better than the other. Of course we need experiences to see who can adapt 

experience better but through my previous experience which I would be more than 

happy to share with you guys I can say that I have adapted to various situations which 

required me to respond on the spot and come up with solutions that require me to be a 

very professional individual rather than a friend or colleague in certain scenarios. 

Although being a friend and colleague is important in this position 

Director Bonnell 



What is the current criticism that you have for the current Vice Chair and how do you 

see yourself overcoming those gaps? 

Director Vigneswaran  

Are we talking about Michael Del Bono? 

Director Bonnell 

Yes 

Director Vigneswaran  

With my experiences at the meetings I did notice that he has a very friendly and open 

space and I do encourage that, but I do see a lack of professionalism in the Board 

meeting and I think that we do need to increase the professionalism in the Board 

meeting. We can have our fun, but we do need to be efficient.  

Director Bourrie 

Just to put this out there I think that Vice Chair Del Bono has done an amazing job with 

every single meeting that I have attended, I don’t want to speak too much to his 

performance on the Board because I don’t know too much about his performance, but 

one thinks I don’t know if he did that I wish he would have done is hold one-on-ones 

with individual Directors to get their immediate feedback. I don’t want to wait until you 

guys and girls have problems with the Chair, I want to be proactive and be able to 

combat that before it happens. 

Director Hassan 

There is something very important and it is called chain of command, it is respecting 

and following the basic procedures of different units within the organization, the Board 

of Directors, the Executive team, the operations team. Now, if you get elected how are 

you going to ensure that there is a directive with everything else? How are you going to 

ensure to keep that issues within the Board instead of accessing a different unit within 

the University or the organization? 

Director Bourrie 

Like I have said throughout this whole process I want all you guys and girls to feel like 

you can come to me to discuss your problems. At the end of the day we need to deal 

with our issues as a Board, if we go to other people and have them involved in our stuff 

then it is not going to be proactive because the people are going to be saying this, if 

we can keep it internal our conflict internal then I think we can be proactive in avoiding 

any conflict that would lead to a lack of efficiency. 

Director Vigneswaran  

I think that Director-elect Bourrie said it perfectly we need to keep it internal, if we go 

external then we allow other people’s insight to affect our capability to work at the 

Board and that is one thing that we cannot sacrifice because we have limited time to 

do so many things that we have to get done, so we need to deal with issues as soon as 

possible as Director-elect Bourrie pointed our earlier, we do need to schedule set 

meetings with each individual and to ensure that they are on pace and they 

understand their responsibilities and we can know what they feel comfortable and 

uncomfortable within the Board.  

Director Hussain 

I have two questions. First question, how is your relationship with other Board members 

and the Executive team? 

Director Bourrie 

I hope it is a mutual opinion, but my relationship with all of you guys and girls is really 

good. I have tried my best effort to talk to you guys individually to kind of create that 



friendly relationship. I know I would love to work in a professional setting, but just 

because we are in a professional setting doesn’t necessarily mean it has to be that 

way. If you have a friendly relationship, then I really think that is going to enhance your 

professional relationship. To answer your question about the Executive team, I have 

been involved and have been able to have a lot of contact with President-elect 

Plummer, I have not met his VPs, but I do know some of his AVPs which will be beneficial 

in coming together as a whole unit.  

Director Vigneswaran  

Director-elect Bourrie does have an upper hand when referring to that. The first weeks 

of my tenure if I am elected I will ensure that I create strong bonds with all the people 

at the table professional and friendly colleague environment. With that being said I 

would like to meet more with the Executive team in order to ensure that we are all on 

the same team and make sure I can use all these Executive members as a mentor. I 

have met with Directors of present year and have been talking with them about how to 

be a better Director and better Board member. I hope that comes in handy  

Director Rezkalla 

My question is in regard to the role as a Vice Chair, you act essentially as one of the 

leaders for the Board, especially since you are all new to the Board it is integral how you 

approach this current year. I wanted to know, because I heard a couple initiatives 

whether they are short or long term, how you approach short or long-term goals? 

Director Vigneswaran  

As Chair-elect Kovacs and Director Hussain stated that having a relationship outside of 

the Board is very important. Scheduled events and gatherings will help essentially bring 

us together as a Board, scheduled meetings like we both discussed. 

Director Bourrie 

The one-on-ones is really important to facilitate a sense of community be proactive in 

terms of managing different issues on the Board, another thing I would like to do 

because we are all new is get familiar with policies, ELs, GPs, all those different process, I 

would like to create mock-board meetings before we actually start our process and our 

tenure on May 1st. I think that is beneficial to have hands on experience, to understand 

how the Boards actually work. Going off that socials are really important, being able to 

show that that we have professional but also a friendly working relationship would be 

really beneficial to the Board and as Vice Chair I would like to facilitate that.  

Director Tomaeh 

Can you elaborate on your understanding of the governance responsibilities of the 

Vice Chair? 

Director Bourrie 

As we have been saying this whole time the job of the Vice Chair is to be the 

understudy of the Chair, that goes as far as having a good working relationship with the 

Chair, I would like to stress the importance of learning and understanding all the 

different policies, as well as being really attentive and committed to the Board. You 

need to be able to step in for the Chair at any given moment, and I have stated that I 

am not necessarily perfect when it comes to that, but I really want to take the initiative 

and I think that I have shown you guys that able to do that and work towards. 

Director Vigneswaran  

As Owen said you do need to be the understudy of the Chair and you need to 

understand his role in order to understand every single policy in the manual and 

everything that is given and to implement those into everyday use. With that being said 



I will ensure that I keep everyone in check and ensure that nothing goes beyond what it 

needs to be and as potential Vice Chair I want to ensure that professionalism is straight 

and kept to the point. 

Chair-elect Kovacs 

Last question 

Vice Chair Hussain 

How will Directors make themselves accessible to the Brantford campus? 

Director Bourrie 

Obviously I will try to make the best relationships with the two guys, hopefully we have 

done that. I want to foster a working relationship that is important, but not only saying 

you are going to do something but following through on that. I want to be able to get 

to know you guys better, I want to have experiences in Brantford and get to know the 

Brantford students and I am really hoping you guys can connect me to them whether 

that is going out for dinner, doing certain activities, whatever it may be, I am just trying 

to build an environment with that sense of relationship and friendship. As well that 

professional working relationship is really important 

Director Vigneswaran  

In terms of my accessibility I want to make sure that I have a good rapport with you 

guys and I am working towards getting a personal vehicle so I can have an accessible 

way to get to Brantford at any point in time during the fall semester and hopefully that 

will help in the future.  

Chair-elect Kovacs 

Ok, now we are going to have one minute for closing statements and then we are 

going to a secret ballot vote 

Director Vigneswaran  

Once again thank you for listening to both Director Bourrie and I in this very long forum. I 

hope that I have represented myself very strongly and suitably and I think Director 

Bourrier has done so as well. My main focus is to create a professional environment, that 

none of us get over our heads and tire out with everything that is to come.  

Director Bourrie  

I want to thank all of you for taking the time to participate in this and I know that guys 

have absorbed a lot more than I did but basically what I want to do is foster a sense of 

community, I want to make sure that I am accessible to all of you guys that I possibly 

can, I want to ensure that I am as knowledgeable as I possibly can to do my job as well 

as I can. I think this is a very big job, I don’t take my responsibility and I want to ensure 

that I do everything in my power to not get you guys down.  

Chair Plummer 

Those Directors that are at the table please email Chair and CGO Naeem… I want to 

say to all the Director-elects in Waterloo that you are free to go because we are about 

to go in-camera. The individuals in Brantford are free to go outside and mingle with 

those individuals. 

President Brar 

Before we go in-camera I want to let the Board know that there is another meeting 

scheduled for 10pm, so we would have to stop at 10pm  

 

14. Incamera: Final Term Feedback Compilation 



Motion 15 (Wojtanowski/Rezkalla): Motion to table the in-camera session for the next 

available time before Friday, that the Board can meet as a whole 

Vote: 7-0-1 

Result: Motion Pass 

 

15. New Business and Announcements 

Chair Naeem 

Please send me all your schedules for exams so we can get quorum and have this 

conversation. I will try my best to schedule everyone, but based on quorum I will decide 

that date because that is essential for moving forward.  

Director Wojtanowski 

Volunteer hiring is still going on with the Students’ Union, so go on the website and see if 

you see a positon that you like and apply so that maybe you can get hired.  

 

16. Adjournment  

Motion 16 (Bonnell/Wojtanowski): Motion to table the in-camera session for the next 

available time before Friday, that the Board can meet as a whole 

Vote: 8-0-0 

Result: Motion Pass 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Governance Process #2b “Board Job Description” 

This interpretations-based monitoring report for Governance Process Policy #2c 

“Board Members’ Code of Conduct” is presented in accordance with the 

monitoring schedule to provide the Board of Directors with an understanding of 

governance direction for the academic year. On behalf of the Board, I certify 

that the information is developed without prejudice or bias, and represents 

compliance with a reasonable interpretation of all aspects of the policy unless 

specifically stated otherwise. 

Signed,  

 

 
   Talha Naeem 

   Chair of the Board and Chief Governance Officer 

   Wilfrid Laurier University Students’ Union 

 

    April 14, 2018 

 

(Board Policy is indicated in bold typeface throughout.) 

 

 

POLICY GP#2b1: The Board will: 

1. Provide linkage between the organization and the ownership on 

governance matters 

a. With assistance from each Director at least once per applicable 

term. 

CGO INTERPRETATION 

I define “linkage” as connecting with and acquiring feedback from the moral 

ownership of the organization. I define “governance matters” as any items that 

fall within the jurisdiction of the Board that aim to improve the quality of the 

governance structure of the organization. I define “assistance” as aid in setting 

up, facilitating, and/or cleaning up after events. I define “applicable term” as 

any term in which ownership linkage events are offered on either campus.  

OPERATIONAL DEFINITION 

Compliance will be demonstrated when:  



1. The Board is executing a plan that is complete with initiatives, feedback 

forms, and outcomes.  

2. The Board takes into consideration the feedback that the moral 

ownership offers in policy development and boardroom discussion. 

3. Each director has assisted in at least one Ownership Linkage event in both 

the Fall and Winter terms.  

4. No Ownership Linkage event is cancelled due to a lack of Director 

participation.  

EVIDENCE 

1. The Board is committed to the plan of the Ownership Linkage Committee.  

2. The Board has remained cognizant of ownership needs in all discussion. It 

has aimed to actively engage with the ownership to hear their concerns. 

These concerns are then brought forward during Ends-based and 

generative discussion.  

3. Board members have assisted with Ownership Linkage event in the Fall 

semester and Winter semester (Waterloo: Floats for Votes; Brantford: Floats 

for Votes). As per discussion in April 4th 2018 Board meeting, it was 

identified that not all board members participated in the ownership 

linkage. 

4. During the fiscal year 2017-2018, there were ownership linkage events 

which were not executed because of lack of directors’ participation.  

 

I report this section as NON-COMPLIANT. 

 

 

GLOBAL POLICY STATEMENT GP#2b: As an informed and collective agent of the 

ownership, the Board will provide specific job outputs that ensure appropriate 

organizational performance. 

CGO INTERPRETATION 

I interpret “informed and collective agent of the ownership” as an active, 

involved, and dedicated Board that speaks as a whole on behalf of the 

ownership of the organization. This is done in order to ensure the well being of all 

students at Wilfrid Laurier University whether it is of the present or the future. I 

define “specific job outputs” as the governance duties, such as ownership 

linkage initiatives, policy monitoring and development, performance 

evaluations of the President/CEO and the Board, and Ends development 

through strategic visioning. I define “ensure appropriate organizational 

performance” as conducting the proper evaluations of the President/CEO, 



whether through policy monitoring or mid-/end-of-term performance reviews, to 

allow the organization to function legally, prudently, and ethically.  

OPERATIONAL DEFINITION 

Compliance will be demonstrated when:  

1. All other sections of this policy are reported as compliant.  

EVIDENCE 

1. Not all other sections of this policy are reported as compliant.  

2. GP#2b1 is non-compliant. 

I report this section as Non-COMPLIANT. 

 



Guiding Principles: 
 
The Students’ Union shall be Student Driven in everything we do. Our activities, 
efforts and outputs are driven by the vision and guidance of our students in 
order to enhance the undergraduate experience. 
 
The Students’ Union shall Provide Opportunities for growth and personal 
development to all members. Our members will benefit from access to our wide 
variety of elected, volunteer, and paid opportunities. 
 
The Students’ Union shall be Accountable to our student members. We believe 
that all students have the right to know what their student fees are being used 
for. Furthermore, we will be responsible for our actions and will look to explain, 
clarify or justify all organizational decisions that we make. 
 
The Students’ Union shall be a Community Conscious organization. We will strive 
to promote and foster a culture of inclusivity and safety within the greater 
Laurier community. We will remain cognizant of our unique Laurier culture and 
make decisions accordingly. 
 
The Students’ Union shall strive to be Progressive, exploring leading practices that 
fit with our members’ future needs. The organization will constantly work to assess 
and improve the quality of services and programs provided to students. 
 
The Students’ Union shall be Adaptable to change. The organization will react 
to all emerging trends within the post-secondary environment in order to 
continue to meet our member’s needs. 



Wilfrid Laurier University Students’ Union Ends:  
1. An affordable, accessible and high quality academic experience;  
2. A safe, sustainable and empowering environment; 
3. A diverse and inclusive social interaction; 
4. Products and services that cater to the financial need of students. 

 
1.  An affordable, accessible and high quality academic experience; 

 
PRESIDENT & CEO INTERPRETATION: 

 
I interpret “affordable” as the financial feasibility to monetarily cover 

the academic portion of the student experience related to post-secondary 
education, given that costs related to academics are reasonable and 
apply directly to their education of students. 

 
I interpret “accessible” as the ability to seek and get help pertaining 

to academics and assist in their progression through the availability of 
support services on our campuses regardless of a student’s year, program, 
age, and/or requirements specified by documentation. This also includes 
providing information in a proactive manner on location, hours, and other 
details of such services. Furthermore, the support services being accessed by 
students shall be in locations which are cognizant of visible and invisible 
disability needs and compliant with government legislation such as but not 
limited to Accessibility for Ontarians with Disabilities Act (AODA) which 
includes Integrated Accessibility Standards Regulation (IASR), Ontario 
Human Rights Code (OHRC), and accommodations shall be provided where 
needed. 

 
I interpret “high quality academic experience” as the use of both 

digital and physical resources in the classroom, facilitated by professionals 
with designations pertaining to the field of study for academic content. It 
goes beyond simply relaying information but also incorporation of learning 
strategies, experiential learning, development of specific skills needed to 
succeed in the area of study. It also incorporates adapting to ever changing 
needs with technological adaptations and providing an up to-date 
experience for students. 

 
 
OPERATIONAL DEFINITION: 
 
Compliance will be demonstrated when:  

a. The Students’ Union advocates on behalf of reasonable tuition rates for 
students in coordination with the government and institutionally 



advocates for reasonable ancillary costs pertaining to support services 
for academics.  

b. The Students’ Union connects students to support services and resources 
both on and off campus through a variety of mediums including but not 
limited to social media, in-person sessions, volunteer channels, visual and 
digital marketing.  

c. The Students’ Union will continuously work with the University and 
advocates for a high quality academic experience in regard to 
enhancing support services and relays relevant information to 
the membership.  

d. The Students’ Union utilizes the role of the Students’ Union President and 
other Students’ Union Executive and represent students when working with 
the University through various committees and also external stakeholders 
such as but not limited to government partners  

e. All Students’ Union departments, committees, clubs, initiatives, current and 
new projects which contribute to this End demonstrate their incorporation 
of the Guiding Principles of the Organization and develop a tangible 
action plan to reach their goals. 

 
2.  A safe, sustainable and empowering environment; 

 
PRESIDENT & CEO INTERPRETATION: 
 

I interpret “safe” as the wellness of a person and without the presence of 
physical, emotional and mental distress to their being. It also means not being 
exposed to harmful situations which could impact a person’s wellness and have 
negative consequences on their physical, emotional or mental state. The 
presence of adequate support services to deal with safety issues and harm is 
imperative as well. 
 

I interpret “sustainable” as operating in a manner which supports the 
future growth of our campuses, both financially and environmentally. It 
means being cognizant of using resources and making decisions with a plan 
for the future in the mind and not depleting resources completely. 
 

I interpret “empowering” as providing unique opportunities for our 
students in areas of their interest, supporting them to find their fit and pursue a 
pathway of their choice. It also means being in an environment of other 
supporting students, staff and volunteers to enhance their emotional and 
mental well-being. 
 

I interpret “environment” as both the physical space in which students go 
through their Laurier experience on both campuses as well as the social, 
emotional and mental space that is fostered by the Students’ Union and the 



University through opportunities, cultures, and tradition where students dictate 
their own journey based on their personal experience. 
 
OPERATIONAL DEFINITION: 
 
Compliance will be demonstrated when:  

a. All undergraduate students at Laurier have the access to the resources 
provided to them with the knowledge of services, location, processes, 
and costs associated if applicable. 

b. All undergraduate students at Laurier feel safe and secure utilizing the 
available services and resources on campus without any physical, 
emotional or mental distress being placed upon them. 

c. The Students’ Union President and other Students’ Union Executives 
are trained on disclosure processes in conjunction with the University 
and collaboratively fostering a safe atmosphere. 

d. The Students’ Union provides support to those who are seeking assistance, 
directly and/or by connecting to other resources and ensuring student 
comfort throughout the process.  

e. The Students’ Union spends money and resources both responsibly 
and efficiently to allow for current and future unique experiences 
which directly benefit students. 

f. The Students’ Union programming and services offered in all departments 
are centric around student initiatives, student driven with support from 
executives and full-time staff to help enhance the undergraduate student 
experience altogether. 

 
3.  A diverse and inclusive social interaction; 

 
PRESIDENT & CEO INTERPRETATION: 
 

I interpret “diverse” as offering of a variety of unique and dynamic  
opportunities and experiences for students to partake in and being exposed to 
different ideas, opinions, and events which cultivate a culture of knowledge and 
understanding of others around us. 
 

I interpret “inclusive” as encompassing the broad scope of student 
identities on campus and providing programming, support and services across 
the Students’ Union and in coordination with University to everyone, without 
discrimination or harmful treatment based on personal identification of factors 
such as but not limited to: race, religion, creed, gender, sexual orientation, 
ethnicity, nationality, age and others identification factors of a person. Inclusive 
also means providing programming and services which strives to reach out a 
student portion of the population who may normally not be exposed to the 
work of the Students’ Union. 



 
I interpret “social interaction” as the experiences that students have when 

engaging in conversation, through activities, events or other mediums amongst 
one another and through the programming offered on campus. It also refers to 
the social exchange between different groups, campus partners and other 
external stakeholders which may take place on campus. 
 
OPERATIONAL DEFINITION: 
 
Compliance will be demonstrated when:  

a. The Students’ Union creates accepting and unique atmosphere(s) 
which allow for a diverse and inclusive environment focused towards 
student wellness, growth and knowledge of programming and services 
available for all students.  

b. The Students’ Union strives for full student acceptance and 
creates opportunities to be involved in existing programs while 
also empowering students to create new groups/clubs and 
undertake initiatives in their own way based on interests, values 
and self-identification traits.  

c. The Students’ Union communicates their services and programming on 
a variety of mediums including current channels such as digital, in-
person, online while adapting to new mediums in order to appeal to all 
audiences and reach as many members as possible.  

d. The Students’ Union conveys opportunities from the university 
through social media, in-person, and/or in partnership with external 
campus partners such as but not limited to the Diversity and Equity 
Office through the Laurier community, and across both campuses. 

 
4.  Products and services that cater to the financial need of students. 

 
PRESIDENT & CEO INTERPRETATION: 
 

I interpret “products” as tangible deliverables provided by the Students’ 
Union which are directly beneficial to students, enhance and add value to 
the student experience. 
 

I interpret “services” as internal and external offerings, and support 
available to students going through their undergrad which adds value, 
eases burden and enhances their overall experience. 
 

I interpret “cater” as both products and services being delivered, 
communicated and/or provided to students in an organized, transactional and 
accessible manner, making it easy to take advantage and utilize such 
products and services for their benefits. 



 
I interpret “financial need” as being cognizant of the student budgetary 

constraints in a financial capacity due to a high cost of living, potential lack of 
income and funds available, and providing product and services such as but 
not limited to tuition, ancillary fees, housing, food, medical, social experiences in 
a manner which is the most financially feasible for students. 
 
OPERATIONAL DEFINITION: 
 
Compliance will be demonstrated when:  

a. The Students’ Union offers access to essential services for no additional 
costs aside from the Essential Services Fee ancillary fee paid by students 
on both campuses: Brantford (Foot Patrol and Food Bank), Waterloo (Foot 
Patrol, Food Bank and the Emergency Response Team).  

b. The Students’ Union provides products related to programming and 
services to help enhance the student experience through 
volunteering and other activities students want to get involved in. 

c. The Students’ Union keeps prices and fees of its own business 
operations comparable to industry standards and offering 
reasonable prices to students. 

d. The Students’ Union advocates on behalf of students to ensure the 
university continues to offer their services at a price which is affordable 
and sufficient for both business standards as well as student needs.  

e. The Students’ Union strives to offer products and services which pertain to 
ever-changing student needs and is adaptable in its offerings. 



















Ownership Linkage Final Report 

Directors of the Board, 

 

It has been a pleasure working for you as the chair of the ownership 

linkage committee. I’ll take this opportunity to show case the strengths and 

weakness of the committee in this report for the current and future boards to 

reflect on.  

The ownership linkage committee was struck on June 10th, 2017. It 

comprised of Chair Plummer, Director Rezkalla, Director Small, Director Hassan 

and myself. On February 2nd Chair Hassan was elected and so became a de 

facto member of the committee. Since its inception the committee has met 4 

times all together but never after the new chair took his seat. In these meetings 

we discussed events that were attainable, ensured a two-way communication 

with its members and an implementation plan all within a budget that did not 

burden the organization. 

Bi-monthly were provided to board from myself that outlined passed 

events or events to come and a midterm summary report was provided on 

December 7th with the boards consent.  

Fall Semester 

 A pass the torch event with 80 physical surveys that students filled 

out within the first two hours of the event. Dessert incentives were 

given with every survey completed.  

 A multi-campus Pie in the Face Campaign was launched on both 

campuses with a pie per survey incentive.  

 Though plans were made for a mock-meeting the board could not 

meet quorum. The survey results ending the week were 121 

respondents. 

Winter Semester 

 Members of the committee and the board at large on both 

campuses were involved in promoting elections  

According to our fall survey with regards to the four benefits of the ends 

policy in specific order of priority. 

1. Students on average rated their academic experience at 3.31 out of 4 

and stated that main challenge they face that relates to their 

academic experience as a lack of study space. 

2. Safety during the day and night were ranked on average, 3,77 and 

3.27 respectively and 76.47% of respondents have never used foot 

patrol. The for sustainability was 2.93 out of 4 on average. Among some 

of the recommendations by students were more filling stations and 

more recycling/compost initiatives. 

3. Respondents ranked inclusiveness on campus on average 3.35 out of 

4. They felt the biggest challenge to social interaction as limited access 

to mental health services.  



4. Respondents ranked costs as 2.78 out of 4, the lowest rank. This is for 

student’s union provided goods and services. The overall consensus 

was that Wilf’s be cheaper wit healthier food options.  

The biggest strength of the committee this year was creativity to expand 

on what the committee does. I think ideas both within the committee and by 

the board at large were really awesome and could have worked really well with 

more committee initiative. 

This brings me to the biggest weakness of the committee this year, 

implementation. I understand that this year’s board had some internal conflict 

and put an obvious dent in this committee’s presence on campus and its 

function. 

My recommendation to future committees as mentioned in the midterm 

report are to encourage board wide participation and the chair [of the 

committee] should delegate tasks among your committee members with all of 

them present as much as possible. Additionally, work closely with the Chair of 

the Board to either provide information or to spearhead events/participation, 

there was a lack of this year and I think further chair involvement could definitely 

aid in implementing the mandates of the committee. The Chair could also aid in 

ensuring that every director attends at least one event during the year to keep 

the committee compliant to policy GP #2b.   

A tentative schedule provided to the Chair of the Board by the Chair of 

the committee at the beginning of each semester that will actually go in the 

consent agenda would definitely aid in actually going through with plans. These 

were made this year however they were recorded in the minutes, so they were 

not as concrete. Have different members of the Students’ Union post the 

campaigns for these events in different groups across social media, a lot of 

board awareness was accomplished this way. Make sure your events are 

attractive to students and don’t be afraid to look to campus partners to help 

promote and help create promotion ideas for board events.  

To promote candidacy for the election, each board member should also 

be encouraged to encourage a diverse group of members to run. Even if every 

director encourages two members to run, then there is a 24 candidate election 

for board seats. This will incentivize a broader group of students to vote and 

promote the vote.  

In conclusion I’d like to thank everyone for a fun year. This has been an 

enlightening learning experience for myself and I’m sure, the rest of the 

committee. According to GP #2g1 the committee is compliant for the year 

2017/2018.  

 

Respectfully Submitted, 

Zemar Hakim  

Chair, Ownership Linkage  

 



WILFRID  LAURIER  UNIVERSITY  STUDENTS'  UNION
Schedule  1-‐  Revenue

12  Periods  Ending  Mar.31,  2018

Actual Budget Variance Notes

Fred  Nichols'  Campus  Centre 1,153,538$       1,148,703$       $4,834
Health  and  Dental 2,571,251$       2,432,498$       $138,754 Increased  enrollment
Turret 62,296$                     180,550$               -‐$118,254 Events  not  as  successful  as  anticipated
Wilfs 2,704,665$       2,620,294$       $84,371 Catering  increases
William's  Coffee  Pub 465,242$               220,695$               $244,547 Original  Budget  assumed  reduced  activity  later  in  the  year
Centre  Spot/U-‐Desk 97,312$                     128,400$               -‐$31,088 ATM  revenue  significantly  below  budget
Food  court/leasing  operations 435,212$               502,900$               -‐$67,688 Aramark  revenue  for  leasing  food  court  space
Services  and  programming 490,424$               519,779$               -‐$29,355 Concert  revenue  to  be  accounted  for
Governance  and  Fees 1,040,039$       1,003,791$       $36,248 Increased  enrollment
Brantford  BSC,  Admin,  Fees,  EVP  &  Governance 488,593$               538,211$               -‐$49,618 Lease  revenues  haven't  posted  through  WLU  transfer
Brantford  Activities 35,682$                     75,900$                     -‐$40,218 O-‐week  registration
Brantford  Services   500$                                     5,000$                           -‐$4,500 food  bank  monetary  contributions  less  than  expected

Total 9,544,753$       9,376,721$       168,032$          



WILFRID  LAURIER  UNIVERSITY  STUDENTS'  UNION
Schedule  2-‐  Expenses

12  Periods  Ending  Mar.31,  2018

Actual Budget Variance Notes

Fred  Nichols'  Campus  Centre 2,101,837$       2,241,160$       -‐$139,324 Elevator  project  has  not  been  expense  yet
Health  and  Dental 2,116,707$       2,112,536$       $4,171 Dental  costs  up;  Health  costs  down
Turret 140,690$               246,716$               -‐$106,026 Reduced  Cost  of  goods  due  to  reduced  sales
Wilfs 2,690,135$       2,532,936$       $157,198 Increased  Food  Costs
William's  Coffee  Pub 526,864$               316,243$               $210,621 Original  Budget  assumed  reduced  activity  later  in  the  year
Centre  Spot/U-‐Desk 46,991$                     61,047$                     -‐$14,056 Moneris  costs  charged  to  Finance,  budgeted  here
Food  court/leasing  operations 149,521$               186,917$               -‐$37,396 Reduced  Maintenance  Costs
University  Affairs 57,044$                     61,081$                     -‐$4,036
Campus  Clubs  and  faculty  associations 2,871$                           62,474$                     -‐$59,603 Campus  Clubs  Budget  Exp  still  to  be  accrued
Services  and  programming 440,295$               575,405$               -‐$135,109 Oweek  expenses  significantly  below  budget
Administration 19,688$                     36,120$                     -‐$16,432 Volunteer  Appreciation  expenses  still  to  be  incurred
Governance  and  Fees 33,710$                     31,527$                     $2,182
President 9,279$                           40,179$                     -‐$30,900 corporate  promotions,  tuition,  and  travel  all  under  budget
Brantford  BSC,  Admin,  Fees,  EVP  &  Governance 78,839$                     83,729$                     -‐$4,890
Brantford  Activities 74,866$                     125,526$               -‐$50,659 entertainment  and  equipment  rentals  under  budget
Brantford  Services   3,565$                           9,984$                           -‐$6,419
Brantford  Operations 8,797$                           12,283$                     -‐$3,486

-‐$                                          
Total 8,501,699$       8,735,862$       234,164-‐$                  



WILFRID  LAURIER  UNIVERSITY  STUDENTS'  UNION
Statement  of  Operations  by  Department

12  Periods  Ending  Mar.31,  2018

Revenue Expenses Profit/Loss Notes

Fred  Nichols'  Campus  Centre 1,153,538$   2,101,837$   -‐$948,299 This  Dept  is  budgeted  to  finish  the  year  with  a  loss
Health  and  Dental 2,571,251$   2,116,707$   $454,544 Anticipate  increased  costs  prior  to  year  end
Turret 62,296$             140,690$         -‐$78,394
Wilfs 2,704,665$   2,690,135$   $14,530
William's  Coffee  Pub 465,242$         526,864$         -‐$61,621
Centre  Spot/U-‐Desk 97,312$             46,991$             $50,321
Food  court/leasing  operations 435,212$         149,521$         $285,691 This  Dept  is  budgeted  to  have  a  significant  surplus
University  Affairs 57,044$             -‐$57,044
Campus  Clubs  and  faculty  associations 2,871$                 -‐$2,871
Services  and  programming 490,424$         440,295$         $50,128
Administration 19,688$             -‐$19,688
Governance  and  Fees 1,040,039$   33,710$             $1,006,329 This  Dept  is  budgeted  to  have  a  significant  surplus
President 9,279$                 -‐$9,279
Brantford  BSC,  Admin,  Fees,  EVP  &  Governance 488,593$         78,839$             $409,754 This  Dept  is  budgeted  to  have  a  significant  surplus
Brantford  Activities 35,682$             74,866$             -‐$39,185
Brantford  Services   500$                       3,565$                 -‐$3,065
Brantford  Operations 8,797$                 -‐$8,797

Total 9,544,753$   8,501,699$   $1,043,054



THIS STUDENT AFFAIRS ADMINISTRATION AGREEMENT MADE THIS 1st DAY OF 
May A.D., 2018. 
  
BETWEEN: 
  

WILFRID LAURIER UNIVERSITY 
A corporation incorporated under a Special Act of the Province of Ontario, 
Hereinafter called the “University” 

  
-and- 

  
WILFRID LAURIER UNIVERSITY STUDENTS’ UNION 
A corporation without share capital incorporated under the laws of the Province of 
Ontario, 
Hereinafter called the “Union” 
  
-and- 
  
WILFRID LAURIER UNIVERSITY GRADUATE STUDENTS’ 
ASSOCIATION 
A corporation without share capital incorporated under the laws of the Province of 
Ontario, 
Hereinafter called the “Association” 

  
WHEREAS the parties desire to enter into an Agreement to deal generally with the 
operations, finances and management of the Student Affairs departments at the 
University; 

  
AND WHEREAS the University agrees that before any new University policy is 
implemented that affects this agreement, the University will first consult with the Union 
and the Association; 
  
WITNESSES that in consideration of the mutual covenants contained herein and other 
good and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency whereof is hereby 
acknowledged, the parties acknowledge and agree as follows: 

  
1. Description of Intention   
 

As per the agreement between the University, the Union, and the Association in May 1, 
2003, the University will collect an assessed fee from each student named the 



comprehensive student services (CSS) fee. These funds will be allocated to support the 
specific Student Affairs departments each semester to enhance the student experience. This 
agreement serves to outline the stewardship of the funds collected and details the 
commitment of all parties to strive for a consistent student experience in our multi-campus 
environment. The ongoing evaluation and assessment of each unit will foster a culture of 
continuous improvement to the benefit of all students.  We will ensure opportunities for 
student employment will be prioritized where possible. We confirm that this agreement 
aligns with University, Union, and Association governing documents. 

   
2. Duration of Agreement 
  

Subject to any right of revision or renewal described in Section 6, this Agreement will be 
in force for three (3) fiscal years, namely, from May 1, 2018 to April 30, 2021, with 
potential renewal of an additional one (1) year at a time and not exceeding beyond two (2) 
years. 

  
3. Student Affairs Advisory Council (SAAC) 

  
SAAC is the governing body responsible for ensuring the compliance of all parties to this 
agreement. The primary role will be to ensure effective communication and provide high-
level advisory support for the individual departments. 

 
a. Structure 

 
Composition of SAAC will be: 

 
                     University (4) 

·   Vice President Student Affairs     
·    AVP Student Services (Chair)    
·     Dean of Students from Waterloo and Brantford or Designate at the 

confirmed by the Vice President, Student Affairs 
Union (3)  

·      President 
·      Student Representative appointed by President 
·      Resource (non-voting) 
 

                     Association (3) 
·      President 
·      Student Representative appointed by President 
·      Resource (non-voting) 



 
  
Administrative support for the committee will be provided by the Office of Student 
Affairs. 
 
Any changes to the membership can be modified at the discretion of the committee 
with unanimous support. Any changes to the composition must adhere to an equal 
number of votes between the University and the student representatives of the 
Union and Association, and agreed upon with unanimous support from the 
committee 
 

  
b. Meetings 

 
i.   Meetings shall be held following the Appendix A: SAAC Meeting Schedule. 

 
ii.   Minutes shall be recorded and be available on request. 

 
iii.   A Document repository for SAAC to store agendas, minutes and other 

documents in digital and/or physical format will be created and maintained by 
Student Affairs. 
 

iv.   Decisions at a meeting of SAAC shall be by majority vote.  In the instance of 
a tie, the motion fails. Any resolution to implement or increase a fee that is to 
be solely levied upon, or to substantially change a service that is offered to the 
members of a Student Government must be supported by all voting 
Committee members of the applicable Student Government who are in 
attendance at the meeting.  
 

v.   A special meeting can be called with a minimum notice of forty-eight (48) 
hours by the Vice President Student Affairs, President of the Union or 
President of the Association. 
 

vi.   Quorum shall be five, of which there must be at least: two (2) voting members 
representing Student Affairs and one (1) voting member representing the 
Union and one (1) voting member representing the Association. Designates 
may be used under extenuating circumstances to achieve quorum. 
 

 
 



c. Specific Duties of SAAC 
 

i.   Review of this agreement as necessary; 
 

ii.   Ensure the management of the Student Affairs departments are in compliance 
with this agreement; 
 

iii.   Manage the budget process, review financial reports, and review/approve all 
major proposals. 
 

iv.   Create a cyclical review process for the Student Affairs departments  
 

 
4. Operations 
 

i.   Continuous Improvement 
  

Each Student Affairs department will undergo a formal review as outlined in 
Appendix B of this Agreement: Formal Unit Cyclical Review Procedure & Schedule 
B.  

  
Departments shall also engage annually in assessment practices focused on evidence 
based data, including but not limited to: student participation levels, quantitative 
student surveys, and qualitative student focus groups. Methods and practices shall 
respond to the unit strategic plan and priorities document. General assessment 
results should be included as appendices in the unit annual plan. 

  
ii.   Organizational Structure 

  
Included in this agreement is an Appendix C which illustrates the organizational 
reporting structure for the most senior positions in Student Affairs. SAAC shall serve 
as the official approval body for the University regarding any organizational structure 
changes as noted in Appendix D: Student Affairs Management Positions within the 
Student Affairs departments directly funded by the CSS fee. Approval shall confirm 
the procedure outlined in Appendix D: Human Resources Appendix Here. 

 
In any cases where the CSS fee is supporting programming and services outside of 
the Student Affairs departments, such departments will also need organizational 
changes approved by SAAC to confirm continued support through the CSS Fee. 

 



iii.   Facilities 
 

The University shall allocate to the exclusive use of the Student Affairs departments 
dedicated space to meet the reasonable space requirements of Student Affairs, 
including ancillary services. These spaces will be consistently governed by the overall 
University space requirements and policies. 
 
Department Managers as outlined in Appendix D must receive SAAC approval for 
any change in service and programming that requires additional or enhanced space 
prior to making a space request through the appropriate University procedures.  

  
SAAC shall have responsibility for the operation and oversight of the upper and 
lower Concourse as well as the outdoor patio adjacent to the Concourse, which shall 
be undertaken in accordance with applicable University policies and guidelines. The 
concourse will continue to be primarily used as a common space for students with 
space bookings coordinated through the OneCard office.. 
 

5.   Finances 
 
The CSS fee shall contribute 50% of the total budget needs for the Student Affairs 

departments supported by the fee. 
 

CSS Fee Schedule 
 

The following table showcases the decided upon increases to the CSS fee for the 
next three (3) academic years. The CSS fee cannot be amended outside of this 
schedule and is charged per half credit, per-term up to five credits for 
undergraduate students, and at a full-time, part-time rate for graduate students.  

 

Year Undergraduate Fee 
Per half credit, Per 

Term 

Graduate Student Full 
Time/Part Time 

2018/19 $39.61  $198.05 

2019/20 $43.51 $217.55 

2020/21 $47.41 $237.05 

  
 

i.    



ii.   Budget Development and Approval 
 

An annual budget for Student Affairs shall be developed in accordance with 
Appendix F: SAAC Budget Development and Approval Process 
 

 
iii.   Facilities 

 
During the first year of this agreement, SAAC shall work with the appropriate 
University departments to determine the impacts of the Responsibility Centre 
Management (RCM) model as it relates to facilities of the Student Affairs 
departments and the costs associated with occupancy. Upon completion of the 
determined process, the new formula calculating occupancy cost will be captured 
as part of Appendix E. 
 
The department managers of Student Affairs as outlined in Appendix D must 
present a proposal to SAAC inclusive of estimated cost impacts for any 
renovations or acquisition of new space for approval. The proposal must detail 
sources of funding for the renovation, revenue generation, and associated 
financial impacts including recognition of any longer term financial impacts to 
operating budgets. 
 
Departments of Student Affairs can take advantage of facility rentals for external 
groups to generate revenue for their specific department while prioritizing access 
for students.   

 
iv.   Revenue Generation 

 
There are fees charged to students for services provided within the Student Affairs 
departments that are not supported by the CSS fee. These fees are approved first 
by SAAC, then by the Committee on Non-Tuition Fee Assessment, and finally by 
the University Board of Governors. They are categorized as either compulsory 
non-tuition fees. These fees are intended to be used as cost recovery for the 
specific service.  
 
In the event of budget cuts imposed by the University, revenue collected from 
compulsory non-tuition fees. student tickets for events, or service access fees 
cannot be used to offset budget cuts across the Student Affairs departments unless 
approved by SAAC.  

 



 
v.   Sponsorship/Grants/Donations 

 
For funding granted through government envelopes, allocation of such funding 
shall be decided collectively by SAAC table based on priorities agreed upon by 
the University, the Union and the Association.  
 
It is understood that University funding envelopes count as part of the University 
baseline contributions.  
 
CSS contributions may be matched to funding envelopes with the approval of 
SAAC. 

 
The Vice President Student Affairs will inform SAAC, if knowledgeable, of 
upcoming funding opportunities to be pursued by the University and initiate any 
request to formalize the arrangements with SAAC. 

   
vi.   Reserve/Stabilization Funds 

                                       
If in any year CSS fee revenues collected are in excess of 50% of the approved 
budget, such excess shall be identified as a reserve fund. If CSS fee revenues 
collected fall below 50% of the approved budget, this reserve fund will be utilized 
to compensate for the shortfall.  

 
Reserve funds will be managed using Appendix F: CSS Fee Reserve Fund 
Protocol.  

 
It is understood that distinct and separate reserve funds for student services 
ancillaries have been approved by the Board of Governors and that SAAC does 
not have control over these reserve funds.  

 
vii.   Special Initiatives Fund  

  
An annual Special Initiatives Fund shall be established for each campus.  
 
These funds will have a portion of them managed by the respective campus Dean 
of Students and a representative from SAAC for the Union and the Association. 
The total value of the fund will be determined annually through the budget 
process and adjusted based on demand.  

 



The second portion of the Fund will be dedicated to service enhancements of the 
Student Affairs departments that the CSS fee supports. The criteria will be 
detailed in Appendix G; Special Initiatives Fund. 

 
  

viii.   Compensation from Ancillary Services                
                  

The budget that supports the position of AVP, Student Services and the Student 
Services Financial Analyst will continue to be covered by the ancillary services 
budgets on a % basis. 

 
6.   REVISION AND RENEWAL 

  
The parties agree that this agreement can be extended twice, for one year extensions 
upon mutual consent in writing. 

  
The parties agree that the term of this Agreement may be amended or extended upon 
mutual consent in writing, but no more than the maximum time frame 

  
The parties agree to strike a committee to commence negotiations and to make 
recommendations regarding any renewal of this Agreement, including the terms of 
same, at least one (1) year prior to the expiry of the Agreement. Provided, however, 
that any such renewal and the terms hereof shall require the approval of the 
University Board of Governors, the Union Board of Directors, and the Association 
Board of Directors. 

  
7.   CONFLICTS 

 
The University has entered into an Operating Procedures Agreement with the Union 
effective May 1, 2011, and an Operating Procedures Agreement with the Association 
effective May 1, 2016, individually referred to as the “OPA.”  In the event of a 
conflict between this agreement and an OPA, the terms and conditions of the OPA 
shall apply. 

  
8.   THE PARTIES AGREE BY THE EXECUTION OF THIS AGREEMENT THAT 

THE AGREEMENT DATED THE 1st DAY OF MAY, 2013 BETWEEN THE 
UNIVERSITY, THE UNION, AND THE ASSOCIATION, KNOWN AS THE 
STUDENT AFFAIRS ADMINISTRATION AGREEMENT IS HEREBY 
REVOKED AND CANCELLED. 

 



 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF the parties have set their seals over the signatures of the duly 
authorized officers thereon on the first date set out above, 
  
  
WILFRID LAURIER UNIVERSITY 
  
  
Per: ___________________________ 
Dr. Deborah MacLatchy, President & Vice Chancellor 
  
  
Per: ___________________________ 
Ms. Deborah Dubenofsky, VP Finance & Administration  
  
  
Per: ___________________________ 
Mr. David McMurray, Vice President Student Affairs 
  
  
WILFRID LAURIER UNIVERSITY STUDENTS’ UNION 
  
  
Per: ___________________________ 
Mr. Kanwar Brar, President & Chief Executive Officer 
  
  
Per: ___________________________ 
Mr. Phil Champagne, Executive Director & Chief Operating Officer 
 
  
WILFRID LAURIER UNIVERSITY GRADUATE STUDENTS’ ASSOCIATION 
  
  
Per: ___________________________ 
Ms. Natalie Gleba, President & Chief Executive Officer 
  
 
Per: ___________________________ 
Ms. Samantha Deeming, Chair, Board of Directors 



Executive Limitation #1 “Global Executive Constraint” 
 
This monitoring report for Executive Limitation Policy # 1 "Global Executive 
Constraint" is presented in accordance  with  the  monitoring  schedule  set  
forth by the Board of Directors for 2017-18. I certify that  the information  
contained in this report is true and represents compliance with a reasonable  
interpretation of all aspects of the policy unless specifically stated otherwise. 

 

 
 
Kanwar Brar 
President and CEO 
Wilfrid Laurier University Students' Union 

March 23, 2018   
 
(Board Policy is indicated in bold typeface throughout.) 

 
Policy Wording EL#1:  The President shall not:  Cause or allow any organizational 
practice, activity, decision or circumstance, which is either: 

•  unlawful 
•  imprudent 
•  in violation of commonly accepted business and/or professional ethics 

 
CEO INTERPRETATION 

 
I Interpret “unlawful" as conducting an act that is prohibited by and in 
violation of federal and provincial legislation, municipal by-laws, and other 
rules and regulations which are established by Wilfrid Laurier University, WLU 
Students' Union including the Constitution, and any other agreement the 
Organization is bound to follow. 

 
I interpret "imprudent" as acting in a rash manner, and not showing 
consideration for immediate, short-term and long-term consequences of 
actions which impact the student body. 

 
I interpret “commonly accepted business and/or professional ethics" as 
standard strategic and operational practices followed by not-for-profit 
organizations and the leaders of organizations including but not limited 
being 

president 
2018-03-12 18:14:31 
-------------------------------------------- 
date 



cognizant of use of fun ds appropriately and conflicts of interests. 
 

OPERATIONAL DEFINITION 
 

A.  The external audit does not question the prudence, ethics or lawfulness 
or our financial practices. 

B.   There are no substantiated claims by staff or consumers of human 
rights abuses, unethical actions or activities, violation of 
occupational health and safety regulations or any legislation. 

C.  Volunteers and employees have an avenue to report unethical 
practices to their supervisors according to the organizational structure 
without fear or  retaliation. 

D.   There have been no fines or lawsuits for illegal activity. 
E.   The Organization abides by common business practices. 

 

EVIDENCE 

1.   The external audit did not flag anything as a point 
of concern for the Organization.  

2.   There have been no sustained complaints of unethical actions or 
activities, or of human rights violations, or of occupational health and 
safety violations submitted by staff or customers. 

3.   Grievance & Whistle Blower Policy: Appendix A 
a.   Volunteers and employees are made aware of who to contact 

with any reports of unethical pract ices through initial training. 
4.   The Students' Union has not been successfully sued nor fined for any 

illegal activities  in the past year. 
 

I report this section as COMPLIANT. 

president 
2018-03-12 18:14:55 
-------------------------------------------- 
The external audit did not flag anything as 
a point of concern for the Organization. 
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Appendix A 
 
 

GREIVANCES & WHISTLE-BLOWER POLICY 
 

The Students' Union is committed to high standards of ethical. moral, 
and legal business conduct. In line with this commitment, and the 
Students' Union commitment to open communication, this policy aims 
to provide an avenue for all employees (paid and unpaid) to raise 
concerns and reassurance that they will be protected from reprisals or 
victimization for voicing their issues. 
Furthermore, the Students' Union recognizes that 
employer/employee (or supervisor/subordinate) relationship 
problems will arise from time to time. 

 
As such, this policy - as mandated in EL #2b of the Students' Union 
Policy Governance Manual - is intended to protect the individual if 
concerns are raised regarding the following: 

I.   Incorrect financial reporting; 
II.   Unlawful activity or violation of a law /legislation: 
Ill.  Activities that are not in line with the Students• Union policy, 

including the Part-Time Staff and Volunteer Code of 
Conducts; 

IV.   Activities which otherwise amounts to serious improper 
conduct or gross mismanagement: 

V.   An abuse of authority including alleged improper behavior, 
disciplinary action, or unfair treatment: 

YI. A substantial and specific danger to public health or safety. 

Safeguards 
I.   Harassment or Victimization - harassment or victimization for 

reporting concerns under this policy will not be tolerated. 
II.   Confidentiality- every effort will be made to treat the 

complainant's identity with appropriate regard for 
confidentiality, providing anonymity for the individual 
when required. 

Ill.  Anonymous Allegations - we encourage individuals to 
provide their names to allegations, to allow appropriate 
follow-up questions and investigations, which may not be 
possible unless the source of the information is identified. 
However, concerns expressed anonymously will still be 
explored appropriately. 
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IV. Bad Faith Allegations - any allegations, upon investigation, 
that are deemed malicious or in bad faith may result in 
disciplinary action. 

Process for Whistle-blowing 
1.   Reporting - this procedure is intended to be used for serious and 

sensitive issues. Such concerns, including those related to 
financial reporting, unethical or illegal conduct, may be 
reported directly to either the employee's direct supervisor or 
Human Resources Generalist: 

2.   Timing - adequate timeliness is required, the earlier a 
concern is expressed, the easier it is to take action. 

3.   Evidence - although the individual is not expected to provide 
actual evidence on an allegation, the individual should be able 
to demonstrate to the person contacted that the report is being 
made in good faith. 

Process for Grievances 
In order that employees may be assured fair and impartial 
consideration of their problems, the following method of presenting, 
reviewing, and adjusting grievance has been established: 

1.   The employee should first attempt to resolve the grievance 
informally by discussing it with their immediate supervisor or 
department manager. The supervisor may request the assistance of 
the Human Resources Generalist.  If the problem is related to the 
interpretation of  policy, the  employee  may first choose to discuss 
the problem with the Human Resources Generalist; 

2.   If the matter is not resolved to the employee's satisfaction at the 
informal stage, the employee may proceed to the formal 
grievance stage by presenting the complaint in writing to their 
immediate supervisor, with a copy to the Human Resources 
Generalist; 

3.   Upon receipt of the written grievance, the supervisor will review 
and discuss the grievance with their department manager, and 
Human Resources Generalist. At that time, it will be determined 
whether a formal discussion is necessary in order to resolve the 
situation. During this · discussion the following people will be 
present; the employee, their direct supervisor, the Human 
Resources Generalist, and any other parties that may be 
necessary regarding the specific complaint; 

4.   Following the formal discussion, the Human Resources Generalist 
(or Executive Director and/or President where necessary} will 
provide the employee with a written decision on the grievance 
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within ten (1O} working days of the formal discussion. 
 

The various discussion stages of this procedure have been established 
to give those involved the opportunity to present facts, views, and 
information which are pertinent to the situation and, it is hoped, will 
contribute to the satisfactory settlement of the grievance. During this 
process, the Students' Union may review with legal counsel. The written 
decision of the President is final and binding on the employee
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